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Having made large additions to] our. former variety of
PLA IN  AND FANCY
J O B  T  Y  B  ZE3 ,
Wo are now prepared to exeedte with neatness and des­
patch. every.description of Job Work, such as 
Circulars, Bill-heads, Cards, Blanks, 
Catalogues, Program m es,
Shop Bills, Labels, Auction and H and  
BiUs, &c., &o.
Particular attentionjpaid
P R I N T I N G  I N  C O L  O K S
BRONZING. &.C.
From the Embassador.
The Dying W ife to her H usband .
You’ll think of me sometimes, belov’d 
When I am gone from sight,
When you can see me never more,
You’ll not forget me quite.
You’ll miss sometimes at twilight hour,
My low and loving tone:
Your heart will sometimes feel a pang, '
When beating all alone.
You’ll think of days forever gone,
And grief may wring a tear,
From eyes that have seldom wept,
But I shall not be here.
You’ll come and go, and yet the smile 
That ouce your fond eyes met,
Will faded be, forever fled,
But oh, do not forget.
When cold and lifeless is the form 
That nestled on thy breast,
When chill and marble are the lips 
That once thine own have press’d,
Oh, sometimes think of me, and come 
Unto the quiet spot,
Where all is silent, lone and still,
But oh not quite forget.
You’ll thiuk of me when sitting side 
Mv lone and vacant chair,
And sometimes, love, oh, gaze upon,
This golden tress of hair,
And think that with its sister curls,
It floated on the brow
That rests within the lowly grave,
So dark and pallid now.
But yet your grief will pipa away,
Like dusky shades of night ;
The cypress wreath you’ll change below,
For one of flowers white.
You’ll fondly love another one, x
And call her thine, but yet
Your lost young bride, your first belov’d,
Oh, do not quite forget.
And she thy chosen one, may bring 
A heart of love to thee !
But ah, more loving true, than miue,
I know it cannot be !
But if she loves you as «he ought,
With love outgushing, still 
1 know you’ll sometimes think of her 
Who rests so pale and chill.
Oh, sometimes fancy that my arms 
Are fondly round thee twin’d,
And that my cheek once warm and fair,
Is closely pressed to thine.
When 1 am gone, forever gone,
I ’d be remember’d yet,
Ch, think of me sometimes, beloved 
And never quite forget.
THE BACHELOR’S BUTTON.
OB, HOW A S1NOLC GENTLEMAN GOT INTO DIFFICULTY, 
AND HOW HE OOT OUT OF IT.
CHAPTER I .
Some years ago, when I was a  single man 
and dreaming (as some single men do) of 
double bliss yet destined to arrive, I went to 
a concert a t the Music H all of Boston. M u­
sic is, poetically and proverbially, ‘ the food 
of love,’ and in my sentimental state I  con­
sumed a good deal of i t ; not th a t I  bad 
any object in view. Miue was abstract love; 
I  cultivated it, I  increased my stock, so tha t 
I  might have a good stock of the tender pas­
sion on hand whenever I saw an eligible op- 
W ell, to return to
knew little o f the town, which was a large 
one, and to expect to know the name of my 
fair one, by a  mere description was hopeless, 
for there doubtless m ust' be a  great many 
with dark eyes and black hair within the 
‘ bills of m ortality ’ there, as elsewhere.
M y love fit grew more and more violent 
during the day ; but tired out by my search, 
1 returned to the hotel, and took out my 
dress coat from my portm anteau to feed my 
flame even with the contemplation of the in­
animate business button th a t had detained 
the ‘ black-eyed devinity ’ so long. I t  was 
no little delight I  now discovered what did 
not before catch my eye— a fragment o f the 
silk loop o f her dress still adhered to the 
button, twisted round the shank. I pressed 
it  to my lip s ; i t  was lilac in color— and 
stooped to gently disentangle it  from the bit 
of brass as gentle as though it were a tress 
of my loved one’s hair, when something clink­
ed in my sk irt pocket. I  supposed I  had 
left some money there, for in my perturba­
tion and excitement I  omitted to search the 
coat on taking it off the night before. I  
thrust my hand into the pocket. Gracious 
m e ! W hat did I  behold— what did I  take 
out— a gold chain bracelet!
You could have ‘ brained ’ me with my 
lady’s fan. I  saw a t a  glance how matters 
stood— in the excitement and flurry of un­
doing the loop from my button, the lady had 
undone the clasp of her own bracelet, which 
had not unnaturally fallen into the coat 
skirt with which she was engaged, and 
doubtless, on missing it, instead of regard­
ing me in a  romantic light, she pu t it down 
tha t I  was o f the swell mob, and had pur­
posely entangled in her dress in order to rob 
her of her jewelry.
H ere was an anti-heroic position to find 
one's self, when I  wished to be considered 
the most devoted of knights, to be remem­
bered only as the most expert o f pickpock­
ets ! W as ever an honest lover in such a 
plight, and to make it worse 1 could not see 
low I  was to escape from such a dilemma. 
I  must go down to the grave remembered on­
ly in th a t dear one’s mind as the nefarious 
purloiner of her bracelet. To find her out 
was impossible; but a bright idea struck me, 
as my eye lighted on a newspaper lying on 
the coffee-room table. I  rang the bell, and 
inquired o f the waiter when the local paper 
was published. ‘ To-morrow morning,’ he 
answered. I sat down and wrote an ad­
vertisement ; it  was in the following words :
‘ I f  the lady, whose dress got entangled in 
a gentleman’s coat button, in leaving the 
concert last Wednesday, will call a t or send 
to the Tremont Hotel, she will hear some­
thing to her advantage.’
There, I  thought, as I  gave the adver­
tisement to the boy, and five shillings to pay 
for insertion in the Traveller, there, if  tha t 
will not give me a clue to escape from a very 
unpleasant dilemma, and a t the same time 
to know who my enchanter is, the fates 
must be very unpropitious.
My plans being thus so far-adopted, I or­
dered dinner, and waited patiently or rather 
im patiently, the appearance of the newspa- 
paper next morning. I t  was brought up to 
my room damp from the press, and then I
M Y  O W N  F U N E R A L ,
A PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENON.
‘ That man,’ said he, smiliog in spite of him­
self; * why, my dear friend, tha t’s my servant 
John ; don't you remember him ?’
‘ Ah, doctor, doctor, I ’m afraid you are try­
ing to make a fool of me. Your John had red 
hair, and besides 1 know that man. He be­
longs to the—the cemetery.’
‘ Oh! nonsense, you’re dreaming. Well, 
how do you feel now !’
I certainly felt a new man. Though weak 
and depressed, still I was free from the dread 
and agony I bad suffered, and, us I sat in a 
large chair near the cheerful fire, and looked at 
the doctor’s well-known and now cheerful face 
—for he was delighted to find me recovering, 
though he would not leave me—the memory of 
the past stole back by fits and starts.
At lust I  took a strange resolution. With a 
great deal of trouble I persuaded the doctur to 
keep my resurrection, as I called it, a profound 
secret lor a  few days. I told him it was posi­
tively necessary to my happiness, and he. prob­
ably thinking that I required great care, at lust 
consented on condition that I would go back to 
his house during that time. I then addressed 
myself to the man, and, by liberal promises of 
p ijment, I learned from him that I was then in 
the watch-house attached to the cemetery ; and 
further, that my funeral was to have taken 
place the next day, for I had been dead two 
days. 1 induced him to keep this secret, too , 
and that I  might curry out my plans, be was to 
take the clothes I then had on, to nail up my 
coffin in the morning, and to prepare everything 
for the funeral, us if I were really dead.
When all these arrangements were made, I 
retired to the doctor’s house.
The next morning I sent out the doctor’s ser­
vant to buy me an enormous pair of false mous­
taches and a
portunity of investing it.
the concert: i t  was crowded to excess, and ________ ______ ___ __________
the rush on leaving, to reach cabs and car- jn a)1 t}ie glory Qf  1 ^ 7  type, my "in-
riages, was very great. I  wore on th a t mem­
orable night a blue coat w ith brass buttons, 
and I  flattered m yself there were worse look­
ing men in the room. I  tell you candidly, 
I  adm ired myself, and next to myself, the 
other party  1 was struck w ith was a fine girl, 
with dark eyes and black hair, who sat with 
some young friends a  few forms d istant. I  
hoped she noticed me and my blue coat with 
brass buttons. I  looked a t her often enough 
to  a ttrac t her attention to both ; and being, 
as my friends would say, in ra ther a  spooney 
state, worked myself in a  towering passion 
— o f love. B u t how was 1 to come to the 
object o f my adm iration, for I  was as diffi­
dent as devoted— ‘ as shy as I  was vain,’ as 
an over-candid friend once said ! * H ail Co­
lum bia,’ which concluded the concert, sur­
prised me, as unprepared as on my first 
glance to improve the occasion,’ and the 
company were shoaling out, while I stood 
mutely gazing after the object of my love at 
first sight. She and her party  eddied for a 
while by the inner door of the concert room, 
and were then draw n out into the retiring 
current, and lost to sight.
teresting announcement. B ut, my s ta r s ! 
with what an advertisement was it followed 
in the very same column. I  only wonder 
tha t my hair did not stand on end, as I read 
as follows:
REWARD.—Lost, or stolen, on the night of the Con- 
cert, at the Hall, a  Gold Chain Bracelet. It is tlio’t 
to have been taken from the lady’s arm by a pickpocket, of 
gentlemanly appearance, who wore a blue coat with brass 
I buttons, and kept near the lady on her leaving the hall.
Any one giving information as will lead to the recovery 
of the bracelet, or the capture of the thief, (if it was stol­
en,) will receive the above reward, on applying to No. 7, 
Cambridge Place.
CHAPTER II I .
H ere was a pretty  plight— to be adver­
tised in the public papers as a pickpocket, 
when my only crime was like Othello's, th a t 
of
“ Loving, not wisely, but too well.”
My determination, howevet, was quickly 
adopted. I  went up stairs, put on the very 
identical delinquent blue coat, so accurately 
described, and, taking the paper in my hand, 
preceeded to 7 Cam bridge Place,
will occasionally ; and I  believe making love to 
one man, while you feel it for another, is one of 
the first rules of the charitable art of flirta­
tion.’
‘ Well, in this case it was otherwise. I have 
learnt that her parents were, and still are, most 
anxious that she should marry the young Due
de P ------, who, as you know, is no less wealthy
in lands than in rank.’
‘ Ah, I see; and so the young lady concealed 
her real preference by making you the pretext.’
• Alas, I fear so.’
At this moment, fortunately for me, the car­
riages, which had been moving along a t the 
slow pace which is supposed to be agreeable to 
grief, during this conversation, stopped near 
the cometery, and we all adjourned to the 
grave.
Near it was the empty coffin covered with a 
black pall. I stood by while the funeral service 
was going on, and really, at first, there was 
something so ludicrous in all this pomp and cer­
emony and well got-up grief over nothing out 
deal boards and brass, nails that 1 could scarce­
ly refrain from laughter.
But when Lord E------, the tears really in his
eyes, came forward when all was done, and in a 
hoarse voice said : ‘ VYe have lost a good friend 
in the very flower of youth—one whom I had 
learnt to love, and who can never be replaced to 
me—a diligent and hearty assistant, a true gen­
tleman, and a man of heart:’ then I felt 
almost sorry that I was not really dead, to 
merit such kindness— kindness never shown 
to a man till he is stiff and cold ; and, you may 
believe me, I felt thoroughly ashamed of myself 
for thus befooliog an honest friendship.
I looked round on those present, and from 
that moment, for the first time, I could detect 
who wero true, who false friends, for grief is 
perhaps the most difficult passion to simulate.
We dispersed, and so far I was delighted with 
iny adventure. My death had not only revealed 
my true friends, hut, far more glorious, had 
given me the heart that I prized above all.— 
Still, with a perversity peculiar to my nature, 1 
doubted of the whole of what I had heard, and, 
to ba brief, 1 resolved to judge for myself.
Tae day passed, and when evening came, I 
had made up my mind to go aud call at the 
Frankcnsteins in my disguise, and announce my­
self as a friend of my deceased self, charged by 
myself to carry some message to my own lady­
love. The scheme was bold, but 1 determined 
to try it.
As 1 went, however, I thought I would just 
look in at the cemetery. You probably know 
that it is the custom abroad to decorate the 
graves of your friends and relations with flowers 
and immortelles. Now 1 had no relations in 
Munich, and very few foreign friends who cared 
sufficiently about me to undertake this. Still, I 
thought that my faithful vulet, whom I had 
boen astonished not to see at the funeral, might 
possibly bring his little token to a master he 
had loved so much
I determined a t any rate to see if any one 
cared about me.
Ju stu s  1 was entering the graveyard, I  saw 
two figures before it, one of which, clothed in 
deep mourning, I instantly recognized as that of 
Ida. I was amazed. W hat friend was she 
going to weep and pray for ? I remembered 
that het grandmother was buried there. This 
possibly explained it. But full of vague hope 
that this was not her object, 1 followed her.— 
She went first to the keeper, and presently I saw 
him conducting her—yes, oh ! jo y !—to my 
grave.
I slipped from monument to monument, and 
finally concealed myself behind one from which 
I could watch her movements. The other figure, 
which was her maid, carried a basket of fresh 
flowers. Ida took them from her hand, and 
scattered them over the fresh-turned earth.— 
Then bidjing her retire a little, she knelt down 
beside tho grave.
Oh joy ! oh jo y ! why was I not dead to drink 
her tears as they flowed—for I saw them—upon 
the sod ? W hy was I alive to turn her grief to 
foolishness ?
But I could no longer endure this restraint. 
For my part 1 rather like i t . ! The joy was too great forme. I stole quietly 
The churchyard is always to my mind the most op and stood near her. 1 heard her bitter sobs 
cheerful place going. But then it is not every for awhile, and—yes—her prayer, her fervent 
day one gets a  senior moved from over one’s, prayer—that she too might follow me soon, 
head.’ I Then she rose slowly and sadly. She turned
* Ah, my boy, and you think you will step and saw me, and a t first her face was deadly
into G------’8 post! I wish you may get it, es pule. Then recovering herself, she looked
pecially as I have been promised the first paid j strangely at me, as if to ask why a 6tranger in- 
attacheship this six months.’ I truded upon her grief. I made a great efl’ort
* And I have been stuck down in this cursed j to conceal my voice and my emotion, and then 
place for the last three years. It will be a gross i spoke.
shame if they give it to yon.’ i ‘ Mademoiselle,’ I said, bowing respectfully,
* By Jove, how savage G------would be if he 1 ‘ pardon iny intrusion. This is the grave of my
could only hear us fighting for his empty post , best friend. You can guess why I came hither, 
on tho way to his funeral. Ila ! ha! and he, But when I found you here, knowing as I did
light-colored wig, shaved off my 
pet whiskers, which were very large and silky, 
and having donned a suit of the doctor’s sombre 
clothing, so unlike my usuul well-made London 
attire, I  promised myself an amusing cam­
paign.
At eleven o’clock I attended my own funeral! 
The mourners were not very numerous, consist­
ing of Lord E------, who came in earnest, the
two other attaches, who came for the sake of 
decorum, and a few German friends, who had 
been more or less intimate with me, and came 
to pass the time.
They assembled at my lodgings, but I had 
not courage to go up there, and waited till they 
had come down and the three mourning car­
riages were filing off. I jumped into the last of 
them, in which were already seoted the two a t ­
taches, and, by a strange coincidence, my rival 
Stockenheim.
I had not noticed his being there, and, I con­
fess, when I found myself by bis side, I  trem 
bled like an aspen with emotion, and it demand­
ed all my power over myself to prevent a reve­
lation of my true character. But still greater 
was my amazement when I  saw the real sorrow 
on the face of the heavy conceited German, so 
strongly contrasted with the indifference of my 
two countrymen, who had not only been my ri­
vals, but had always prolessed a tender friend­
ship fur me. I could not understand this. 
Stockenheim, a t least, had a right to rejoice at 
my decease, and there was no doubt about the 
reality of his grief.
Av f irs t,. they all three looked ut me with 
some interest; but my disguise was so complete 
that they could discover nothing more than an 
accidental likeness. I was so completely Ger­
man in appearance, that the two Englishmen 
began talking to one another in English.
‘ Devilish like poor G----- : isn’t he?' said
the younger one. llow completely I saw the 
common placeness of that ‘poor.’
‘ Yes ; but he’s evidently a German—can't be 
aDy relation. Besides, there has been nu time 
lor his friends to hear even of his first illness.’
There was a pause.
‘ D------d stupid thing a funeral is ! ’ began
the youuger one again.
Think so?
too, so devilish proud as he was—h a ! ha 
I noticed here that Stockenheim looked
thoroughly disgusted with the merriment, and 
my heart melted towurds my rival.
• Yes, and he was one of those terribly affec­
tionate men, wh i always want to make a ho-
I knocked a t the door, aud asked th e ! som friend of you, nolens volens.’
, servant who answered the name of the fam -' ‘ A h,’ thought I, ‘ I shall not attempt that a ”&liowed*quickly Rafter,_ lest I s h o u ld lo s e |^ ondHavtng heard it, I  said, ‘Is  Miss Bay- | Make your
forever all opportunity o f identifying my ,
id o l; but, alas ! the lights in the outer cor- \ ‘ 4 <®‘ ®lL‘ reP?ted the servant-woman ;
ridor were few and so far between, th a t no ' ‘ w _  ®aJ  wan?s b e r ^
glimpse of my s tar could I  get. I  pushed
and elbowed through the crowd, with a view
of getting to the outer door before my fair 
one’s party  had emerged and thus gaining 
once more a  sight o f my sweeting.
* H ang i t !’ 1 muttered im patiently, as I  
felt a tug a t my eoat skirt, and was instant­
ly conscious of one of my hind buttons hav­
ing hitched to some lady’s dress ; my pro­
gress was suddenly arrested. ‘How provok­
ing!’ thought I ,  as I was brought to a stand, 
for I could not push on without losing a but­
ton or tearing a dress ; ‘ how provoking the 
modern fashions ; a lady now has as many 
loops and as many tentacles about her ap­
parel as a  sea anemone.’ I t  was with some 
irritation  I  stopped to undo the button, but 
my hurry m ade the task more difficult, and 
in^ead  of undoing I  only bungled and more 
twisted the loop around the button.
‘ Please to let me try ,’ said the lady her­
self, as I  bungled over the business ; she un­
gloved her hand— it was a  sweet white h an d ; 
so I  looked a t her face. S tars and g a r te rs ! 
but it  was the very fair one, black hair and 
dark  eyes, I  was in pursuit of. As she stoop­
ed over the entangled button, a  slight flush 
came over her cheek. Oh, it  was delicious. 
I  hoped she never would undo the loop; and, 
indeed, she never would, for her fingers were 
tw itching nervously, and my heart was beat-
:asy i
Yes, a good fellow, very,' answered the 
> younger. ‘ But a thorough ass, su awlully ro 
I inanlic and spooney.’
I ‘ Tell her,’ I  replied, ‘ tha t the pickpock- i ‘ Ah, talking of that, I  wonder how the 
et, with a gentlemanly address, and blue i Frankenstein stood the news of his death. But 
coat, with brass buttons, who stole her Stockenheim can tell us more about th a t.’
bracelet, is here and wishes to return  it to 
her.
The woman stared a t me as though I  were 
mad, but on repeating my request to her, 
she went in and delivered my message.
Soon there came out, not my fair one,
“ With all that’s best of dark aud bright 
Meeting in aspect aud eye,”
but a stalw art brother.
‘ T ha t,’ I said, handing him the bracelet, 
‘ is Miss Raym ond’s property ; and though, 
as you perceive, I  wear a  blue coat, with 
brass buttons, and am flattered to think my 
manners are not ungentlemanly, I am bound 
in candor to say I  am not a pickpocket.’
‘ Then, sir, you shall have the rew ard,’ 
said the brother, taking out his purse.
‘ N o,’ I  replied, ‘ for, strange as it  may 
appear, though I  am no pickpocket, I  stole 
the lady’s bracelet.’
The man looked puzzled ; but when I  told 
the truth, and pointed to my advertisement 
in the paper, as a proof tha t I  did not want 
to walk off with the property, he laughed 
heartily  a t the whole story, and not the least 
a t  his sister’s description of the gentlemanly 
pickpocket.
W ell ’ he said, ‘ you had better walk in
ing audibly ; I tried  to help her ; our fingers ■ alld have tea with us, and my sister will be 
met. I able to say whether she can speak to your
‘ P lease to make way there,’ shouted a identity, after which it will be time enough
..XT L n liir ir l \A7za ▼r’ZVT'/X L l r t f * I r i n 11 r» a -     Al _ _____________________  1* ogruff voice behind. W e  were blocking up 
the passage ; was there ever such an  unlucky 
spot for so lucky an entanglem ent?
‘ You hinder the people from going out, 
A nnie,’ exclaimed one o f her companions 
with some asperity  ; * plague upon the tire­
some loop, break i t !’ and suiting the action 
to the word, the speaker leaned forward, 
caught the sleeve o f her beautiful friend’s 
dress in one hand, and my coat ta il in the 
other, and giving a  quick and decided tug, 
severed us. The crowd behind bore on, and 
we were separa ted ; not, however, before I 
gave my * star ’ a look which I  intended to 
speak volumes. I  thought she did not 6eem 
unconscious o f my meaning— our eyes met, 
1 know, and this was the only consolation left 
me, for im mediately afterwards I lost her 
and her party  to view in the darkness out­
side.
chapter n .
T hat night 1 hardly closed my eyes, think­
ing of my ‘ b righ t particu lar star,’ and what 
means I should employ to find her out. I
to canvass the propriety of sending for a 
constable.’
You may be assured tha t I  accepted the 
invitation. Need I go further with my sto­
ry. The young lady (to use the words of 
the advertisement) captured the pickpocket. 
The batchelor’s button no longer adorns my 
blue coat, and I  now have framed and glazed 
over the fire-place, the advertisement in 
which I have been publicly described by my 
wife, as ‘ a pickpocket with a  gentlemanly 
address.’ W hen I charge her with the libel, 
she always does what she has ju s t this mo­
ment done, pay damage for the slander in 
any amount of kisses, declaring though not 
a pickpocket, I  was a thief, and stole her 
heart and pocketed her bracelet.
So ends the story of
‘ A B atchelor’s B utton.’
Tho report that the supreme Court of North 
Carolina had decided against the competency of 
Univerealists to testify under oath is contradict 
ed. The question has been raised, but it  is not 
decided. Such a question as was reported 
would be worthy of the dark ages.
The speaker turned to Stockenheim, to whom 
he spoko in German.
‘ Have you seen Md'lle Frankenstein since the 
unhappy event?’ ho asked with profound misery 
in his voice.
‘ Alas, no,’ answered the heavy officer. ‘She 
has shut herself up and accuses herself of be 
ing the cause of it. She is quite mad with 
grief, tliqy say ; and indeed they will not even 
admit me to the house, though I was------’
‘ ------quite her cavalier servant,’ suggested
the elder attache.
• No, not that. I always had an idea that 
she was attached to this young Englishman, and 
now there can be no doubt of i t . ’
Good heaven ! I was beside myself with joy. 
I longed to leap from the carriage, and rush to 
the Fiunkensteins, and clasp Ida in my arms, 
But I had deeper plans, and dared not yet. I 
longed, howevor, to qaestion him as to the 
proofs of this; but then my voice would have 
betrayed me, and there I sat, oh ! how happy, 
straining my ears to catch every syllable.
‘ But really,' resumed the elder of the two 
attaches, ‘ I am very much astonished at what 
you tell me about Md’lle Frankenstein. Of 
course I do not mean to say that our poor dear 
friend was not worthy of all her sympathy and 
affcctiou. Undoubtedly he was a young man 
who not only deserved all our esteem, hut en­
gaged all our effection.’ (I could scarcely keep 
my countenance a t this flagrant hypocrisy, after 
what ho had just been saying in English.)
‘ Then, too, he was very good-looking, poor fel­
low, UDd 60 engaging and agreeable in bis man­
ners. But no—1 mount to say that I had al­
ways observed about the lady in question a de­
cided indifference to our poor friend, at least in 
all mutters of the hea rt; though I confess, she 
seemed to enjoy his society and superior tal­
en ts.’
‘ Just 60,’ answered the officer. ‘ Just what 
I always felt myself; and without appearing 
vain, I may say that the young countess seemed 
to show a decided preference------’
‘ Yes, you lucky dog ; she was always making 
les doux yeux a t you, oven while talking to 
G------.’
‘ But I grieve to say that this death,’ contin­
ued Stockenheim, (and there were tears in his 
voice,) ‘ lias not only deprived me of a man for 
whom, as a constant rival, I had nourished a 
real friendship; for, after all, although my rival, 
you may 6ay, did he not also at the same time 
advance my interests—at least I thought so 
then—by affording a blind to society? Howev­
er, I was saying, 1 have not only lost an excel­
lent friend, hut this event has disclosed many 
very bitter truths to me. I confess, gentlemen, 
that I can now have no doubt that this lovely 
girl was making me the blind, and was really 
attached to this unfortunate Englishman. And 
do you know why she acted in this strange man­
ner ?’
Not the remotest, except that young ladies
 
that iny poor friend had no relations in Munich, 
I immediately guessed that you must be Mad­
emoiselle Fraokenstein. Am I right in my con­
jecture?’
She colored violently, even in spite of the 
deadly whiteness of her sunken cheeks, and re­
plied with dignity—‘ You are right, sir ; but 
permit me to ask what reason you had fur this 
strange conjecture?’
• I will tell you. You may not perhaps be
aware that I was present at the death of my 
poor friend. I was the only person there be­
sides his servant. He charged me with a mes­
sage to you’------
• Oh ! (she pressed her hand to her heart) is 
it true? Oh! tell me, tell me, what lie said.’
• I t was a strange one. He imagined—I know 
not whether rightly or not—that you were a t­
tached to another person. But such was his 
devotion, I may almost say his madness, that he 
bid me warn you, for your sake, that he felt 
certain—that he knew it by an inward instinct 
— that he should be with you after his death.’
I  was so fervent in uttering these words, that 
my voice resumed its natural tone in spite of my­
self. She started as she heard it, and her pale 
cheek grew paler je t. She stopped and looked 
me steadily in the face, and as she gazed, her 
own become more and more troubled. I  felt I 
could not endure it much longer.
‘ You would be happy,’ I said, hurriedly, ‘ to 
see him once more, would you not?J
‘ Yes, yes,’ she cried. ‘ But, o h ! how your 
voice resembles his, and, though it is dark, I 
seem to see some likeness even in your face.— 
You are an Englishman. Tell me if you are 
not his brother, or some—
She stopped still, gazing on me intently, with 
a look of uncertainty and almost of dreud. I 
felt a tantalizing desire to tear of my disguise, 
to reveal my living self, and throw myself at 
her feet; hut no. I  saw the ravages grief had 
made. I  knew that this shock would be too 
much for her, and in gratitude for her love 1 
made a strong efl’ort and restrained my eager­
ness.
You are not wrong,’ I said, again disguising 
my voice. ‘ I  am a relation, but cannot now 
explain how. I  have still, however, to complete 
my message to you. It is a strange one: pre­
pare yourself to hear it.
‘ I am prepared ; go on,' she replied, hut in a 
voice so tremulous that it belied her words.
I t  was this : he bid mo say that death was a 
6trange thing, a deep mystery which none of uj 
understand. He felt that he was dying, hut lie 
knew he might live again.’
Yes, yes, and I  shall see him again, I know, 
but----- ’
You will. You have only to name an hour 
to receive him. and he will be with you alive,’
Alive! W hat do you mean, Bir! You are 
jesting on a  sacred subject. How dare you, sir, 
come here to mock me ? Leave me immediate- 
ly.’
I will leave you if  you wish it, certainly.— 
But I am bound to warn you. To-night you 
will see him.’
I  turned hurriedly away. She called after 
me, but I did not return. I felt that this us 
sumption of mystery and this excitement of a 
vague hope was the best way to prepare her.
When I had gone some distance, I looked 
back. I saw her standing over the empty grave, 
with her head dunk upon her bosom. What 
prayer, what wish was she uttering !
.  •  •  » * « *
I  now made haste to get back to my own 
lodgings, so as to resume my real character, and 
prepare for the evening. I had scarcely entered 
the porte-coclure, when I heard a joyful, uproari­
ous barking in the yard. I t was Csesar, my own 
dog, my best friend. • Ah !’ thought I, ‘ what 
is human friendship compared with this ? All 
my friends, even Ida herself, have been deceived 
by a mere wig and moustache; but the dog we 
kick and beat and despise knows even the sound 
of my distant footsteps.’ I  went to him, found 
him chained in the yard—he had never been 
chained when I was alive—received his wild ca­
ress, and unloosed him.
I found the outer door open, and, walking in, 
opened that of the dining-room; and there, to 
my amazement, amid an uproar of intoxication, 
with glasses rattling on the table, and the room 
filled with a dense smoke from some dozen pipes, 
stood my faithful valet, addressing a speech to 
some ten or twelve grooms, couriers, butlers, 
powdered mercuries, and sleek French cooks 
from the embassy and the houses of the nobili­
ty-
‘ Don’t let me disturb you, gentlemen,’ I said, 
very blandly, ‘ my business will do at any time.’
‘ I ’m glad to hear it,’ cried Karl from the end 
of the room, and more than three parts drunk, 
‘ I ’m not much ia the humor for business ju 9 t  
now. But don’t go away, my friend. Come in, 
bring yourself to anchor, and take a glass of 
port—dayvilish fine port—too.’
I took a seat meekly, and a ‘ gentleman ’ in 
plush and powder did me the honor to pass me 
the decanter which contained my own superb 
wine, which had been bottled in 1795, and 
which these rascally varlets were pouring down 
their throats in tumblers! No wonder they 
were rather unsteady.
Meanwhile I was observing my very faithful 
valet. He was certainly magnificently got up. 
He was not content with having arrayed his 
person in the very cream of my wardrobe, in 
the most ‘chaste’ of my ‘continuations’ and the 
most delicate of my vests, but he had gone to 
the extent of mimicking my ‘ get-up ’ in every 
particular.
In his hand he waved one of my sixty-shilling 
Havanas, took a slight puff ut it. and then 
throwing it down with an inimitable air of dis­
gust, exclaimed, ‘ These cigars is not worth a 
farden,’ a jest and phrase which elicited the ad­
miration of alt his compeers
• Gentlemen,' he then began, still waving a 
handkerchief of the choicest cambric that I had 
pilfered from Ida herself, and with his eyelids 
evidently weighed down by the fumee of my old 
port, ‘1 will resume my observations. 1 was 
saying, gentleman, that our departed friend, Mr.
G------, regarded me in the light of a  brother—
a brother, did 1 say ! Gentlemen, I should 
rather Bay a [hiccup]—athingimbob—you know 
what I [hiccup] mean, gentlemen—in the light 
of his buzzom friend. You will understand 
gentlemen’ that it was impossible for him [an­
other hiccup] to leave his property to any one 
else ; and in inv hands, you will admit, gentle­
men, that it is better lodged than in his own.— 
As long as it lasts, gentlemen —and there’s wine 
in them cellars down stairs as will keep us go­
ing many another night like this—as long as it 
lasts you will find iu this house, gentlemen, 
that beverage which inebriates, though it does
not------I mean to say------- . Well, gentlemen.
I will not detain you, I have only to propose a 
toast, in which I am sure you will -all unite :
‘ To my lute friend, Mr. G., and may he rest in 
peace forever.’ ’
When ihe uproar that followed this had sub­
sided a little, 1 g o t  up.
‘ I rise to return thanks,’ I began ; but here 
I was ussailed with an indiscriminate clamor, 
and cries on all-sides of ‘ Shut up,’ • Turn him 
out,’ &c., &c.
At length I begun a gain :—‘ I am sorry, my 
good men, to disturb your very innocent uuiusb- 
ments, and pot an end to the agreeable position 
of Mr. Karl, over theie. B u t  unfortunately 
the gentleman over whose death you are now so 
amiably rejoicing is not dead at a ll.’
Another volley of interjections now stopped 
me again; but at length tho majority seemed 
interested in what appeared to them the origin­
ality of my remarks, and silence was restored.
‘ The best proof of what I say,’ I continued, 
‘will be to introduce him personally to you. 1
believe most of j-ou know Mr. G----- by sight.’
Here, to the utter amazement of all present, 1 
pulled off the wig—‘ Aud most of you would 
know him again, if you were sober enough to 
have your senses about you ; ’ and this time I 
pulled off the false moustaches, and stood in 
propria persona before them.
My faithful valet reeled in horror and fell 
back. The servants, most of whom had seen 
me often enough to recognize me at once, turned 
pale as death, and jumping up from their seats, 
pushed frantically, tumbling one oyer the other, 
to where lay their quondum host.
I cannot and will not describe the scene that 
followed. My resurrection was fully confirmed, 
and the wicked rascals hung their heads in des­
pair.
In the mean time, it seems that the man at 
the cemetery had not been able to keep the se 
cret from his wife, and she, of course, had pub­
lished it widely abroad, so that when 1 was ush­
ered into the drawing- room at the Franken- 
steins, I felt a pair of the softest, roundest, dear­
est arms thrown around my neck, and hot iears 
of joy poured thick and fast upon my bosom.— 
Ida was mine, and three weeks .afterwards the 
worthy, heavy, conceited hut good- hearted 
Stockenheim officiated as my bridegroom’s man.
• And now,’ said Mr. G------, with a deep
sigh, 1 forty years are passed, and Ida lias gone 
to a fitter home, and I am longing for tile day 
when I shall be called to follow her ; and sorau- 
how, I dread the thought of death, for I feel 
that the next time it will not he so amusing to 
attend my own funeral.’
Siam.—Our government having recently form 
ed a treaty of friendship, navigation and com­
merce with the kingdom of Siam, which will 
probably lead to tho establishment of commer­
cial inteicourse between the two countries, 
some particulars concerning Siam, which we 
find in the New York Journal o f Commerce, 
will doubtless prove interesting. The kingdom 
with its dependent provinces, occupies tho 
greater part of the peninsula known as Farther 
India, aud embraces, a superficial area of 190.- 
000 squufe miles, containing a varied popula­
tion nt' Siamese, Peguans, Malays, Shuns and 
Chinese, whose united uuuibers are variously 
estimated ut from two and a hall to six or eight 
millions. The soil, whose entire extent from 
north to south is traversed by the river Melnain, 
which, with its numerous tributaries, overflows 
its banks every year, inundating the whol 
country, is extremely fertile, yielding grest 
quanties of rice,—the staple food of the inhab­
itants,—sugar, pepper, tobacco, and all the 
choicest tropical fruits, besides the greater num­
ber of the most valuable products of the East, 
and very considerable quantities of the best 
teak, fur ship building, sandal, rose, sapan, and 
many other variegated and perfumed woods, 
and several choice gums, are derived from the 
forests, which cover a great portion of the 
country. The mineral products consist of iron, 
gold, copper, tin and lead. Tho trade of Siam 
with this country has been inconsiderable, the 
Eastern nations enjoying almost a  monopoly of 
it. Its exports, besides the productions above 
mentioned, are eotton, ivory, salt fish , the hides 
of elephants, tigers, &c , buffdo, ox and rhinoc­
eros horns, bones and feathers. The imports 
embrace poetery and porcelain, spelter, quick­
silver, tea, dried fruits, raw and manufactured 
silks, shoes, umbrellas, paper, piece goods, arms 
and ammunition. The trade in many of the 
most valuable products of the country is mo­
nopolized by tho king, but sugar and pepper, 
the chief products, are free, the annual exports 
of the former being computed a t 10,009 tuns, 
and of the latter at 3500 tuns. Bice is pro 
duced in such abundance that it  sells for 25 to 
50 cents per cwt. This ia owing to the fertili­
ty of the soil and the cheapness of the land 
tax.
Tho chief town and great mart of trade in 
Siam is Bankok, which is considered by Mal­
colm, a writer on Southeastern Asia, to have 
the largest commerce, next to Canton, of any 
city not peopled by Europeans and their de­
scendents. Of the precious metals, silver alone 
is used as money. The ordinary currency con­
sists of cowries, of which 12,800 (!) are equal 
to only 37 1-2 cents of our money. The Chinese
are the leaders in every branch of industry, 
whether in commerce, manufactures, the me­
chanical arts or mining, the native population 
being generally indolent and ignorant. Offers 
by Europeans to introduce steain engines, saw 
mills. &c., and the growth of coffee and indigo, 
for which the soil is admirably adapted, have 
always been rejected. The architecture is of 
the most primitive character, the construction 
of the arch being unknown, and bridges are 
built wholly of planks. There are no public 
roads, but the internal navigation is extensive, 
cheap, and convenient. In districts not tra­
versed by rivers, merchandise is conveyed by 
elephants, which are very abundant. The rare 
species called the white elephant is found there 
The discoverer of one of these animals is con­
sidered one of the most fortunate of mortals, 
and is rewarded with a crown of silver and a 
grant of land equal to the space over which the 
cry of an elephant may be heard.
The government of siam is of the most abso­
lute character, the king being regarded and re­
verenced as a diety, and the people are subjected 
to the most grinding tyranny The great ma- 
?ority of the people worship Boodh. Of the 
history of the country but iittle is known,
The Dog that Wouldn't Emigrate.—A short 
time since soveral families left Provincetown to 
locate in Eastern Virginia. They took along 
with them a large and -ncble dog, of the New­
foundland species. While on their passage to 
Boston in a small schooner, the dog broke loose, 
leaped into the sea, and started on his long and 
weary passage home. He was seen and passed 
by one of our packets, near night, about five 
miles off Race Point, and nine from this town, 
heading for the Race Light, nobly breasting the 
rolling waves, often covered by the spray.
The next morning, at an early hour, and be­
fore the family had arisen, Mr. James Doyle, to 
whom the dog was much attached, hearing an 
unusual noise at his door, arose, opened it, and 
was astonished to behold the noble fugitive.— 
Mr. D. says when ho opened the door the dog 
arose, placed his great paws upon his shoulders, 
aud 1 airly embraced him, giving such demonstra­
tions of joy as he never believed any animal 
could exhibit
In what pint of the Bay he left his master, 
and the distance he must have swum, in a rough 
sea. it is not now known, but when seen he was 
five miles from land.
This is the fourth time an attempt has been 
made to carry off this dog. and in every instance 
lie has managed to leave in his passage to Bos­
ton and return by swimming home. The noble 
animal should now be adopted by the town, have 
the “ freedom of the city,”  and a pension for 
life.—• Piovinrr/oum Banner.
“  Sorrow came and left its traces there. I t 
dont’t say what became of the rest of the har­
ness.
Whaling in the Arctic Regions. -  Tho whal­
ing barque Truelove, Wells, has recently ar­
rived at Hull (Eng.,) after an absence of eight 
months and four days ; and from an interesting 
narrative of her voyage given by the Hull Ad 
vertiser, we copy the following passage : —
Arriving at the noted Bay of Melville on the 
1st of June, she sighted the curious piece of 
land called the Devil’s Thumb on the following i
day ; and on Tuesday, the 10th, she set every ' -^s IT Should be.—The Portland Advertiser
stitch of sail, still pressed onward, entering the I ‘n noticing the recent dedication of the Union 
above-named notorious bay, which is commonly ! church in that city, speaks approvingly of the 
called by the crews of the whalers, “  Doctor’s | course which was adopted in seating the audi- 
Shop,”  or “ Break-up Yard.”  On the 14th the coco, and  which ought to be the rule in all
extreme end of the ice, and the sea, named the 
North Wuter, were very visible. Only one 
narrow neck of ice, still sufficiently open to 
allow the ships to pass through, lay before 
them ; and only through that neck and ull their 
fears would be thrown to the winds. I t was 
(says Capt. Wells) unnecessary to observe that 
all the ships, which were at this time prett
cases. It says:
“  We observed that those gentlemen who
seated the congregation, did it, without regard 
to sex, just in the order of arrival. If a gen­
tleman was shown into an empty pew, he took 
his seat at the farther end, and if a lady wa3 
shown next, he was requested not to move, and 
she seated herself next to him. This is right.
near together, were making tho best of it. A : ‘n tb® House of God one end of a pew is ns
good us the other—and to have four or five stal­
wart men, in the most solemn part of the ser­
vices, clatter out into the aisle that a lady may 
push past them to the “  head,” is unseemly,in­
convenient, senseless, and cannot be “  polite.” 
\\ o are glad to see this beginning of a needed 
seforrn ”
the Truelove approached it, it was evidcDt-tbat 
tho channel of water betwixt the two prints of 
ice which formed the neck was narrower; and 
some reasonable fears were entertained that all 
the ships, if any, would not get safely through.
As the Truelove came to the margin, there was 
little more than the breadth of a ship of water 
left between the two ices, however, the pros­
pect, if  through being exceedingly bright, A Deer Store. George W. Kendall of the 
seemed to stimulate the commander of every Xow Orlean9 p icaj,u„e is at ent
*b‘p H,I|UD” h ri3k' H '  d the..h“riielor los,e I out in Texas,”  and tells the following story con- 
he saddle, became the order of the day. A - cerning the venif)on in those tg . "  *
little time, and the result of this efiort-wh.ch .. Ou Thursday we killed two more deer, 
must be very important to the interests of the , (nothing 9be t0 e' t at Post Oak) on Frid wa’ 
voyage, whichever way it happened, either Ibr 1 c.tulJ down here, knocking oyer another fine 
or against—must be known, as the ships are • buck on the way. Venison is a dru - with us,
S V  n,Gh !lnd 1 Onl? wish 1 COuIJ SCnd “ OW
minutes, and he three headmost ships are sale and then. You may judge what kind of deer 
'h ? r ln t  F‘^ ea “ 1Q“ te3‘ anti the Princess we have here, when I tell you that the saddle 
Char otte, Capt, Deuchars, of Dundee, the - or a buck 1 shot ten days a-o weighed neirlv 
fourth ship, iu passing, when within 2o yards pi)Un(ls, and cut anJ inc” a ,ld "  ter / f 
o being through is caught in the closing grasp f .t n tho ta i l ! I never saw anything like it. 
of the immense floes ot me, and be,ore trie I co-inted 47 deer playing near my wagon the 
quickest tongue could count ten, she ,s in shreds ot!ier d ay -tw o  of them bocks nearly u  larae 
and a to m s-a  wreck in its most dreadful form. a3 1!iules. I’ll have those two bucks yet, sure?” 
Next to her, and at about 20 yards distant, is J
the good ship Truelove, caught also in the pres- ,  :
sure betwixt the two bodies of heavy floes. She Sunken Fence.—A ha ha” or sunken
is soon writhing as in the agonies of death.__ fence is uncommon in this couutrv, but very
Beds, bags of clothes, provisions, etc., are on common in England, and it is called a “  Iia ha”  
the ice with the quickest possible despatch. lro ia’t3 generally taking persons by surprise, 
whilst 1 stood on the ice a little distance off, 43 ’t d'?BS not ttPpoar until you reach it. A 
and witnessed this picture of suffering humani- treQch is dug as deep as it is required the wall 
ty. On the following day, the iee near the 8'”dl he from the bottom of the trench; ono 
shipwrecked vessel was blasted with gunpowder, s‘d® ^ho ditch is perpendicular, and against 
,y which means part of the clothes of the crew &'1'3 3‘^ 0 t‘1.e *s erected ; the other side is 
and other effects were got out of the lost ship, made slanting, at an angle of about forty-five 
Sad to say, they also obtained a large quantity i Jcgrco3, and the slanting side is grassed, and 
of spirituous liquors from the wreck” and, bein-' ,uay he mowed clear to the bottom, so that no 
joined by the crews of some other vessels” *ilnd is lost. The object is to coneeul the fence, 
drunkenness, blasphemy and fighting took 30 that wl.ien [’Deed around the grounds of a 
place, which rendered the scene most appalling, gentleman s residence, the prospect of the lawn 
On the following morning, which was fine," or iielJ *3 not interrupted by an unsightly w all; 
warm and clear, the spot where the fighting’ and the grounds within the enclosure may be 
and disorder took place presented a most°horra culti''ated or embellished in any way with 
hie picture. One man was lying on the ice in shrub3, or flowers or fruit, and yet the cattle 
one place, yet quite drunk, with his head and feeding beyond it, whom no visible obstruction 
face cut and bleeding, to an extent frightful to appears to keep at a distance, are effectually ex­
look a t ; another walking on the ice, nearly c'nded, as no animal attempts to cross such a 
naked, quite in a  state of madness, with a large Knee.
knife in his hand, swearing to cut the throat o f ---------------------------
any person ndio dared to interfere with h im ; Singular Instance of Affection in a Dog.— 
whilst a third lay quite insensible, with his eyes Ch irles Hueston, a man well known on the Ala- 
neirly ou to f their sockets from the effects of lahaina river, but the last few years a resident 
what is called gouging, namely, the eflorts of of California, was killed hy the explosion ot a 
his opponent, in fighting, to turn out hi3 eyes steamboat near San Francisco a few months 
with his thumbs. since. A noble Newfoundland dog owned by
On the 3d of July, a great number of him escaped injury and dragged the body of his 
loose whales were playing about the ship. On master to the shore. The dog was sent home 
the Oth, whales were observed in all directions, to the mother of the deceased residing in Perrv 
All hands wero sent in pursuit. At 10 o'clock County, Alabama. On being shown a dnguer- 
une was harpooned, and in due course surren- reutype of his lost master, the dog immediately 
dered her life a prey to her conquerors. Short- recognized it, and commenced licking it, anil 
ly after she was dead the captain left the ship sending up the most piteous howls. Since than 
with the jolly boat, and harpooned another one. time he has refused all food, and moans almost 
I’iiis whale, he says, proved to be the most cun- constantly. When last heard from he was in a 
ning and wicked ol the kiud that his thirty dying condition, aud is probably dead by this 
yeais experience in these seas had witnessed ; time. Where, inhum an history, cun be found 
for, notwithstanding that up to midnight all such an instance of devoted love, and intense 
hands were engaged endeavoring to kill the grief at the loss of a loved one?
whale, she appeared to be very little worse for 
all they were able to do to her, there being five 
harpoons already in her. All hands were kept 
at work, endeavoring to kill this monster of the 
deep ; but not until 6 o’clock on tho following
Is the Sun I nhabited !—Sir David Brewster 
states that so strong has been the belief that 
the sun cannot be a habitable world, that a sci-
evening were they able to take away hei life? en,tltlc Se“ tleB?an was pronounced by his medi- 
and that only after having fired three rockets cal attendant insane, because lie had sent a Pa- 
into her ; and lances innumerable. She was re- Per tB theRayal Society, m which he maintained 
corded as being a “ devil of her kind,”  for it that the light of the sun proceeded from a dense 
was not until midnight that she was got to the uni7ersal aura, which may afford ample 
ship, after engaging the crew and the captain Dght do the inhabitants beneath, and yet bo a t 
twenty-nine hours. How much they were ex- sach a dlst'£nu0 aloft as to ,ba aal0“i? th®“ J  
hausted we will leave others to imagine. The tb7® “ ay be water and dry land there, hills 
smell of the blubber attracted a solitary bear, ’ ?.nt, ram aud fair weather, aud that as the 
Which walked right up to the side of the shin llS'R,anJ *1'° 3l-'ason must be eternal, the sun 
when a loaded rifle put him beyond further ,aty ru® J10110®1™ 1 bo by far the most 
trouble blissful habitation of the whole system. In less
than ten years after this apparently extravagant 
notion was considered a proof of his insanity, 
Strychnine.—The source from whence this it was maintained by Sir William Herschell as 
poison, which has gained so world-wide a celeb- a rational and probable opinion, which might 
rity recently, is obtained, is thus noticed in bo deducible from his own observations on the 
Dicken's Household Words :— structure of the sun.
In Ceylon and several districts of India grows ' __________________
a moderate sized tree, with thick shining leaves, „  ,
and a short, crooked stem. In the fruit season Expansive Power of 8team.—Chemists have
it isreadily recognized by its rich orange-colored suuertained that gunpowder is one thousand 
berries, about as large as golden pippins ; tne t.'n,es den3er thlln, ?he atmosphere. If, there- 
r in d i s h i . r d  a n d  s m o o th .  S o d  on™™ „ whit„ I fore, one thousand cubic inches of atmosphere 
were compressed into one inch, the one inch 
would be of the same strength as ono cubic
rind is hard and smooth, and covers a white, 
soft pulp, the favorite food of many kinds of 
birds, within which are the flat round, seeds, 
not an inch in diameter, ash-gray iu color, and 
covered with very minute silky hairs. The Ger­
mans fancy they can discover a resemblance in 
them to grey eyes, and call them erows’ eyes, 
but the likeness is purely imaginary. The tree
inch of gunpowder. Steam possesses about one 
half of the gravity or weight of the atmosphere; 
therefore, if 1,723 inches of steam, which can 
he generated from one single cubic inch of 
wafer, were compressed in ti one inch, it would
..th e  Stryehnos nu'x vomica, and the seed is the : beconw “®art y ‘«>cB the strength ot one inch of 
deadly-poison nut. The latter was early used KunP(nycl®r - 1 his fact will illustrate the great 
us a medicine by the Hindoos, and its nature expaDSlve power of steam.
and properties understood by Oriental doctors, ----------------------------
lo n g  before it was known to foreign nations. Another of the Bets.—At Chicago a most 
Dog-killers and Fish-scale are two of its Arabic 6ingular bet was made upon the Presidential 
names It is stated that at present the natives election by a  German, who bet his house, lot 
of Hindustan often take it for many months and wife and baby, that Fremont would be 
continuously, in much the same way us an opi- ■ elected. After hearing the result, he took his 
um-eater eats opium. They commence with , ‘Keds, wifo and child, and mudo a tender of all 
taking the eighth of a nut a day, and gradually ■« S®®*1 Kith. But his friend, having onp wife 
increasing their allowance to an entire nut, unt* bv® chififrsu, refused to increase his stock 
which would ho about twenty grains. If  they *n way, and, therefore, declined to take tho 
eat it directly before or after food, no unpleas- poor man s family and property, but gave him a 
if  they neglect piec® of advice, took a drink of beer, and partedant effects are produced; but if  they neglect 
this precaution spasms result.
The Origin of w e  Turkish Crescent. When 
Philip of Macedon approached by night with 
bis troops to scale the walls of Byzantium, the 
mocn shone out and discovered his design to 
the beseiged, who repulsed him. Tho crescent 
was afterwards adopted as the favorite badge of 
the city. When the Turks took Byzantium 
they found the crescent in every public place, 
and, believing it to possess some magical power, 
adopted it themselves.
good friends.
“ I t  is a fact”  says the Bombay Gazette, ‘that 
the entire population of Hindustan does not av­
erage sixpence a year lor clothing.”
Resistance to R idicule.—Learn from the 
earliest days to insure your principles against 
the peril of ridieulo ; you can no more exercise 
your reason, if you live in the conshynt dread of 
laughter* than you can enjoy your life if you 
arc in the constant terror of death. I f  you 
think it right to differ from tho times, and to 
make a point of morals, do it, however rustic, 
however antiquatcd,however pedantic it may ap­
pear ; do it, not for insolence, but seriously and 
grandly—as a man who wore a  soul of his own 
in his bosom, and did not wait till it was breath­
ed into him hy the breath of fashion.—Sidney 
Smith.
F o rty  Y ears a t Sea.
Cupt. John F. Bowers, of the barque Mary 
Broughton, at thia port, previous to sailing on 
his last voyage, stated to u friend that he had 
been forty years at sea, thirty-one of which he 
had been master, and during all that time had 
sever sustained a  disaster. He sailed twenty- 
aix years for shipowners who had their count 
ing rooms on that wharf—twenty-three years in 
four vessels. He was nine years, ten months 
and twenty-six days in one vessel. During the 
whole forty years he never was on board of a 
vessel where a man fell from aloft, or where a 
man was buried at sea. He never saw a main 
■par (such as a lower mast or bowsprit) carried 
away, was never in a vessel which sprung a-leak,
or had been in contact, or had been ashore : and 
more remarkable still, had never been upon an 
allowance of water. During the 31 years he 
has been master he has never extended a pro­
test to call upon the underwriters. He has vis­
ited, among others, the following foreign ports 
Those where he has been more than once are 
designated by figures :—Liverpool, Llanelly 
Malta, Gibraltar 2, St. Helena, Marseilles 
Cronstadt, Riga. Archangel, Constantinople 
Smyrna, Naples 2, Genoa 2, Trieste 2. Messina 
2, Palermo 2, Marsala 2, Trapani 2, Malaga 2, 
Havana 2, Civnfuegos 2, Remedios 2, Trinidad 
New Helsoe, Stockholm, Gothenburg, Hamburg 
Bremen, Amsterdam 2, Surinam, Curacoa, Co­
penhagen, Elsineur, St. Thomas, Antwerp 2, 
Bahia, Montevideo 2, Buenos Ayres 2, Island of 
Sumatra, Muckie, Qualabatoo, Mingin, Anala- 
boo, Sooso, Pulo, Reich, Pulo Kio, Cape Felix, 
and Barber Wee. Beside theso, he has been 52 
voyages to the Island of Cuba, aud 14 to the 
Island of Sicily. He haa been twice to New 
York, Baltimore, Richmond, Norfolk, Charles­
ton and New Orleans, and once to Mobile, Al­
exandria and Portland
In the course of conversation with a friend,
Capt. Bowers said :—“ I have been in  and out 
of Boston Bay twenty-five winters, and never 
had a man frost-bitten. During ten years in 
one vessel, I made three winter and three hurri­
cane passages a year. In the great hurricane 
of October 11,1846, which destroyed Key West, 
Havana, and washed down Sand Key lighthouse, 
1 was at anchor on the Bahama Banks, in four 
fathoms water, Orange Key bearing N . W. by 
W ., I saved my vessel by sending down all my 
yards and housing my topmasts. On the 4th 
of September, 1842, I was in the vicinity of Mo­
ro Castle, and would have been lost, but for a 
shift of wind, and in two other hu rricanes, 1 
neither lost spar nor sail. I never -put but two 
men in the hospital, and never had but two men 
run away. I have crossed the A tlantic sixty- 
eight times, the Equator twenty-two times, and 
buve nasse .l Cane Florida sixtv-fi*-o tim e r bound
© j e  f t n t k t a i i  f f i a j t t t e ,
The Athenaeum L ib rary .
We have thought it might be both interest­
ing and usoful to’ lay before our renders a brief 
account of the operations of the Athenaeum Li­
brary for the past year and of its present condi­
tion ; for we consider it one of the best institu­
tions of which our city can boast, and one that 
is capable of a  much more extended sphere of 
influence and beneficence. We are sometimes 
moved to wonder and lament that the good peo­
ple of Rockland do not more generally nppreci 
ate its utility and avail themselves of its advan­
tages. I t  offers unusual facilities for the grati­
fication of the taste for reading, and provides a 
noble and ample fountain at which our citizens 
may satisfy tlie thirst for knowledge. At very 
low rated indeed the reading community may ob 
taic. access to a large number and variety of the 
bes1 books which our language affords.
From the Annual Report of the Directors for 
the present year we learn tiiat its resources are 
small compared with its just claims upon our 
citizens. 'The whole sum received into the treas 
ury of the Library for the year 1856 from as 
sessweuts, subscriptions and fines, amounted to 
but ^161,34. After deducting from this sum 
what was paid for room rent, Librarian’s sen 
vices, wood, light, stationery and postage, there 
remained only the small sum of $69,34 with 
which to purchase new books for the Library 
Yet the Directors have used the utmost economy 
in every respect, and have done all tha t lay 
their power to draw in readers and funds 
the association. With tho small fund of less 
than §70 they purchased between fifty and six­
ty volumes of standard works, comprising Histo 
ry . Biography, Fiction and Travels, which have 
heeu eagerly read by something like a hundred 
families. The Library originally consisted 
one hundred Shareholders ; hut many of these 
have since failed to pay the trifling asessment 
two dollars which the By-laws prescribe as the 
condition on which they arc to retain their 
lights; so that the number of proprietors now 
entitled to take books from the Library is mucli 
less. We learn from the Librarian's books 
that in 1856 fifty-nine Shareholders paid their 
annual assessments and that there were fifty-six
ha  p d p   y-fi- ,e s,  
North. In all the forty yean since I went to 
sea, 1 have been only fourteen u jonths unattach­
ed to a vessel. I was in one o'.' the largest New 
Orleans packets out of Bost on, a brig of 240 
tons, which bad no bulw arks forward of the 
main rigging. She only made two voyages a 
year. I remember when there were but tw o'. 
barques belonging to Boston,—but to tell all I subscribers either for a whole or a part of the
The Election of Governor H am lin  to 
the  Senate.
We were correct in announcing the nomina­
tion of Gov. Hamlin for the long term of the 
Senate, on Wednesday last, though it  appears 
that Dri Amos Nouree of Bath, instead of F. 0 .
Smith of Westbrook, was nominated for the 
remainder of the term vacated by Gov. Hamlin. 
Messrs, Hamlin and Nourse were both elected 
by the Legislature on Thursday last.
The re-election of Gov. Hamlin to the U. S. 
Senate lias no doubt been hailed witli pleasure 
by a large majority of his party in this State.— 
They gave him their votes for Governor, it is 
true, and the tremendous majority lie received 
proved his popularity in the party. They be 
lieve him well qualified to discharge all of the 
duties of that office. But when tho question
was to be decided, Who shall he our Senator at
Washington for the next six years? and when 
the fidelity and ability, with which that office 
had been filled by Mr. Hamlin were taken into 
consideration, there was a general conviction 
that the interests of the party required his re- 
election. The only question seems to have beftn 
whether it was a step of policy so far as regards 
the future interests of the party in Maine.— 
But if the party itself is satisfied of what ac 
count is it whether “  outsiders ”  effect to make 
a bad matter out of it ? We cannot believo 
that another man in the party in this State 
so well fitted for the responsible office of U. S. 
Senator as Mr. Hamlin. He is well known 
throughout the country, and perhaps no man 
stands better in the estimation of the public. 
He is experienced, and that is of great advant­
age to a legislator. He has an influence and a 
weight of character which lew other men could 
be expected to have.
W hether his party in this State will find 
another man so available as a nominee for Gov­
ernor, we will not attempt to predict; that is a 
question to be determined hereafter ; but if the 
Republican party of Maine never makes aDy 
greater mistake than it lias in returning Mr. 
Hamlin to the Senate, it will have given evi­
dence of greater discretion than we think most 
parties possess.
The T ribune on P u tnam ’s Monthly.
We have frequently taken occasion to express
our good opinion of Putuam’s Magazine, and 
have for a  long time regarded it as the best pe­
riodical, everything considered, published in 
this country. Wo like it fur its purely Ameri­
can character, its liberal sentiments, its exquis- 
tely written articles on tho variety of subjects 
discussed within its pages, its fine specimens o1 
poetry, and its critical and able reviews of new 
publicications. We are gratified in seeing this 
magazine endorsed by authority so good as the 
Tribune, and take pleasure in giving place to 
that paper's comments on Putnam, clipped from 
a long article on “  Our Periudical Literature,” 
in a late number of that paper. Tho Tribune 
says :
The best of our magazines—and we think 
the periodical the most Honorable to our litera­
ture which the country has yet produced, is 
Putnam's Monthly. We have said that our 
Quarterlies were inferior to the foreign Quar­
terlies, but Putuam’s is not inferior to the for­
eign Monthlies. I t is superior to most of them, 
and equal to the best, which is Blackwood’s .— 
In fact, we relish it more than we do that world 
famous work. I t  has as much independence 
greater variety, as fine writing, and an infinite­
ly more noble and generous spirit. Blackwood 
never forgets its Toryism, even in its literary 
criticism, while Putnam is always Democratic 
and Ainericau, which ought to render it more 
acceptable to us. In one respect Blackwood 
has the advantage, and tha t is, in its novelettes 
and stories, which are almost uniformly excel­
lent. Those of Putnam are occasionally tamo. 
But in its scientific papers, its book reviews, its 
sketches of travel and society, and its political 
disquisitions, it takes the highest rank. There 
is one proof of its merit, in these respects, 
which cannot be gainsayed, and that is the 
number of popular and sterling books which 
have been already collected from its pages.— 
The list of republications from it, we believe, 
amounts to a round dozen, though it haa been 
but a few years in existence. Apart from its 
literary merits, however, Putnam is entitled to 
the sincerest respect of every man of convic-
Steale County, M innesota.
We give below the article from a Minnesota 
paper, descriptive of the County of Steele, to 
which we referred last week. I t  was unavoida­
bly crowded out of our last.
To meet, in some degree, the thousand con­
stantly recurring inquiries, we propose very 
briefly, to give, so far as we may, an accurate 
and reliable sketch, free from exaggeration, of 
our relations us a county, to the world in gen­
eral, and to the rest of Minnesota, in particu­
lar.
Geographical Position.—.Steele County lies 
in Lat. 44 1-4 deg. N ., and Lon. 16 1-2 west of 
Washington. The same Latitude as Portlaud 
and southern portion of France, northern Italy 
aud Turkey iu Europe, and contains twenty- 
four townships. It is twenty-four miles from 
north to south, by thirty-six from east to west 
It is the Central County o f Southern Minnesota, 
and has been stated to be the Geographical cen­
tre of the North American Continent.
Topoorapaical Features.—Its rivers flow to 
every point of the compass. The largest, the 
Owatonna or Straight river, runs northerly, 
and with its branches, drains a lurge portion of 
the central and eastern section of the county, 
and affords frequent sites and ample power for 
mills. Tho second in size, the Le Seur, flows 
first northerly and then westerly, to the Great 
Bend of the Minnesota river, and furnishee 
good water power.
The Zombro river heads at Rice Lake, near 
the middle of the eastorn boundary of the
M A I N E  L E G I S L A T U R E
have seen and all I remem'oer, would tire your , vear.
From the Report of the Directors wo also 
i learn that the whole number of books taken
patience ; so I may as we! 1 conclude, by telling 
you that I have distributed the Bible in eight 
different languages.”
W hat a  record! Forty years a t sea without from the Library for 1856 was 4669, being an 
an accident! We question whether there is in ' increase of 383 volumes over the year 1855.— 
the country another seam am who can show such , b by Qne fumi.
a log. i t  may be said tha t lie has been very . *■ j j
lucky, but no where is good luck more nearly : ly during the-year was 106. Heretofore about 
allied to good management than a t sea. Capt. three fourths of all the books read belonged to 
Bowers went to sea when a boy, and passed. tbe department of light reading, but of late 
through all the grades of bis profession, with ' , , , - rno friend but bis merits to recommend him, con- -t!l8re has been niamrested “ £rcater desire for 
sequently he is master of his- business,- and I more substantial, useful and instructive books, 
knows bow to perform it. Yet ho is cum para- This we regard as a good omen,and as indicating 
lively unknown, so much so, th a t if  he aspired j aQ j ,nproveluent of tho popular taste.
The Storm.
One of the most severe snow storms ever 
known in these parts visited us on Monday last 
I t  commenced early in the morning and contin 
ued till the latter part of the day. The amount 
of snow which fell was quite large, but that 
was nothing in comparison with the wind expe­
rienced during the forenoon, which was almost 
enough to sweep the buildings from their foua 
dations. The roads were badly blocked and 
rendered impassable for the day.
In another column will be found accounts of 
the serious disasters to vessels on our coast.— 
Many lives were lost in the terrible storm. On 
Wednesday we had another fall of snow, and 
to-day as we go to press we have still another
tions, on account of the intrepidity with which 
it has taken and maintained its freedom. It 
has never occupied a partisan position, and never 
identified itself with any sect or party, but it 
has insisted on its right to discuss all questions 
which concern the interests ot society or good 
of mankind, without regard to prevailing preju­
dices. This has sometimes aroused the opposi­
tion of politicians and theologians, and alienat­
ed, perhaps, the sympathies of that narrow 
class which thinks that there is no truth but its 
own little truth ; but, on tho whole, it has 
served to raise it in public esteem. We shall 
never have a vital and enduring literature until 
that literature is not only wholly emancipated 
from the dread of public opinion, but is pro­
foundly earnest and sympathetic. The art and 
literature which spring up where the national 
inind is enthralled are a miserable miiliner-work 
and dilettauteism, which disgrace rather than 
exalt an age. But where the national mind is 
sincere and free, great epochs arise.”
For the Gazette.
The Street School.
The B etter W ay
I t seems generally thought necessary that an 
Instructor, to command respect, shou.d keep at 
a distance from his pupils. But we think there 
is a “  more excellent way.”  In his intercourse 
with his scholars, the judicious teacher will 
never permit respect to degenerate into a hurt­
ful familiarity, but at the same time, he will 
show such an interest in their studies, their in­
nocent amusements, as to gain at once their love 
and esteem.
In general, we think the less is said in school, 
about order, the better; but all the school 
should feel that it is required.
Every teacher should carry about with him 
an abiding sense of his responsibility, and con-
and when questioned by tbe authorities, wheth- curate information on all sons of subjects ; here star,tly study to secure the highest good of 
the cargo^ha.dbeen take Q in at Roston or Port- is Harpers’ Family L ibrary; the W ritings off those under bis cale 
Washington, of John Adams, of Jefferson, of
Webster of Prescott,; the Histories of England
to be captain of a first class clipper, he i 
be questioned as to the vessels he had command- | At present the Library consists of about
ed, aud required to give references ; while many 1 eighteen hundred volumes, And as these buoks 
men who are bis inferiors, no t only in seaman- have been selected with great care by a board 
ship, but general intelligence,, would be ,-roD'ered of nine dir ;t wil, b ; witbout af. 
a command that he would have to soiiei:. But
such is the way of the world—incompetent pre- , gument that they comprise a great variety of 
tension is too often preferred to experience and valuable reading. The books range from grave 
merit—a man is valued more by his brass than discussions of science, politics, history ami art. 
his brains. Still Capt. Bowers does not com-1 , , , . •plain. Far from it ; he is both cbeeiful and the bg !lt and PloasaDt revenes of tbe n°vcI" 
happy, and speaks of his condition with grati- ' ist, “ from grave to gay, from lively to severe,” 
tode to the Giver of all good. A small me.dent and are suited^ to every taste. Here the young 
will illustrate his character better than any- ana old, the professional man and the man of 
thing we could 6ay in general terms. i, . , , .
When cholera prevailed in  Boston, our Cuba husmess, the philosopher and the rustic, the 
merchants were in the habit of sending their merchant and the farmer and the sailor, may all 
vessels to Portland, there to clear and obtain a filld hooks adapted to their peculiar needs, pur-
clean bill of health, to avoid the long ouaran .. , . . „  - , -, 7. r, .  1 n  . suits and tastes. Here is the American Ency-tine nnpossd upon vessel.*, from Boston. Capt. . . . .  .
Bowers arrived at a port in Cuba from Portland,' clopedia of Lseful Knowledge which gives ac­
land, without hesitation, stated the truth, while 
many others less conschmtious, swore their car- , "  “ 
goes through as well as their vessels. It was
only a Custom House oath—a mere matter of by Hume aud Macaulay ; the Histories of our
form, like a soldier's breakfast. The conse­
quence was that Capt. Bowers returned to But­
ton without landing his cargo, where, we are
' own country hv Bancroft and Hildreth ; the 
) Novels of Cooper and Irving and S co tt;—Ilis-
sorry to say, his love of truth *waB not recog- torv, Poetry, Romance, Biography, Essays, Ser­
mons, Patent Office Reports, &c. &c : and the 
list of books is constantly though slowly increas-
nized as a virtue.
But he soon found other friends, and his good
luck still sticks to him. We think, without . _  , ,, , „
presuming to dictate, that our underwriters inS- By ajvote passed nt the annual meeting of
And let him, daily, seek guidance and strength 
from the unfailing source of wisdom and power, 
and go to tlie discharge of his duties with a 
love for his work, and he may hope by gaining 
the affection of his charge, to secure that co­
operation, respect and obedience, so essential to 
the welfare of both teacher and taught.
wuuld confer honor upon themselves, l y recog­
nizing in some way his merits. I t may he prop
Tho Halifax (N. S.) Recorder accuses the 
the Shareholders in January 1856, and renewed ! Board of Works of that province ol having
Parents and Guardians, do the children that 
have been confided to your cure attend school ? 
And if so, what school, the public, the private, 
or the street school ? Do you realize, that your 
child—that every child in the land—even if ho 
enters no school room, or receives no private in 
struction is still a scholar—is emphatically a
county, and flows easterly to the Mississippi.— 
The Shell Rock and Cedar rivers rise near its 
southern line, and flow southerly, through the 
mobt fertile section of Iowa. I t is so common 
an assertion as to have become a proverb, that 
the great thoroughfare of a country, its lead­
ing roads and Railroads, follow the course of 
its streams, By this established law, it will bo 
seen that the great leading courses of travel in 
Southern Minnesota must pass through and in­
tersect in this county. And we may observe 
that in point of fact, from the very first settle­
ment of the country, “  the resistless predesti­
nations of physical geography ” in this respect 
have been followed, and these routes are now 
established. We have many beautiful lakes of 
two, three, and four miles in length, containing 
great abundance of fish, such us Pike, Bass, 
Pickerel, &c. Several of these lakes are unriv­
alled for picturesque beauty. The county is 
yery well supplied from the springs, lakes and 
streams, with-purs, excellent water, and perma­
nent water in wells is found at the depth of a 
few feet. The surface is undulating, and in 
parts moderately broken, but generally in largo 
swells. Along the course of the streams, 
around tbe lakes, and in scattered bodies over 
the prairie, a lair supply of good timber is 
found, so interspersed with the prairie as to be 
very convenient to the settler.
This cause has operated powerfully in invit­
ing rapid settlements and large and extensive 
improvements. The intelligent Farmer of 
means, finds here his field of operations, rather 
than in the wide open prairie or tbe continuous 
timber. In tho whole rango of the county, 
there is little or no waste land, or such us lias 
not been, or soon will be claimed. The various 
kinds of Oak, Bass Wood, Poplar, Maple, Ash, 
Elm, Butternut, and Black Walnut, arc the 
most common kinds of wood. Lime stone of 
good quality is found in some sections.
Soil.—This is composed of a rich black loam, 
mixed with lime, clay, and a fine black sand, 
forming altogether a soil very productive, dura­
ble, and easily worked, Ic has a  depth usually, 
of from two to three feet. The sub soil is al­
most universally of clay. Most excellent beds 
of clay for brick, are quite common. In gener­
al productiveness, its eoil is unsurpassed in the 
Territory ; and judging from our corps, wo may 
safely include the whole West. I t  grows all
SENATE.
Thursday, Jan . 15.
Petitions &c., from the House, referred in 
concurrence.
Mr. Chapman submitted the following order, 
Ordered, The House concurring, that the 
Committee od Banks and Banking be directed 
to inquire into the condition and standing of 
any and all Banks applying for re-charter, and 
report their conclusion on each application sepa­
rately, by bill or otherwise,
After debate, the order of Mr. Chapman was 
adopted nem con.
Resolve providing for the election of two Sen­
ators of the United States, on Fiiday, January 
16th, a t 12 o’clock M., came from the House, 
aud on motion of Mr. Magoou, the same was 
laid on the table.
Order came from the House, referring the 
Report of the Commissioners to revise the sta 
tistics to a Joint Select Committee of sixteen 
on the part of the House with such as the Sen­
ate may join. Senate concurred and joined 
Messrs Scammon, Davis, Magoun, Oak, Chand­
ler, Woodbury, Chapman and Wasson.
HOUSE.
Thursday, Jan. 15.
On motion of Mr. Fox of Portland.
Ordered, That so much of the Governor’s 
Message as relates to Banks ba referred to the 
Committee on Banks aud Banking.
Communication from B. D. Peck, accepting 
the office of Treasurer of State was received.
Mr. Vinton of Gray, introduced a resolve pro­
viding for the election of United States Senators 
on Friday.
On motion of Deblois, of Portland.
Ordered, That the report of the Commissioner 
appointed by Resolves to provide for the further 
revision of tho Public Laws, approved April 1, 
1856, he referred to a committee consisting of 
sixteen members to be selected from the House, 
with such others as the Senate may deem proper 
to join. Passed, and Messrs. Deblois of Port­
land, Talbot of Lubec, Danforth of Gardiner, 
Woodman of Bucksport, Adams of Newfield, 
Fletcher of China, Drummond of Waterville, 
Holt of Turner, Ilobhs of Waterford, Brown of 
Solon, Crosshy o f Dexter, Dunn of No, 11, Gil­
bert of Bath, Johnson of Augusta, Pierson of 
Machias, and Foster of East Machias were ap­
pointed a committee,
On motion of Mr. Hathaway of Bloomfield,
Ordered, That so much of the Governor’s 
Message as relates to slavery and Kansas bo re­
ferred to a  joint select committee to consist of 
seven on the part of the House, with such as 
the Senate may join.
Orders from the Senate directing the Commit­
tee on Banks and Banking to inquire into the 
condition and standing of banks applying for re- 
charter, and relating to alteration of certain 
laws regulating Banks, were passed in concur­
rence. Adjourned.
, , ... . , , , the great staples, as Wheat, Oats, Corn. Grass,learner? Constituted as the human mind is, it j R j0“ _ &(J . grfJat porfcctiou. There bave> us
must receive impressions of some kind, either 
for good, or evil. In life’s young morning.every 
sense, every faculty, every virtue, and every 
passion is susceptable to the slightest impres­
sion :—that look—that gesture—that unbidden 
word—that unworthy sentiment of yours, which 
the next fleeting hour erased from your recollec­
tion,
“ Lost iu the gaping gulf of blank oblivion,” 
has entered tlie plastic mind of the listening 
child, it has daguerreotyped itself upon that 
young heart, andj time will only petrify tho 
dark impression. In after years, tho wretch, 
you tuiu from with unutterable lothing, as a 
monster of depravity, perchance, “  may shake 
his gory locks at thee ”  and say—“ thou hast 
donoit?” If sucli influences as the forogoing 
are exerted within tlie sacred domain of the 
social circle, in spite of fumily ties, friendship 
love, ar.d religion, wliat may we expect will he 
the future character of that child who as soon 
as he possesses the power of locomotion is per­
mitted to range the public streets at will. All 
the corruption, the infamy, the degredation that 
breeds in private, and riots under the cover of 
darkness is poured into your child’s ear at noon­
day,—he lias the ribald oath and the obscene 
jest a t his tongue’s cud long before he enters 
his teens,—tlie prayers he learned on liis moth-
the present year, shareholders who are delin-1 turned wreckers, and proceeds to establish the
■■ w *  “ •  i» ™ “ - 1 « '» '= ' •»  » * »  “ “  “ »
obtained the few details we have woven togetli- tcd t0 tako bouk3 from tbc Library by paying i |’8 Island in the harbor or Halifax, originally 
er from Mr. Alfred Nash, branch pilot, and into the treasury two dollars each. This is cer- bore a  bright red light, tu t  that the Board a. 
others We do not oven know Capt. Bowers') tainiy a very liberal measure and cannot fail to ' few months since substituted a clear white lig h t! er’B knee> bave becomo obsolete : but he is a 
persona y. .t .a s .  I give satisfaction. Wc hope all tho original [ for the red one, without giving any notice what-1 Probc*ent *n tbe 'Ocaku'ary of tlie gtog-riiop
i 6to -kholders will avail themselves of its provis- ever that sucli change had been made. T h e ! aQd the loafers stand, he has leainad falsehood
southern absenteeism. I t  says that man make | when it cau bo done by paying so small a sum. wrecked near the entrance of the harbor, the uPon k*s indulgent parents with the gravity of 
'a  judge; if detected, he lias such an artful 
way of turning things, his peccadillos are  dis­
missed with a slight reprimand. I f  not the
fortunes in the South to spend them in the 
North, aud even goes so far as to give the names 
of several gentlemen who made fortunes in 
Louisiana, aud then “  ungratefully ”  went to I can enjoy the reading of I860 volumes in a year,
May wo not hope, too, the subscribers will] cixptaiu, seeing a clear white light instead of a 
increase, when for the paltry sum of §1,50 they red one, mistaking it for Sambro light. Marin-
New York to enjoy them. As this I s  a free 
country, they had an undoubted right to do so, 
but the Creole seems to think not.
“ W hy,”  demands tlie Creole, “ are our 
southern cities so far behind the cities of the 
North in all those enterprises which build up, 
beautify and adorn ? Why does New Orleans 
grope along like a blind giant, with cords upon 
her wrists, and manacles upon her feet? Why 
is she the insomnolent and impoverished Dublin 
of America, with all her tremendous aptitude 
for commerco, instead of being an opulent
ers hound to Halifax will hereafter ho on their 
the price of which is not equal to the expense ; guard.
most hoprful he is the most precious youth id 
the community, not in useful information— 
though if he lias arrived to the age of twelve, I
r  , u  i - i • . . .  . i .  .  , . .  . ,  he has acauired all tho book knowledge that cau
pense of one hall, winch is an entertainment1 v brought to our notice, must impress us with ; „ , , , . . , . ,- ,r  . , . , . , „ , , , r , °  ’ find a lodgment in an understanding so thorough-
tor a single evening, but one dollar and a half i a  new sense of the value of our homes on terra ,
firma—their quiet and comparative security. In 
the contrast, what a  very mockery it seems to
of one miserable, trashy, weekly paper, only fit 
for the flames ;—and not equal to half the ex-
paid into the Library will purchase a better en 
tertainment for every evening in the year.
Our Homes.—The terrors of the sea, so vivid-
The advantage, on the score of economy, of; speak of a “  home upon the deep.”  On tho
having such a Library within convenient dis-
Tyre? What keeps her from massing brick and tance is very great. l \  e want to read Dr. 
stone together, until her streets l'me tbe margin - - - - - - - -  - •
of Lake Ponchartrain J We write tlie answer
in italics It is becaus: Northern men, having 
only a temporary interest here, invest the gains 
gathered from  southern purses in real c.'tate in choice out of 1809 volumes besides,—a literary 
New York and Boston, Philadelphia and Brook- least t0.last the whole year round.
Kane’s Arctic Expedition, for instance, the cost 
uf which is four or five dollars, hut for one dol­
lar and a half we can read that, and have our
lyn. Then, too, they go thither every summer 
to squander money upon northern watering 
daces, finding their heaven a t Saratoga and
We close our remarks with a single sugges­
tion. Who is the public spirited citizen, so faNewport, the )V bite Mountains, and other fash- voredby fortune and so attached to his city and 
ionahle places of resort ”  1
wrecks which line our shores the trembling souls 
that waited their anticipated doom must have l 
turned with an agony of longing to the homes, 
which they had so little hope of reaching. The 
same storm which filled them with dismay, 
raged and roared iu vain above our home roofs. 
By day we gazed calmly out upon the rushing 
squadrons of the air, and at night wo'slept,— 
the very roaring of the storm lulling us to a 
deeper slumber. Oh, blessed homes! Standing
' desirous of wedding his name with her’s, that he ' *n er0'v^3 “long tke oity streets, or nestling in
A Smart Woman— The following incident, wiU offl!r a sum—say of five thousand dollars— 
narrated in a San Francisco letter, has already to the Athenaeum Library, on condition that it 
been alluded to, hut fullparticulars, which have shall be made is free Public Library, to all the 
citizens of Rockland forever, and that the saidnot heretofore been given, we think will interest our readers
The ship Neptune’s Car arrived Nov 15—  , -donation shall he invested and its annual in-
secluded valleys, or scattered on the village 
plain, we shall value them more than ever be- 
fore, as we think of tho voyager on the winter 
sea, amid the darkness of storm and night,— 
God have mercy upon them.
Fifty days ago, Capt. Patten was attacked with 
the brain fever, and for the lust twenty-five days 
he has been blind. Previous to his illniaa, lie 
had put the first mate off duty, on account of 
his incoinpetency. Afterward, the seeon 1 rnato ; 
took charge of the ship, hut us he did r.ot un­
derstand navigation, the cantain's wife worked 
up the reckoning every day, and brought tho 
ship safely .into port. The first mate wrote 
Mrs. Patten a letter, reminding her of the dan­
gers of the coast and the great responsibility 
she had assumed, aDd offered to take charge of 
the ship, hut she stood by the judgment of 
her husband, and declined the offer. During 
ail this time, she acted as nurse to the Captain; 
studied medicine, to learn how to treat bis case; 
shaved his head, and by her constant care and 
watchfulness, kept him alive. She said that for 
fifty nights she had not undressed herself.— 
Few women could have done so much, and 
done it so well. She was a t cdcc navigator, 
nurse, physician and protector of the property 
entrusted to her husband. The matter has ex­
cited a good deal of interest here, and, indepen­
dent of other considerations, all are anxious for 
her sake that the Captain should recover.” — 
Boston Journal.
come be appropriated to its support and en­
largement?
H ome.—No matter how humble home may he, 
liow destitute its Btores, or liow poorly its in­
mates are clad, if true hearts dwell there, it is 
yet a home—a cheerful, prudent wife, obedient 
affectionate children, will give their possessor 
more joy than gold or honor.
The home of the temperate, industrious will 
be his greatest joy. Ho comes to it “  weary 
and worn,”  but the sound of the merry laugh 
and happy voice of childhhood cheers him, and 
a plain but healthy meal awaits him. Envy, 
ambition and strife have no place there, and 
w ith a clear conscience lie lays liis weary limbs 
d. iwn to rest in the bosom of his family, and 
u nder the protecting care of the poor man’s 
I  riend.
During tho month of December last, two 
ships, two barques, throe brigs, and five 
Died in Waterville, 18th ult., Capt. N athanschooners, belonging to various ports in this 
C, Faunce. aged forty-five years. Capt. Faunce ; State, were lost a t sea. Estimated value of 
was widely known to the travelling community I vesse, §138,100 ; of cargo, $281,900.
About twenty-five years ago lie took charge of | o > >
the steamer Ticonic. the first 6teamhcat that
ever passed between Waterville and Augusta. C£J”We would remind our citizens of the en- 
---------------------------  1 tertainment to be given at Beethoven Hall, on
The Quaker Vote.—The New London Chion- Tuesday Evening next, under direction of the 
ide suggests that the celebrated Quaker vole of Ladies of tIie Congrcgationalist Society. See 
Pennsylvania was called out a t the receDt . . .  ,
election for Senator. . ad'ertisement m another column.
yet, been no failures in crops.
Climate.—Wo are just north of the line of 
constant snow in winter, and are not subject to 
the frequent and violent changes that our 
neighbors a few miles south of us, have to en­
dure. About this time, Dec. 4th, wo receive 
our winter's supply of snow of about 15 inches, 
which remains till the middle of March, during 
which time it is steadily cold, and we have the 
best of roads, and the most clear, bracing at­
mosphere. Indeed, it is the favorite season 
with many. I t is also a fact proved by the ex­
perience of the last 3 years, that both the kill­
ing frosts and the snow h ive come later in the 
fall and disappeared earlier in the spring than 
in the States south of us, or the Eastern States. 
The spring opens early aud the season is ample 
in length for maturing any of our common 
crops. Tho weather, during each of the sea­
sons, is on the whole, remarkably fine and 
agreeable.
Health.—In this particular, we may chal­
lenge the world. No malarias or lung diseases, 
and in fact very few ailments of any kind, are 
wo subject too. But vigorous health, voracious 
appetites, and the strength and will to do seem 
to affect all.
First Settlers—Less than three years since 
C. Lull the first inhabitant of the County, set­
tled near tlie northern boundary, in tlie valley 
of the Straight river ; twenty-two months since, 
it is said there were nineteen men settled in 
the county. Tho present population (several 
thousand.) we can only form an uncertain esti­
mate. But we fully believe no county in the 
Territory has been settled and improved, espec­
ia lly  this season, with the surprising rapidity 
of this county.
Our unequalled agricultural advantages—our 
central position for roads, the great emigrant 
routes from the South, the East, and from the 
North, intersecting here, have tended strongly 
to produce this result. We may truly say that 
as a class, the settlers are possessed of intelli­
gence, energy and all desirable traits of char­
acter in a high degree. It is seen in their ac­
tion taken to build roads, bridges, school-houses,
' and other public institutions,
EsT The new American postage arrangement 
has been discussed and canvassed, and debated, 
by tbe various practically minded clear-headed 
men of New York and Boston, and has finally 
resolved itself into the following shape, and as 
such will be presented to Congress:—1st— 
No franking, government to pay its own post­
age. 2d—Uniform postage of two cents, 
which includes delivery. 3d—Free letter deliv 
ery. 4th—No Compulsory Pre- payment.— 
5th—Dead letters to be returned. 6th—Post
SENATE.
Friday, Jan . 16.
Resolve from the House prescribing the time, 
manner, and mode iu which the two branches 
will proceed in the election of U. S. Senators— 
this day at 12 o'clock, being fixed as the time— 
was passed in concurrence, and on motion of 
Mr. MAGOUN, a message was sent to the House 
notifying that body of its passage in concur­
rence.
Mr. CHAPMAN called up the bill to repeal 
an act of last year dispensing with the addition­
al Justiceship of the Supreme Court, made va­
cant by tbe removal ot Judge Davis, and on 
motion of Mr. JONES, the same was referred 
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
On motion of Mr. BROWN,
Ordered, That a message he sent to the House 
of Representatives proposing a convention of 
the two branches this day at 11 o’clock, for the 
purpose of electing a councillor from the Cum­
berland district.
A message was received from the House con­
curring in the foregoing proposition for a con­
vention.
At 11 o'clock the Senate proceeded to the 
Hal! of tho House for that purpose.
[See House proceeding.]
The Senate having returned.
At 12 o'clock,the hour fixed for balloting for 
U. S. Senator, on motion .of Mr. MAGOUN a 
committee consisting of Messrs. Magoun, Brown 
and Oak was appointed to receive, sort and 
count the votes for U. S. Senator for the short 
term. Having attended to that duty the com­
mittee reported as follows :
Whole number of votes, 29
Necessary to a choice, 15
AMOS NOURSE has 28
N. G. Hitcliburn, 1
•And Amos Nourse was declared duly elected 
on tlie part of the Senate. On motion of Mr. 
MAGOUN a message was sent to the House, 
notifying that branch of tho choice on the part 
of the Senate,
On motion of Mr. HALLOWELL, a commit­
tee consisting of Messrs. Hallowell, Graves and 
Smith was appointed to receive, sort and count 
the votes for a U. S. Senator, for six years from 
aud after the 3d of March next. Haviug attend­
ed to that duty, the committee reported as fol­
lows :
Wholo number of votes, 29
HANNIBAL IIAMLIN had 23
Nathan Clifford, 1
And Hannibal Hamlin was declared elected on 
the part of the Senate ; and on motion of Mr. 
Ilersoy a message was sent to the House,notify­
ing that branch of tlie result of tlie ballot.
Mes-ages were received from the House, in­
forming the Senato of the election, on its part, 
of Amos Nourse, U. S Senator for the short 
term, and of Hannibal Hamlin for the Lon, 
Term.
On Motion of Mr. MAGOUN that Senator 
was charged with a message to the Governor 
and Council, informing them of the election of 
Amos Nourse Nourse as U. S. Senator for the 
short term.
On motion of Mr. IIERSEY that Senator was 
charged with a message to the Governor and 
Council, notifying them of the election of Han­
nibal Hamlin for the long term. Adjourned.
THE LATE STORM.
SHIPW RECKS ON THE COAST.
[Per Oope Cod Marine Telegraph. |
forCB T iM,/ aQ' SbiP Ori83a’ Sea»  °f  “nd 
or Boston, from Calcutta, weutashore on Nau- 
was b n ± iInrt-he “ale Sunday niSh t’ The ship 
ed C’fn t 'oF nst “ ate and tl,reo seamen drown- 
ton a n !  hAea” ’ Frank T' RolI« 3of Bos- 
e re w a l  8haferema‘ader ° f the Paa8^  aad 
P rovincetown, J aD. 20. Barque E  A 
Cochran, of Searsport, from Apalachicola for B ston, eumo ashore in the galeP 1 S lo S e  
Alonday morumg, about threemiles east of Race
The barque commenced discharging this af­
ternoon and hopes are entertained that the ves- 
£ lw ,l l  be saved. She lays well up on the
Schooner Nile of Gloucester, was towed into 
port to day by the R. B. Fortes, ab audoned -
harbor8 T te  ?  -the ga‘0 ° U‘ ° f  Glou“ ster 
hoanl rh» fol,OWID£ Pcr30n3. "ho  were on 
hoard the Nile, are supposed to have teen lost, 
B o o k S Z k .  ofE M ‘P°r t > aad
On Sunday night wo had one of the most se- 
iener1AI PerieDced bI» " ‘ng heavy on
a n / X ’t’h d b j 10 ° ’Cl0Ck *“ tbe eveninS R blew 
a perket hurricane, and continued blowin- with 
great volence u n til12 o’clock Monday night —  
Ihe roads are all blockaded with snow 
-«  the commencement of the gale, about 
twenty vessels were at anchor in the harbor 
and on Monday morning they had all d rap ede ^ o ' f " “Dd S° De ash°re ia ' ba ice a f te J  
head of the Cove, except ship Rockland, steam­
er K. B. F ortes and one schooner.
• Rarc*U9 TT‘ton, in coming to anchor in Prov­
incetown. Sunday, drifted into brig Sarah car- 
to'n8  aWQJ the f° ret0P KaIlant mast of the Tri-
On Sunday night, the Triton drifted into the 
ice, but will probably get out without damage netew .i,arah’ Ratcnuu Cutter Morris, schoofer 
Delaware, and many others are in the ice
Schooners Mwy Eliza, and E Freeman, drift-
d Hmu,eaCh T tt,er’ dr lns :DUCl‘ daniag8 to both.
H ighland Light, J uu. 20—4 p  M Thpr»
saiLor teo°m?,ThO°ner d" fting Past "ithout 
°“ s , t , e  crew are still on board.—
She will drift to sea to-ni»ht
too, is in the ice, off here.
andI ptNSIS’ Jan ' 2° ' Schoonar9 Granite State 
and Panama were a t anchoroff the Breakwater’ 
Sunday, 1 □ the gale. They dragged their an 1 
chors and went ashore on the S. W. ground — 
Schooner Granite State afterwards got off with 
the assistance of men from Hyannis The P a ­
nama remains ashore, with masts cut away, m Jan ' 2° ' Schonner Alabam^a, of 
and from Provincetown for New York, lays off Monomoy Point, with masts cutaway. Barque 
Chester, Capt. Young, from Philadelphia for 
Boston, was in the ite Sunday, off Mouomov
re^ii’n t l0S«aie8he drif,edin a south westdi- 
ection and has not been seen since. Pollock 
i a n ^ ’ has broke from her station and 
is not in sigh. Shovelfull Shoal Light Boat 
rode out the gale a little east of Monomoy.
Bass River, Jan. 20. Sailed, barques Laco­
nia and Daniel Webster, for Boston; also, bri ,  J . FreemoD, for do. 15
Barnstable, Jan . 20. Barque “  N , Blake,”  fso reported,) from —— for atbaD1?1
off here in the ice. Boston, is
A despatch received in P o- ,i„„ , . ,states that the fcarqne Teder ?eate>day
<5 days from Cadiz for Bo' . ’ ■ ? t- Reterson»
ashore on Saturday np J  .L 'vtth salt’ went 
hands were lost ud'- . ? at Swampseot. All 
pieces. Six of tb £ ,-e Tease had gone to 
ashore. 8 bodies bave heen washed
Randall afn-U’ u°K .,EmPire of Portland, Capt. 
of cotton atrUetUb' 6 ^ OstOn’ ™ th a carS° 
outer rotes off ? ° i1X°ndayie-\-erUDg’ on tho 
final'v bronchi-“  b a s s e t ,  drifted over, aud
L»d.'.» 1 UPL",n what is called tbe Black
Vesto-iiav^ ’a® b‘ g8d and wa3 ful1 of water
seen from Th ‘i"2’ Three ° f  the c rw  "ere 
“een 'rom  the shore on the Ledge, and efforts
life bo'n IDnlta t> |r Madr  t0 reSCUB tliem in tbe 
heavy' t? S-ta n d ‘^ S  tb e  s u r f  w a3  Tery
tin™ « 1, ,caPtaln “nd crew succeeded in get-
. U ' Z 3  “*■
the gale jesterasy morning daring
wero saved. P 8' R cn hoard
W ood s Hole. Jan da rp,^ " “ y a  3°b°oner', isiiore on c U  P oA ’ 
“ r d X h V PParently in ‘^0 ieeP a t the 
Holmes' Holl as vet,m tAlUheID-elllfi|eD’e £ 0Ul 
f f w d a R  r?de out tbe ga le '^ M feT v . A
n ^ r r y ^ V a ^  b-
vicinity sehooners are dismasted ing that
C^-For disasters in this vicinity see shin 
news. 1
Tho Havana papers mention the extraordinary 
occurrence in those regions of a fall ol snow, 
near Villa Clara ; the people in the fields are 
said to have taken it for salt, and to have been 
very much surprised to see it melt away in their 
hands.
A Sure Cure for a^ Cough.— Wistar's Bal­
sam of Wild Cherry is pleasant to the taste, 
and seldom fails to effect a speedy cure of every 
species of throat and lung diseases. I t  is a 
scientific preparation, skillfully compounded.
ly overrun with the rank and poisonous weeds 
of vice—but it is of the Jack Shephard stamp 
and floats and froths on the breath of the red 
and yellow covered literature of the day. His 
hopeful father thinks him well calculated for a 
lawyer—yes, he had better study law, so as to 
keep cut of the meshes of tho luw, but liis 
pleas will he moro likely to ho made in the D ock,! 
than at the B ar,-instead  of addressing the Office wone-Y orders' 7th -C heap  Ocean Post- 
Court he will receive Buch weighty admonitions , a“B' 
from his honor, that he will execrate the mem­
ory of his weak parents till his dying day.— 1 Morality of D ivorces. Speaking one day
Our villages and cities swarm with children, of tb° m ™ ’ 1 Mr''X -ebster, “ id ‘1,a‘ he 
0 . . ’ could almost believe everything related by his-
who are taking lessons in the street Bchool.— ! torians of their extraordinary virtues, public
Tho dare-devil-don't-care image of insolence, j and domestic, when he dwelt upon tho fact that,
The Bath Tribune, in behalf of the Cor­
net Band and members of the City Greys of 
that city who visited Rockland on New Year’s 
and attended the Ball of our City Guards, takes 
occasion in a recent number of that paper to be­
stow some very flattering comments on such of 
our people as they met while here. Theyho- 
stow acknowledgments on the Berry’s Stage 
company, on the generous landlord of the Com­
mercial, on Mayor Berry, the City Guards, Ac. 
The article concludes thus : —
The occasion as a whole contributes largely 
to cement the good feeling heretofore existing 
between large numbers of the citizens of the 
sister cities of Bath and Rockland, and many 
who could not participate will remember the 
kindness as done unto them.
I. O. of O. F.—At a meeting of Relief Lodge 
No. 8, held January 2d, tho following Offi­
cers were installed for the ensuing term, viz:—
Freeman Harden, N. G .; J . A. Ingraham, 
V. G. ; D. M. Spear, Secretary ; John Lindbay, 
Treasurer.
E T  T. A. Wentworth, No. 2 Spoffurd Block, 
is selling his extensive stock of Furs and Win­
ter Caps at cost. See advertisement iu anoth­
er column.
How to Sweeten Solitude. Shut u hoy dowu 
iu a cellar, aud give him free access to the mo­
lasses barrel.
impudence, and recklessness may he seen though their law-s authorized divorce, yet, for the first five hundred years, no individual ever
stamped on, the faces of mere boys tlioy m eet, ayaj>a(i himself of such a license ! “  I t  was the
you with the swagger of a man-of-wars-man 
or the assurance of a highwayman,—their 
breath is redolent of Alcohol and tobacco, es­
pecially the latter,—proud as Lucifor, ignorant 
as a parrot of true knowledge,—home, the 
school and the church are becoming useless in­
stitutions to these fast youths, who, alas, have 
every prospect of graduating in the highway 
and byways of Infamy ! Roader, whero do 
your children spend their waking moments, es­
pecially their evenings—do you patronize the 
street school—are you impressed with a patriot- 
ift desire to increase the crop of jail birds—to 
furnish the ready made materials for some fu­
ture Cataline ? “  Look to your hearths my
lords, for there shall sit shapes hot from Tarta- 
riusjill shames and crime !”
Our state has wisely established public 
schools, and a reform school, would it not bo 
well if our law makers should enquire if the 
exigences of the case do not demand the erection 
of whipping posts—where something liko jus­
tice can he dealt out to persons, who assume the 
responsibility of parents, but with a reckless­
ness bordering on total depravity, neglect its 
most important duties. G. W. W.
The Boston Journal says that Burden's Press­
ed Boat, Ship, Brad & Countersunk Bailroad 
Spikes, are the greatest blessing that recent in­
vention lias conferred upon builders of ships.— 
Blodget. Brown & Co., 80 & 82 Pearl Street, 
Boston, are selling them all over the United 
States.
domestic training,”  he said, “  it was the 
mother who made a Publicola, a C'amilus and 
Coriolanus. Woman, protected by the inviola­
bility of the nuptial hand wero invested with a 
dignity that gave authority to instruction, and 
made the domestic hearth tho nursery of heroes. 
Public virtue fell with private morality. Under 
Imperial Rome divorces were sought for and ob­
tained upon frivolous pretexts, and all do­
mestic confidence was destroyed. The inevitable 
consequence was the loss of public morality.— 
Men who had been false to their private obliga­
tions, would not he true to their public duties ; 
Cmsar divorced his wife, and betrayed his coun­
try.
“  The sanctity of tho nuptial bond is, in my 
opinion, one of the prineial, if not the chief 
cause of the superior refinement, freedom and 
prosperity enjoyed at the present time by 
Christian nations.”
Carrying H ome Bundles. Many people have 
a contemptible fear of being seen to carry any 
bundle, however small, liaviDg the absurd idea 
that there is a social degradation in the act.— 
The most trilling as well as the most weighty 
packages must be sent home to them, no matter 
how much to the inconvenience of others. This 
arises from a low sort of pride. There is a 
pride that is higher, that arises from a conscious­
ness of there being something in the individual 
not to be elfected by such accidents—worth and 
weight of character. This latter pride was ex 
hibited by the son of Jerome Napoleon Bona­
parte. 'While he was in colloge he was one day 
carrying to his room a broom he had just pur­
chased, when lie met a friend, who noticing the 
broom, with surprise exclaimed. “  Why do you 
not havo it sent home?” “  I am not ashamed 
to carrry home anything which belougs to me,” 




A letter was received from Hon. Edward Fox, 
declining the office of Councillor, to which he 
had been elected.
A message was received from the Senate, pro­
posing a convention of the two branches at 
eleven o’clock to choose a Councillor in place of 
Edward Fox,—declined. The House concurred.
IN CONVENTION.
At the hour assigned, the two branches met 
in convention.
Messrs. Garcelon of Lewiston, Phinney of 
Cumberland, Graves of Kennebec, Dunning of 
Harpswell, Joy of Perry, and Pike of Eastport, 
a committee to receive votes for Councillor re­
potted.
Whole number of votes, 104
George Pierce of Harrison, has 139
Samuel Jordan of Westbrook, 25
Mr. Pierce was declared duly elected and the 
Convention seperated.
At the hour assigned tho House proceeded to 
ballot for a Senator in Congress to fill tho va­
cancy occasioned by the resignation of Hon. 
Hannibal Hamlin.
Messrs. Vinton of Gray, Chadbourno of Per­
ry, Tolman of Rockland, Hersey of Bangor, 
Hall of Gorham, were appointed a committee to 
receive tho votes. Each member being called in 
order by the Clerk deposited his vote witii the 
committee.
Wealth of the Nation.—From the official 
tables accompanying the last Report of the Sec­
retary of the Treasurer, we learn that the total 
wealth of the United States in 1856 is estimat­
ed a t §11,317,911.072. The valuation of. 
Maine is $131,128,186. New York shows the 
largest valuation, Pennsylvania next, and then 
Ohio. Massachusetts, the seventh in the scale 
of population ranks fourth in valuation.
We cannot refuse a place to the annexed say­
ing of a good and sensible young lady. I t cu tj 
like a two-edged sword : “  When I  go to a 
theatre I  am very careless of my dress, as the 
audience are too much attracted by the pb.y to 
observe my wardrobe; but when I  go to o’,lurch 
I am very particular in my outward appearance, 
as most people go there to see how their neigh­
bors dress and deport themselves.”
The New York Journal o f Commerce, a  Bu­
chanan free trade paper, probably hits the nail 
on the head in the following paragraph, referr­
ing to the secret of the choico of Mr. Cameron, 
tho new Republican Senator from Pennsylva­
nia :—
Mr. Cameron served one term in the U. S. 
Senate several years ago. He is a strong pro­
tectionist, and it is probable that a preferenco 
for his views on this head, over those of Col. 
Forney, the democratic candidate, influenced 
the votes of the throe democrats who voted for 
him.”
The Committee reported,
Whole number of votes, 142




And Hon. Amos Nourse of Bath, was declar-
The Lousville Courier furnishes the follow­
ing.
EPITAPH ON “  SAM.”
Here lies poot Sam, and, what is strange,
Grim Death has worked in him no change ;
He always lied, and always w ill; 
lie  once lied loud, and now lies still.
ed duly and constitutionally elected Senator in 
Congress for the unexpired term.
The snme committee were charged with re­
ceiving the votes for a Senator in Congress for 
the term commencing with March 4, 1857.
They reported,
Whole number of votes, 140
HANNIBAL HAMLIN, has 115
Nathan Clifford, 21
David Bronson, 3
Scattering and blank, 2
The report was accepted and Hannibal Ham­
lin declared constitutionally elected. Senator 
in Congress for tlie term commencing with the 
fourth of March 1857.
The Senate was notified of their election by 
message, and a message was also sent to the 
Governor and Council communicating the same 
to that brunch of the Government. Adjourned,
When work sioiwon comes, work in earnest 
and when the pluy time comes, enjoy it. Have 
U time for every thing and every thing ip Its 
time.
A Church Notice.—The sexton of a Church 
out West not long since pinned a paper to the 
door of the edifice, containing the following im­
portant announcement: “  I hereby give notice
that a  vestry meeting will be held in this bouse 
on Wednesday evening next, the 16th instuntr 
at seven o’clock, in order to come to a final con­
clusion as to what color this church is to ho 
white' washed.”
Wo overheard a poor weather hound individ­
ual, the other day who was caught in the ta in  
humming to himself in a doorway,
'T wa9 ever thus from childhood’s hour,
That chilling fate has cn me fell,
There always comes a shocking showtr,
When \ bain’t got no uiuberell!
Revolt of the Bachelors. On Sunday eve­
ning, Dec. 21, Rev. Mr, Partridge, pastor of 
the Univers.d'.sk Society in Essex, preached a 
sermon on the subjeot of matrimony. Three of 
the single gentlemen took the discourse so much 
to heart tha t they left the church, in  the midst 
of the services.— Safon Gazette.
S P E C I A L  N O T I C E S
C A S E  O F  A S T H M A .
The following letter from Hon. Myron Lawrence, of Bel­
chertown, is valuable testimony in favor of the Oxvcenated 
Bitters —
Belchertown, March 16.
Dr. Green :—I take great pleasure iu informing you of 
the results of the Oxygenated Bitterb you had the kind­
ness to send me. For some twenty years I had suffered 
with Humoral Asthma. 1 was compelled to sit up oue- 
third of the nights, without going to bed at all, and the rest 
of the time my sleep was interrupted by violent fits of 
coughing, and great difficulty iu breathing. In all my at­
tendance upon our courts, I never went to bed in North­
ampton in twenty years, but twice, and then was compelled 
to get up. Now I lie in bed without difficulty, and sleep 
profoundly. I took your medicine according to directions. 
The violent symptoms immediately abated, abated, aud 
perseverance in the use of the romedy has removed all its 
troublesome consequences. The value of such a remedy is 
incalculable.
Respectfully yours, MYRON LAWRENCE.
None genuine unless signed I. BUTTS on the wrapper.
SETH W. FOWLE A CO., 138 Washington Street Bos­
ton, Proprietors. Soid by their agents everywhere.
Agents for W istar’s Balsam and Oxgenated Bitters,—C. 
P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN, Rockland; A. 
8WEETLAND, Rockport; J. H. ESTABROOK, Camden; 
WM. COOK, and G. 1. ROBINSON, Thomaston. 2w4
A PERFUMED BREATH.—What lady or gentleman 
would remain under the curse of a disagreeable breath 
when by using the *• Balm of a T housand F lowers ” 
as a dentriflee would not only render it sweet but leave 
the teeth as alabaster ? Many persons do not know their 
breath is bad. and the subject is so delicate their friends 
will never mention it. Pour a single drop of “ Balm” on 
your tooth brush and wash the teeth night and morning.— 
A fifty cent bottle will last a year.
A BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION may easily be acqulr 
ed by using the “ Bvlm of a T housand Flowers.”— 
It will remove tan, pimples and freckles from the sKin, 
leaving it of a soft and roseate hua. Wet a towel, pour 
on two or three drops, and wash the face night aud morn 
ing.
SHAVING MADE EASY.—Wet your shaving brush in 
either warm or cold water, pour on two or three drops of 
‘ Balm of a T housand Flowers,” rub the beard well, 
and it will make a beautiful soft lather, much lacilitating 
tha operation of shaving. Price only Fifty cents. .Be- 
ware of counterfeits. None genuine unless signed by 
W. P. FETRIDGE A CO. 
Franklin Square, New York.
For sale by all Druggists.
Sept. ?5, 1856. 6m39
G O O D N E W
Cheap, Cheaper, Cheapest.
Q W IN G  to the unexpected competition in the
D R Y  G O O D S  L I N E .
The proprietor of the
C H E A P  C A S H  S T O R E ,
N O . 1 B E R R Y  B L O C K ,  
has decided to offer the |whoie of his present Stock a t  
c o s t . This being the la r g e s t  S to c k  in  th e  C o u n ­
ty  and having been selected with great cure and bought at 
the lo w e s t  C a sh  P r ic es*  he feels confident that he 
esn give greater bargains than can be found elee where.— 
Having all been purchased in the last eight months, it 
contains no u n f a s h io n a b le  o r  d a m a g e d  and u n ­
s a le a b le  a r t ic l e s  and nothing but a desire to convince 
his patrons that he is disposed to sell his goods as c h e a p  
a s  th e  c h e a p e s t  under any emergency and to have at 
a l l  t im e s  the n e w e s t  and most F a s h io n a b le  
S to ck  in the Market, would have induced him to make 
the present liberal offer.
EPHRAIM BARRETT.
Rockland, Jan. 1, 1857. ltf
C L O S I N G  O U T .
I  W IL L  SELL
W I N T E R  C L O T U L Y G
F O R  6 0  D A Y S ,
Cheaper th a n  th e  Cheapest
TO M A K E  ROOM  FO R
S P R I N G  G O O D S .
. O . IL PERRY,
2tf N o . 3  B e r r y  B lo c k .
O y s te r s ,  O y s te rs .
"VXTE are constantly receiving fresh cargoes of 
’ ’ Oysters direct from Tangier which we offer at 
wholesale at Bowtou P r ic e * .
All orders by Mail,Telegraph, or other ways thankfully 
received and promptly attended to, at
F R E E M A N  &  A T W O O D ’S, 
Wholesale and retail Oyster House,
3 0 5  C on grc** St.* P o r t la n d *  M e .
January 7, 1857 2m2
ROBERT ANDERSON,
D e p u t y  S h e r i f f
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
Jaduary, 7, 1857. 2 tf
Old Aunt Conant’s ”
N 0 c E
The subscriber would inform thoso who are contemplat- 
i ng having
P O R T R A I T S ,  
of themselves’or friends, that he will execute them, at the 
present time, in
C o lo re d  C r a y o n , o r  O il,
upon the most reasonable terms, and in a slyle of great per­
fection and elegance. Those who have
Daguerreotypes o f  departed fr ie n d s  
and wish to have their images restored to the size , color 
and REALITY ot LIFE would do well to embrace this op­
portunity, and engage the subscriber, as he warrants satis­
faction or no pay.
He may be found on Granite Street, first House west 
from Union Street.
Old Painting*, Retouched and Restored.
G. F. FLING.
Rockland, Jan. 6,1856. 2tf
N E U R O P A T H I C  F L U I D ,  
FOR THE CURE OF
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Cramp, Toothache, Ague in the 
Face, Cholic, Cholera, all Internal Pains of the 
Stomach and Bowels, Pain in the Back,
Side and Limbs, Cuts, Burns, Chil­
blains, Cold Feet, Sprains,
Spinal Affections,
Ac., Ac.
The subscriber having discovered and thoroughly tested a 
purely vegetable and almost specific remedy for a large 
class of painful maladies, hereby invites the afflicted to test 
for themselves the merits of his invaluble preparation.
For all the complaints in which this compound is recom­
mended, it is confidently believed the public will find 
perior.
The Neuropathic Fluid produces its almost Magical ef­
fects by its combined Stimulant, Laxative-Tonic and Anti- 
Spasmodic powers, chiefly directed to the Nervous system, 
and is warranted free from all narcotic, acrid, or other dele­
terious properties.
As the proprietor wishes to bestow no false eucomiums 
upon his discovery, he will refund the money paid for the 
medicine in any case of failure w’here it has received a fair 
trial.
Prepared only by N. WIGGIN, and for sale by C. P. 
FESSENDEN, No.5, Kimball Block.
J . H. ESTABROOK. Jr., Agentjor Camden.
Rockland, May 21, 1856. 2Itf
D r . M a r s h a l l ’s S n u ff .
la  r e c o iu m e u d c d  by th e  B eat P h y a ic ia a
throughout the tountr}’, end
U S E D  W I T H  G R E A T  S U C C E S S
FOR THE CURE OF
Headache & Pressure of Blood to the Head,
Giddiness and Dizziness in the Head,
Whizzing and Buzzing Sensation in the Head,
Stuffing up of the Nose and Head,
Breeding at the Nose and Itching Nostrils.
Pain in the Forehead and through the Eyes,
A Cold in the Head and Headache,
Watery Eye9, aud Sore and Weak Eyes,
Deafness and Ringing Sound in the Head.
C. W. ATWELL, Portland, State Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for 
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine 
generally. 2tf
DO W N S’ E L IX IR .
OFTEN CURES A COUGH OR COLD IN A FEW 
days, that has baffled the skill of the best Physicians. 
M R . D O W N 'S , IT S IN V E N T O R ,
Studied, experimented, and prepared the Medicine, to 
C U R E  H I M S E L F ,  
when he was far reduced by the F e l l  D e it r o y e r ,
H E  C U R E D  H I M S E L F .  
And the Medicine that SAVED II1M front an 
U M T IM E L T  G R A V E ,
s still doing its good work, and establishing itself more 
firmly in the public mind as par excellence the 
Great P tdm onary Medicine.
C. W. ATWELL, Portland, State Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine 
generally. g,f
D ruggist and  A pothecary,
NO. 4 SPEAR BLOCK.
(Recently occupied by J. C. MOODY.)
DEALER IN
P A T E N T  M E D I C I N E S ,  C H E M I -  
cala," P e r fu n ic r y .n m ’ F a n c y  G oods, 
- i l l  o —
P A P E R  II A N G I N G .S . W I N D O W  C U R ­
TAINS, F lR EB O A 'aus AND BORDERS.
„  R O C K L A N D , M E .
Oct. 22, 1656 . 43lf
SEE HERE ! Thein’ zentor of Steamboats, Robert Ful­
ton was an Ameican ; the inventor of the Magnetic-Elect­
ric Telegraph, Prol. M .orse, was an American ; the inventor 
of a Hair Restor ative, which will restore perfectly, 
both the Bald 8’.id t>.yC Gra ; preserve the color, and keep 
g off; Prof. Wood of St. Louis,
F O R  T H E  A E F L I C T E D .
Of all the paius since man was cursed,
I mean of body not the mental,
To name the worst among the worst,
The dental sure is transcendental.
I can sympathize with all who have been so unfortunate 
i to find it necessary to take a last sad parting interview 
with an old Friend aud Grinder. It is truly an affecting 
scene. And ia order to avoid the recurrence of such 
scenes as much as possible, I have, by the daily solicita- 
of my friends and patrons, been’ induced to put up 
into convenient form, and offer for sale a Tooth Elixir, 
which is a sure, safe and speedy cure for (what the Poet 
Burns calls the Hell of all diseases) the Toothache, in all 
cases where ulceration has not already taken place.
It is the same Toothache remedy that I have used i 
my practice for many years, and all in whose mouths 
have used it can testify to its merits.
put it into the market with proper directions, 
(which must be followed in order to insure success) so 
that all both far as well as those near me may have the 
benefit of it. There is one advantage in using the Elixir 
all other remedies usually employed for the cure of 
the Toothache, viz, it will not injure the other Teeth, 
make the above statements with a perfect knowledge of 
the facts, and with whatever reputation I may have as 
Dentist at stake.
The Elixir may be had at wholesale and retail at the 
proprietors office and at N. WIGGIN’S Drug Store, No. 
Spear Block, Main Street, Rockland.
J. W. TRUSSEL.
December 16, 1856. 51tf
Book Binding.
TTAYING fitted up a Book-Bindery in con- 
LL nection with our Store, we ate now prepared to do 
B I N D I N G  
iu any style required.
Particular attention paid to Binding
M U S I C ,  M A G A Z I N E S ,  <&c.
B la n k  B o o k s  ruled lo pattern and mad to order.
WILLIAM A. BARKER A CO.,
Booksellers, Stationers, Book Binders and Blank Book 
Manufacturers.
N o . 1 , S p e a r  B lo c k , M a in  S t.
Rockland, Jan. 14,1857. 3tt
To Let.
T W O  fine tenements in Rankin Block,




Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857. 3tf
the Hair from, fai: 
American.
B3“See Advertisement l another column. 3m45
c r a m p  a n d  p a i n  k i l l e r .
The world is astonished at the wonderful cures performed 
by tl .c CRAMP 7iNI) PAIN KILLER, prepared by CUR 
Ac PERKIN8. Its equal has never been known for re 
ni'jving pain in all cases; for the cure of Spinal Complaints, 
L ramps in the Limbs and Stomach, Rheumatism in all its 
forms, Billious Colic, Chills and Fever Burns, Sore Throat 
and Gravel, it is decideedly the best*remedy in the world.— 
Evidence of the most wonderful cures ever performed by 
any medicine, are in circulars iu the hands of Agents.
May, 15, 1856. 201y
C i t y  C o l l e c t o r ’s  
N O T I C E .
T 'H E  subscriber having been elected collector of
Tuxes of the City ol Rockland for the year 1856, here­
by give?, notice that he has taken an
O F F I C E ,
on L im e - R o c k  S t r e e t ,  opposite the P o s t  Office, 
wher e he will he every evening, from 5 to 9 o’clock P. M., 
and every S a tu r d a y , from 1 to 9 o’clock P. M., to re- 
ce r e taxes assessed for the present year.
-All having taxes to pay are aware that it will be much 
me ire convenient to pay them this Fall than to pay this 
W  inter or next Spring.
Non-residents lrom whom taxes are due will confer a 
fa* or and save expense by calling and settling their taxes 
•w' nen iu the city.
CHAS. A. LIBBY, Collector.
R cw idcncc—  No. 2 Rankin Block, Main Street.
.Rockland, Oct. 8, 1856. 41tf
CLARKE'S FEM ALE PILLS
THE’ GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.
Prepared from a prescription ofSir James Clarke, M. D. 
Physician Extraordinary to the Queen. This invaluable 
Medici ne is unfailing in the cure of all those painful and 
dangerous disorders to which the female constitution.
It moderates ail excess, and removes all obstructions, 
and briiq/s on the monthly period with regularity. These 
Pills ghoul d he used two or three weeks previous to con­
finement ; they fortify the constitution, and lesson the suf­
fering durin g labor, enabling the mother to perform her 
duties with safety to herself and child.
These Pill s should not be taken by females, during the 
first three m oaths, of pregnancy as they are sure to bring 
on miscarrin g e ; but at any other time thev are safe.
In all caces of Nervous and Spinal Affections, pain iu 
the Back and Limbs, Heaviness, Fatigue on Slight Exer­
tion, Palpitation of the Heart, Lowness of Spirits, Hys­
terics, Sick Headache, Whites and all the painful diseases 
occasioned by a disordered system, these Pills will effect 
a cure when all other means have failed, and although a 
powerful remedy, do not contain iron, calomel, antimony, 
or any other mineral.
Full directions accompanying each package. Price, in 
the United States and Canada* One Dollar.
Sole Agents for this country.
I .C . BALDWIN & Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
TUTTLE A MOSES, Auburn, N. Y., General Agents.
N. B. $1,00 and 6 postage stamps enclosed to any au 
thorized Agent, will insure a bottle of the Pills by return 
mail.
For sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN, 
Rockland ; and one Druggist iu every town in the United 
Stales.
BURR, FOSTER A CO,, No. 1 Cornhill, Boston 
Wholesale Agents fur New England.
July 31, 1656. 3m49
W. G. FRYE,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
R O C K L A N D ,
L I N C O L N  C O U N T Y ,  M E .  
O F F I C E ,  —  W ilson W hite's Block.
QZT Particular attention given to the drawing of I n ­
s t r u m e n t . ,  and to the C t l l e c l iu g  o f  D e m a n d ,.  
Auguit 17, 1855. ait
E. H. COCHRAN’S
F I R E ,  M A R I N E  A N D L I F E
INSURANCE AGENCY,
S P O F F O R D  B L O C K
MAIN STREET, ROCKLA ND
E . H . C O C H R A N , will take risks oh all kinds of 
insurable property in the best Stock and Mutual Compa­
nies.
L if e  I n s u r a n c e  e f fe c te d  a s  above*
EF All busines carefully and promptly attended to.
Rockland, August, 6, 1856. 32tf
S IL A  [B  0 /A ©  I B S «
In Thomaston, 8th inst., by Rev. O. J. Fernald, Capt. J 
II. Gleason to Miss Sarah L. Harrington of this city.
In Thomaston 13th inst., by Rev. I. Sawyer, Mr. W. J 
Adams of San Francisco, Cal., to Mrs. Casandra McIntire 
of T.
In this city, 20th inst., Charles Irving, son o Dr. C 
and Mary Germaine, aged 10 months.




M A R I N E  J O U R N A L
PORT OF ROCKLAND- 
Arrived.
January 9th, schrs Pawtucket, Ross, Portsmouth; Pearl, 
Odawav, Danvers. 12th, Lanson Dean, Drinkwater, Sa­
lem; Thomas Hix, Ilall, do; Lion, Verrill, Boston; Mel­
bourne, Hunt, do. 14th, Justina, Hewett, Salem. 21st, 
Martha, Paul, Boston: Neponset,--------, do.
Sailed.
January 15th, sch Win Gregory, Bucklin, Richmond.— 
,3th, sell Lanson Dean, Williams, NYork. 20th, Leona, 
Jameson. Key West.
DISASTERS.
Schr Trader, Davis, of this port, hence for Boston, went 
ashore at Cape Ann during the gale of Monday last, and, 
with cargo of Lime, is a total loss. No insurance.
Schr Return, Brown, of and from Cornwallis, NS for 
Boston, with Potatoes, in the galo of Monday, 19th, in 
Owl’s Head harbor, parted one chain and drifted afoul of 
sch Ella May, carrying away the E M’s bowsprit and caus­
ing her to drag, when the other chain of the Return wai 
lipped and she drove on to the rocks, when the masts were 
:ut away. She bilged and will be a total loss. Cargo 
saved in a damaged state.
Two other vessels, a sch and sloop, names not known, 
from Boston for the Eastward, went ashore same time and 
place, not much damaged.
Barque Esther Frances, Crocker, at NYork from Amster­
dam, reports Nov 30, lat 42 10, Ion 41 11, in a heavy gale 
from the W, shipped a heavy sea, stove bulwarks, rails, 
and long boat, sprung maintopgallantinast and split sails ; 
has experienced heavy gales since being in the above longi­
tude. 3d inst, lat 39. Ion 71 57, in a gale from NW, split 
fore and main topsails, and was blown oft the coast.
Brig William Heath, (of Tremont, Me,) Heath, before re­
ported wrecked, was built at Tremont, in 1855, 220 tuns 
register, owned by Mr Peters, of Tremont, valued at $10,- 
000, and supposed insured in NYork.
Brig Black Squall, from Eastport, at Lewes, Del, encoun­
tered severe weather, and was blown off twice, without 
however sustaining any injury of importance.
M usic and  Tableaux.
r P H E  Ladies of the Congregationalist So-
J- ciety, will give an Evening entertainment of
M U SIC  a u d  T A B L E A U X  V I V A N T S ,  
A T B E E T H O V E N  H A L L . 
T u e s d a y  E v e n i n g ,  J a n u a r y  2 7 ,  1 8 5 7 ,
Commencing at 7 o’clock.
Rockland, Jan. 22, 1857. Iw4
---  A N D  —
W IN T E R  C A P S
O O S T .
------------- « -------------
T . A . W E N T W O R T H
N O . 2  S P O F F O R D  B L O C K ,
O F F E R S  H I S  E N T I R E
S T O C K .
O F  L A D I E S  F A N C Y
F U R S ,
B U F F A L O  A N D  S H A W L
A N D  W I N T E R  C A P S
AT COST,
In  order to make room fo r
SPRING GOODS.
Rockland, Jan. 22, 1856. 4tf
B lacksinilh iug.
'T H E  subscriber would inform bis friends and 
-I- the public that he has erected a
S H O P  O N  W I N T E R  S T R E E T ,  
a few rods from Main Street, and nearly opposite the 
dwelling house of Larkin Snow, L’sq., where he intends 
Carrying on the above business, such .ax 
S H I P  W O R K , H O R S E  S H O E I N G ,  
AND ALL KINDS OF JOBBING.
The subscriber hopes by strict attention to business, 
good work and moderate prices to merit a share of public 
patronage.
IIO9BA COOMBS.
Rockland, Jan. 21, 1857. 4w4
Second Hand P ia n o !
A RARE opportunity now presents itself topurchase one of
H a llc t*  C u iu a to n  & A lle n ’s
best instruments. Rose wood case, beautiful tone, s ix  
and a half octaves, has beeifused very carefully by an cx'- 
perienced pianist for two years and is nearly as perfect as 
when it came from the manufacturers. It will ho sold at 
a g r e a t  b a r g a in  if applied for soon.
Inquire of
D. A. BUTTERFIELD,
„  , .  . ,  »t No. 3, Thorndike Block.
Rockland, Jan. 22, 1857. 4tf
jV '  O T IC E  is hereby given, th a t the sub-
-i- x scriber has been duly appointed Administrator of 
th e ’estate of WM. EDGCOMB, late of Muscle Ridge 
Plantation, in the County of Lincoln, deceased ; and has 
taken upon himself that trust, by giving bond as fthe law 
directs. And all persons having demands upon the estate 
j f  the said deceased are required to exhibit the same, aud 
all persons indebted to the said estate are called upon to 
make payment.
SAMUEL EDGECOMB.


















1OO “  Scottsville
1 0 0  *• Geneesee “
5 0  “  Baltimore “
CO H alfBbls “
1OOO Bushels Yellow Corn.
2 0 0  “  Meal.





this day received and for sale wholesale and retail 
at the lowest prices.
C L O S I N G  O U T !
—  A T  —
G reatly  Reduced Prices.
F O R  3 0  D A Y S .
To effect eertain contemplated changes in our establish­
ment, we now ofter our entire stock at such a reductioo in 
rates as cannot fail to be an
Inducem ent to Purchasers
of even small quantities of those goods in which we deal
Our Stock is New, L arge and Complete.
An extensive and very desirable assortment of
R E A D Y  M A D E  C L O T H I N G
of OUR OWN MANUFACTURE, together with n rich 
variety of Gentlemen’s
F U R N IS H IN G  goods,
we shall sell a t  co st .
A number of F ine Dressing Suits, which have been 
made to order, and not yet called for, we shall sell at a 








at the lowest wholesale prices.
This is a rare opportunity for Gentlemen, For Families,
and even for Country Traders, to supply their wants in 
our line, at unsurpassed low rates.
Improve the chance aud call at
E. & J. HARRIS’.
Rockland, Jan 8,1857. 2tf
g C H O O L  B O O K S .
Sargent’s Readers, Greenleaf’s Arithmetic, Colton & 
Fitch’s Geographies, Weld’s Grammar and all the School 
Books now in use, for sale at publishers’ prices, at the
N e w  B o o k sto re*  S p e a r  B lo c k .
3w2 W . A. BARKER & CO.
p R I ,V A T E  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  
— O F —
D A N I E L  W E B S T E R .
P aper H angings.
TV"E have on hand an assortment of Paper
’ ’ Hangings. Also Curtains and Curtain Puper which 
we offer v er y  c h e a p  for c a sh .
Please call and examine them.
W, A. BARKER A CO
2tf No. 1, Spear Block.
S W E A T I N G  D R O P S .
TH IS  good Old Lady, had been a faithful and very popular Nurse for nearly forty years. The 
old and young regarded her with veneration end love.— 
Men, Women and Children of all classes, with their vari­
ous aches, “ flocked to her for relief. Yes, dear, she would 
say, yes dear, I understand it, my precious drops will soon 
relieve you, and so they did The old Lady earned much 
money in her professional business, hut unlike many of 
the ‘•sterner sex ” she hud made no provision for old age. 
The aim of her life was to do good, toirelieve the poor 
from her purse, and the sick with her precious drops But 
alas ! to this kind old Lady, the end of earth has come— 
But previous to her departure, she bequeathed to a rela­
tive as the only legacy of value she could leave her, the 
secret of making her Sweating Drops.
The present and only proprietor purchased it nt a great 
price, and has used it in his practice for many years, and 
has found it to be all the Old Lady claimed for it 
In pudden Colds, Rheumatism, Cholic Pains, Chills, 
Cold Feet, Fevers, Infiamation, and derangement of the 
Stomach and Bowels. In short, as a general remedial 
agent it is unsurpassed.
Prepared and for sale only by
F /  G . C O O K ,
Chemist and Druggist, City Drug Store.
The genuine article will have the name of F. G. COOK 
written on the wrapper.
Rockland, Nov. 25, 1856. 48tf
F O  N  T  A  I  N  E  
C R E A M  W I L D  F L O W E R S .
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857.
0 . B. FALES.
tilton  & McFarlands,
S A F E S.
T H E  above SAFES are now acknowledged to be 
-A- the beat that are manufactured, and are warranted 
free from dampness or mould, and to >»tand the hottest 
fires.
The undersigned is Agent for the above, and lias a lot on 
hand varying in price from Thirty to Three Hundred Dol­
lars. Call and examine.
D. A. BUTTERFIELD,
No. 3, Thorndike Block.
Rockland, Jan. 14,1857. 3tf
y K T X A
IN S U R A N C E  C O .W P .I .Y i’
H A R T F O R D ,  C O N N .
I n c o r p o r a t e d , 1 8 1 9 .
C A S H  C A P I T A L ,  $ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
Thos. A. Alexander,  Bec’y T hos. K. Bra«e , Pres’t.
A. B. HOUGH, Agent.
Insurance may be effected in the above Company by ap­
plying to
C. D. SMALLEY, 
at D. STABLER’^  Clothing Store. 
Rockland, Jan. 15,1857. 3tf
IVotice.
p iI E  Annual Meeting of the Stockholders ol
A T L A N T I C  S H I P  W H A R F  A N D
i LIME MAFUFACTURING COMPANY, 
will be holden at the C o u n t in g  R o o m  of Messrs. F. 
COBB & CO., in this city, on
T uesday* J a n u a r y  27* 1 8 5 7 ,  
at 9 o’clock A. M., for the choice of Officers and the tran­
saction of such other business as may properly come be­
fore them.
Per order of the Directors.
A. C. WICKER, Secretary. 
Rockland, Jan. 6,1857. 3w2
A ittU L D ’S COMB1VED
& WILCOX’S WRITING FLUID.JgRYAN A
A most beautiful article for the Couning Room, also on 
hand, Red, Carmine, Blue, and Black Ink. Warranted of 
the best quality.
wm a . barker & co.
50tf No. 1, Spear Block.
g A L M  OF THOUSAND F L O W E R S .
r beautifying the Complexion, curing diseases of the 
Skin, for Shaving, cleansing the teeth Ac.,
Price 5 0  ct*  per Bottle.
for sale by WM. A. BARKER CO.
50tf No. 1 Spear Block.
Foot-Stove, Lantern, and
N U R S E  L A M P .
J P. W ISE having purchased the exclusive• right for manufacturing and vending in LINCOLN COUNTY, is now prepared to ofter them for sale. This 
article is designed for various purposes (a few of which 
are stated in this advertisement) is now before the public, 
for inspection ami use
It is made ol different materials (mostly tin and iron,) 
ami is heated by an Oil, Fluid or Alcohol Lamp, the blaze
. . , being protected from every external object It is so heated
PORK, BEEF and LARD, just received an d  ' in one miuute as to warm and dry the feet in the coldest for sale by i wi
AHSRICAW & FOREIGN PATENTS.
R .  EE. E D D Y ,
S O L I C I T O R  O F  P A T E N T S ,
(Late Agent of U. S Patent Office , Washington, 
under the Act of 1836 )
7 6  S T A T E  ST.* o p p o s ite  K ilb y  a t., B o s to n ,
AFTER an extensive practice of upwards ol twenty years, continues to secure Patents in the United States; also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign 
countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all 
Papers or Drawings for Patent, executed on liberal terms, 
and with despatch. Researches made into American or 
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pa­
tents or Inventions,—and legal or other advice rendered in 
all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of 
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollur. Assign­
ments recorded at Washington.
This Agency is not only the largest in New England, but 
through it inventors have advantages for securing patents, 
or ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpass­
ed by, if not immeasurably superior to, any which can be 
offered them elsewhere. The testimonials below given 
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA­
TENT OFFICE than the suhsciber ; and as SUCCESS IS 
THE BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, 
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and 
can prove, thut at no other office of the kind are the 
charges for professional services so moderate. The im­
mense practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, 
has enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifi­
cations and official decisions lelative to patents. These, 
besides his extensive library of legal aud mechanical 
works, and full accounts of patents granted iu the United 
States and Euiope, render him able, beyond question, to 
offer superior facilities for obtaining patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procure a 
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in­
ventors.
Testimonials,
“ During the time I occupied the office of Commissioner 
of Patents, It. H. Eddy, Esq., of Boston, did business at 
the Patent Ollice, as Solicitor for procuring patents.— 
There were few, if any, persons acting in that capacity, 
who had so much business before the Patent Office; and 
there were none who conducted it with more skill, fidelity 
and success. 1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the best in­
formed and most skiliful Patent Solicitors in the United 
States, and have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannot employ a person more competent and trust­
worthy, and more capable of putting their applications in 
a lornt to secure for them an early and favorable consider­
ation at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE.
Late Commissioner of Patents.”
From the present Commissioner.
“ August 17, 1855.—During the time I have held the 
ollice of Commissioner of Patents, It. II. Eddy, Esq,, of 
Boston, has been extensively engaged in the transaction 
of business with the Office as a solicitor. He is thorough­
ly acquainted with the law, and the rules of practice of 
the Ollice, I regard him as one of the most capable and 
successful practitioners with whom I have had official in­
tercourse.
CIJAS. MASON, 
Commissioner of Patents.” 
Boston, Jan. 8, 1857. Iy2
Every Lady ought to have a package of thia beautiful 
article. For sale at my counter
l tf  F, G. COOK, City Drug Store.
Dr. j . w . trussell’s tooth powder.This beautiful tooth-powder is for sale at my coun­
ter.
F. G- COOK,
l tf  City Drug Store.
P  RAPES 
U* have jus, 
ltf
0  A~ M P H O R
F O R  S O R E  L I P S ,  F R E S H  C U T S ,& C .
I will furnish to order any quantity of this splendid pre­
paration, un article of iny own invention.
F G COOK,
51 tf City Drug Store.
£ E T  m  P E O P  L E ' r  E J O  I C~E~!
Castor Oil, Aloes Salts, Rhubarb,
and all other disgusting Physic
A R E  T H R O W N  IN T O  T H E  S H A D E  B Y
C O O K ’ S
Cathartic Confection, or Candy Physic.
'TH IS beautiful phisic is offered to the public, 
L as a remedy peculiarly adapted to every case where 
physic is indicated. For Billious, or Live Complaints, 
Jaundice, Headache, Dizziness of the Head, Dysentery, 
Worms, Cholic pains,—in short for all diseases arising 
from a foul or morbid state of the stomach and bowels, 
this physic has no superior. It is as pleasant to the taste 
as the choicest candy. Children will love it aud cry for 
more, mothers will rejoice that Cook has found a substi­
tute for Castor Oil, and Fathers too, will “ thtow up their 
hats” iu admiration, and ecstacys of joy, that Cook’s 
Candy is in the ascendant.
Prepared by F. G. COOK sole inventor and for sale at 
Cook’s City Drug Store.
Rockland, Dec. 8, 1856. 50tf
43tf Cor. Ma
GRAPES!!—Malaga Grapes—I




A New and Beautiful Remedy,
C O O K ’ S
C O M P O U N D  E X T R A C T .
rPHE most safe, and certain remedy ever dis- 
L  covered for the cure of 
Gonorrheoa, Gleets,
Whites, Strictures,
Seminal Weakness, Irritation of the Bladder,
Irritation of the Urethra, Irritation of the Kidneys, dec.
&c., and all other diseases of the Urinary Organs, quite 
frequently effecting a cure in four days. It is pleasant to 
take, does not nauseate, or create any unpleasant feelings, 
or impart any unpleasant odor to the breath. Give it a 
trial and you will not be disappointed,
Prepared and for sale only by the Inventor and Proprie­
tor F. G. COOK,
Chemist and Druggist, City Drug Store. 
Rockland, Nov. 13, 1856. 45tf
D. A. BUTTERFIELD,
COM M ISSION M ER C H A N T
A N D
A u c t i o n e e r .
ALSO
Real E sta te  and Insurance Agent. 
No. 3 T nO R N D IK E  BLOCK,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Regular weeklv Sales of Furniture and other Merchan
Jise for which consignments are solicited.
Rockland, Oct. 23, 1856. 4H f.
Fire Insurance.
E. H. C O C H R A N ’ S
IRSURANCE AGENCY,
S P O F F O R D  B L O C K , M A I N  S T . ,
R O C K L A N D .
E. H. COCHRAN,
WILL TAKE RISKS ON
d w e l l i n g  h o u s e s ,
H O U S E H O L D  F U R N I T U R E ,  
S T O R E S ,
S T O C K S  O F  G O O D S ,
F I N I S H I N G  R I S K S  O N  B U I L D I N G S
in process of construction, and all other In ­
surable property, in the following companies, 
known to be safe and prompt in the adjust­
ment of their losses.
Insurance effected in Stock Companies or
Mutual] as applicants prefer.
Charter Oak F ire and Marine Co.
H A R T F O R D ,  C O N N .
C A P IT A L , S 3 0 0 .0 0 0
Joseph II. Sph. ode, Sec’y. Ralph Gillett , Pres’t.
Conway F ire Insurance Company,
C O N W A Y ,  M A S S .
C Y P IT A L  A N D  A S SE T S, 8 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
D. C. Rogers, Sec'y. J. d. Whitxev, Pres't
B r id g e p o r t  F i r e  a n d  M a r in e  Co
B R I D G E P O R T ,  C O N N .  
C A P IT A L , 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
J. H. Washbbbk, Set'y. H. W. Chatfield, Prei'i.
Holyoke Mutual F ire  Insurance Co.
S A L E M ,  M A S S .  
C A P IT A L  A N D  A S SE T T S, S 3 5 0 .0 0 0 .
J. T. Burrham, Sec’y. Avovstvs SToRV,Pre»'t.
T R A D E R S ’ A ND  M ECH A N ICS’ CO. 
L O W E L L ,  M A S S .  
C a p i t a l ,  5 0 , 0 0 0 .
E. F. Sherman, Sec’y. j .  Converse, Free’!.
greenfield insurance co.
g r e e n f ie l d , mass.
r .  Davis, Sec’y. Ira Abercrombie, Pres'l.
Thomaston Mutual Insurance Co.
T H O M A S T O N ,  M E .
Wm. R. Keith , Sec’y  E. Robinson, Pres’t.
S O M E T H I N G  N E W .
p O R  Chapped bands and Chilblains. Will 
L cure chapped hands, immediately, and for the cure of 
chilblains it is unsurpassed. It lias a beautiful perfume, 
and will make the skin, as soft as that of a babe’s.
Ladies, come buy my Pomade, one box of it, will last 
you all Winter, I ask but twenty-live cents per box, and 
depend upon it, you will say it is the nicest and best arti­
cle you have ever used. Prepared by the sole inventor 
and proprietor, F. G. COOK, and for sale only at COOK’S 
City Drug Store. 49tf
J . IJ . T H O M P S O N ’S ^
H A I R  D Y E .
P IE best Hair Dye in use. Reccommended by the great New York Chemist, Dr. Chilton, and for sale only in Rockland, at COOK’S City Drug Store. 
Rockland, Dec 3, 1856. -19tf
To the  Ladies of Rockland.
M RS. J .  R. A L B E E .
A GRADUATE of tho Female Medical Col- 
lege of Boston, and Member ol the Female Medical 
Association, Mass. After a successive practice of nine 
years, still ofiers her services to the Ladies of Rockland 
and the neighboring communities iu the profession of 
M  I  D  W  I  F  E  JR. Y  , 
and Physician in female complaints.
R e s i l i e n c e - - - 'Jorner of Union and Willow Sts. 
Rockland, Jan. 6,1857. Hy2
D22. PETIT’S” "
A M R I C W  E Y E  S A L V E
W ill Cure Sore and W eak Eyes.
R e v . C . B . M . W O O D W A R D  sa y s ,
“  G o g g les a n d  G la sse s ,
SlY COMPANIONS FOB 
E I O H T E E N  Y E A R S ,  
Iluve been laid aside. I meet all the storms of winter and 
dusts of summer with the nuked eye.”
Sore Eyes, Weak Eyes, Watery Eyes, Inflamed Eyes, Ul­
cerated Eye-lids, Styes, Weakness of Vision from 
any cause,
Receive almost INSTANTANEOUS RELIEF from the 
use of this Wonderful Salve.
It acts like magic, soothing all irritation, allaying all
pain and infiamation. streagthening the nerves of the Eye, 
and effecting a cure in the
SHORTEST POSSIBLE TIME.
H e a r  R e v . C . B . M . W o o d w a rd *  a g a in .
“ I let my daughter try i t ! It cured her Eyes. I gave 
some to others who were alliicted ; it gave perfect satis-
W ar has been proclaimed against the high  ’ faction. Cases of several years standing were cured try 
price system in  the
Great Falls Mutual Company,
SOMERSWORTH, N. II.
II. Y. IIates, Sec’y. I. G. J ordan. Prcsid.BI.
I inter night, can be taken to CHURCH or any other pla
:iry Sleigh and used s : or Ian-
Fowling Pieces.
TROUBLE and single at Cost, at
L' N o . 3 , B e r r y  B lo c k
Flocks anti Jew elry.
A S  I desire to Close out my stock of i uiual «iie and llame ill some
-LA. Clock and Jewelrj I will sell the entire stock “ le s s  t11'" amount in from fifteen 
t in .  ■> two pounds and one half, is
O. II. l-ERRY.
Bread! B read!!
1 f l f l f i  Lush. Yollow Corn, just received by 
I U v v  Schr. Susan and Mary from Baltimore. Also. 
1000 Bush. Mixed in store, and 500 Bhls. Flour, all of 
which will lie sold at the lowest prices, as die subscriber 
intends to close up his business.
CHAS. SPALDING.
4w2 No 9, Kimball Bieck.
L ast Gall
DR. ROBINSON wishes to say to those in- debted to him that he n iu s t  have his BILLS settled m m e d ia t e ly  and those who do not heed thi« la s t  
c a l l  will positively find themselves subjected to costs, 
without respect to persons. As he is now out of health he 
may he found at his dwelling house at almost any hour. 
Rockland, Dec, 25,1856 52tf
iu the carriage or 
j thorn while on your way 
J In case of SICKNESS it can be used to advantage and 
; with safety as a Lamp for lighting the room and a stove 
j for warming medicine and keeping drink at the proper tem- 
i perature For cooking in small quantities, water for tea 
! and coflee and heating it for shaving It meets the present 
' wants of the public It is a useful apparatus for heating 
• flat-irons requiring about fifteen minutes A pint of water
can he heated to the temperature of two hundred and 
twelve degrees, or boiling heat, by a two tubed lamp of a 
ten or twelve minutes, twice 
to twenty It weighs about 
easily carried and answers all 
the purposes of a common lanthorn
The Lowell daily News, says : —
T H E  N E W  S T O V E , L A N T E R N ,  A N D  
N U R S I N G  L A M P .
“ This' is truly a great country, and one in which from 
j present appearances, wonders will never cease, we saw 
j yesterday tha neatest, funuiest, prettiest, most useful and
convenient article of Household goods ; One equally use­
ful out doors and in, that we ever dropped eyes on It is a 
foot Stove, a Lantern, a Cook Stove, a reading lamp, and 
in truly a something that no one ever thought of before, 
but every body and their wives particularly has needed. 
W h o le s a le  a u d  R e t a i l  by th e  S u b sc r ib e r .
J F WISE,
Two doors South of the Big Coffee Pot 
Rockland, Jan 8, 1856 2tf
A t l a n t i c  M u t u a l  C o m p a n y ,
E X E T E R ,  N .  H .
Mm. P. Moulton, Sec’y. M. Sanborn, President.
FARMERS’ & MECHANICS’ MUTUAL CO.
G O R H A M , M A IN E .
J. Pierce, Sec’y Daniel B. Clement, Pres’l.
G R A N D  R A L L Y
R E M O V A L .
C. P. F E S S E N D E N ,
D ruggist and  A pothecary,
N O .  5  K I M B A L L  B L O C K .
R O C K L A N D ,  M E .
TUST received a fresh stock of Drugs, Medi-
cines and Chemicals, at the old stand No 5, Kimball
D U R E  C R E A M
for sale by
O F  T A R T A R
C P FESSENDEN
YTEW figs, currants and citron,
■ - ’ can be found at No 5, Kimball Block 501 f
N I C E  T A M A R I N D S ,
C P FESSENDEN
UTRS. Allen's H air Restorative and Zylobal-
■ -’T  samuni, for sale bv
Eontain’s Cream of Wild Flowers, for
sale at No 5, Kimball Block 50tf
EECHES, ju s t received and for sale bv
I 50tf C F FESSENDEN
QTRAINED Honey, for sale a t No. 5, Kimball 
O  Block. 50tf
M eat and  P rov ision  Store-
J O H N  W IL E Y .
HAVING taken the popular aud well known stand formerly occupied by W. S. CARVER, (and under the direction of L. D. CARVER, Esq.,) will keep 
constantly on hand a good supply of
M E A T  A N D  P O U L T R Y ,
Country Produce and Groceries, Soused Tripe, Soused 
Pigs Feet &c., and all other articles usually found in a 
Store ol this kind, and hopes that by fair dealing and strict 
attention to business to merit a share of the Public Pat-
The A m erican Debater.
' 3EING a plain Exposition of the Principles 
- and practice of Public Debate : wherein will be found 
an account of the qualifications necessary to a good de­
liberate Orator, as also the mode of acquiring them, the 
Rules or Order observed m deliberate Assemblies, Debates 
in full, and in outline, on various interesting topics, numer­
ous questions for discussion, forms of a Constitution for 
Literary Clubs or Debating Societies, &c., &c.
For sale bv
M C ANDREWS, 
No 3, Kimball Block 
Rockland, Jan 1,1857 ltf
D A .K C IK G L
A C O U R S E  of Assemblies will be com-menced at
P H C E N I X  H A L L ,
O n W ednesday E ven ing , Dec. 10, 1856,
to be held on every successive Wednesday eveni?g until 
further notice.
Dancing to commence at 7, to continue till 12 o’clock. 
M u a ic  b y  th e  R o c k la n d  C o t il lo n  B a u d ,  
TickcfM — Admitting Gentleman and Ladles, fora 
single evening, 50 cents, to be had at the door, and at the 
Thorndike Hotel.
Rockland, Dec. 6, 1856. 50tf
TfXTRA PILOT BREAD.—A very nice arti- 
T-J cle fur lho ubie. Fur solo by
A. H. KIMBALL &. CO.
CITY STOVE EMPORIUM
S T O V E  T R 7 Y D E .
Having the largest assortment of S T O V E S  ill the 
STATE Of rome 100 different patterns and styles, con­
sisting of
C O O K IN G , P A R L O R ,  O F F I C E ,  A N D
STORE STOVES, SHIP STOVES,
FARMER’S BOILERS, &c.,
Portable and B rick Furnaces. 
-A L S O —
Cutlery, Willow, Wooden, B ritannia , T in
and JAPAN WARE, and a general assortment of
H o u se  F u r n is h in g  G oods.
On andafter J a n u a r y  1* 1 8 5 7 .  the entire STOCK 
will be offered at co st in order to make room for other 
kinds of G O O D S. As the proprietor contemplates a 
chungein Business the coining Spring.




3 P a lm e r ’* b lock*
Dissolution o f  Copartnership.
'T H E  Copartnership existing between the un» 
-L dersigned under the firm of
F R A N C I S  C O B B  &  C O .,  
expires by limitation on the 16th inst 
All persons having demands against said firm are re­
quested to present them early 





Rockland, Jan 8,1857 2tf
N E \V B O O K S
The Quadroon by Capt Mayne Reid, Fanny Fern’s
“Play Day Book” a book for the children.
—ALSO—
Ladies’ and Coston Almanacs, for sale by
WILLIAM A BARKER & CO.,
No 1, Spear Block, Main St. 
Rockland, Jan 7, 1857 2w2
piT R O N , FIGS, CURRANTS and RAISINS, 
V/ just received and for sale by’
43tf
DR. J .  W. TRUSSELL’S CANKER WASH.Really valuable—I have a few bottles left. It is put up in beautifal style, characteristic of its author.
For sale at my counter.
F. G. COOK,
ltf  City Drug Store.
DR. JA M E S  R O U S E ,
PHYSICIAN & SURGEON.
ROCKLAND, MAINE,
O ffice—No 1. second iloor, Wilson «fc White’s Block.— 
Residence on Myrtle Stteet.
D R . R O U S E  takes this opportunity to infoim his 
friends, and the pubHc, that he has permanently loented 
himself in the City of Rockland, as designated by the above 
card, and will happy to wait upon all who may desire his 
professional services.
Kj - All persons who have bills of long standing, are re­
quested to call and settle immediately.
Rockland, Nov 4, 1856 ____ 47tf
Ship Cabin Trim m ings
A F  evorv description. Water Closets. Scupper 
V / Lead Pipe &c. &c-, on hand and for sale at the low­
est prices. Those in wont will be better accommodated 
by examining our Stock and tprices belore ordering from 
Boston.
II. P. WOOD & SON.
No. 1 W ilson’s Block.
Rockland, August 12, 1856. SStf
“  A little girl of Mr. Baldwin, of Bradford, Vt.,severely 
afflicted from infancy, which had baffled the efforts of all 
phyaiciana, was PERFECTLY CURED by the Salve.
I t  will Strengthen W eak Eyes.
1 have used it most every night for two years, before 
going to bed, and the benefit I have received from it is 
Too Great to set a Price upon.
C. W. ATWELL. Portland, State Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN Agents for Rock­
land, aud sold by Druggists and Dealers iu Medicine gen­
erally. 2tf
D R . SM IT H ’S
S U G A R  C O A T E D  P I L L S
FOR THE CORRECTION OF
A l l  I r r e g u l a r i t i e s  o f  t h e  S y s t e m .
These Pills operate most wonderfully upon
T I I E  W H O L E  S Y S T E M .
They—Cleanse the Stomach,
“ —Regulate the Bowels,
“  —Improve the Digestion,
“  —Remove Costiveness,
“  —Stimulate the Liver,
“  —Correct the Bile,
P r o m o te  a  H e a lth y  A c tio u  o f  th e  L uug.', 
And restore the Patient to 
P E R F E C T  H  E  A  E  T  H .  
T h e y  n e v e r  G r ip e  l ik e  o th e r  P i l l# .
And if you give them one triai, you will unhesitatingly 
pronounce them the
Rest Fam ily Physic in  the World,
C. W. ATWELL, Portland, State Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for 
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine 
generally. 2tf
W . O. F U L L E R ,
S P E A R  B L O C K ,
HAS on hand & is constantly receiving someof the best Brands .
Southern aud Western Flour,
together with the Common and Extra N e w  Y o r k  
S ta te .





and a large assortment of
G - r o c e r i e s -
Flour put up in 1-8 and 1-4 Bags, warranted to suit. All 
of which will be sold cheap for G aab at Wholesale or 
Retail.
Rockland, Oct. 8, 1856. 41 tf
J. C. LIBBY & SON,
HAVING purchased of Geo. L. Smith his extensive stock of
Stoves an d  H a rd -W a re ,
and having since the purchase received aud are still receiv 
ing from Boston and elsewhere large additions to the stock- 
feel that we are now prepared to offer to the patrons of 
this well known stand and the public generally, ns good 
un assortment in our line as can be found in the County ; 
and by close application and promptness in our business, 
hope to receive our share of the public patronage. 
Rockland, Oot. 21,1856. 43tf
L E W IS KAUFM AN,
II7O ULD  announce to the citizens of Rock-
’ » laud and vicinity that he has removed his stock of
FALL AND W INTER
G O O D S .
T o N o . I  o f  th e  N E W  B L O C K ,
on Main and Lime Rock Streets, 
where he will be pleased to meet his old customers and 
all who wish to buy GOODS CHEAP.
As an inducement to purchasers he will sell for
his present stock which was recently bought iu New York 
for cumIi, at
G reat SSargains,
Assuring them that it will pay for any one in want o 
goods to purchase at the
M AV STORE,
Where may always be found latest importations, such as
S H A W L S ,
Cashmere, Long and Square Shawls; Bay State, Stella 
aud other styles.
Cloaks, Capes, Taliuas, &c.
StiSF SS GOO1DS,
All colors of Plain Thibets, Plaid Thibets, Lyone&e, Cc- 
burgs, Alapacas, Mohairs, De Lains. Prints <fcc.. &c.
D o m e stic  W h it e  G oods a n d  H o s ie r y  of all 
kinds. Fancy Goods Ae., •See,
The subscriber would return h’s grateful acknowledge­
ment to bis friends for patronage bestowed, and would re­
quest a call from them and all others in want of GOODS 
adapted to the season, assuring them they will find at his 
store a choice STOCK at very low prices.
Rockland. Dec 10, 1856 50tf
Stage and  R ailroad Notice
W IN T E R  A R R A N G EM EN T.
morn ing—Sundays excepted—at 2 o’clock and 6 1-2 
o’clock, A. M. arriving at Bath in season to connect with 
the 1 o’clock A. AI. and 4 o’clock P M. Trains fot PORT- 
,AND same evening.
RETURNING—willleave BATII for Wiscasset, Dam­
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren,Thomaston and Rockland, 
on the arrival of each train of cars at Bath.
A Stage leaves R o c k la n d  every Morning (Sundays 
excepted) at G 1-2 o’clock, A. M, for CAMDEN, BEL­
FAST any BANGOR.
RETURNING—leaves B a n g o r  every Morning (Sun­
day's excepted) at 6 1-2 and arrives at R o c k la n d  about 
7 o’clock P. M.
J. T. & W . BERRY & CO., Proprietors.
Rockland Jan, 3, 1856. l tf
TTUT1L further notice tho fares by BERRY i  
V  CO.’S Line ol Stages and by Rail Road to Boston, 
will be as follows :
From Rockland to Boston, $5 00
“ Thcmaston “ “ 5 00
“ Warren “ “ 4 75
“ Waldoboro’, “  “ 4 50
“ Damariscotta “  4 00
“ Newcastle “ “  4 00
“ Wiscasset “  “  3 50
Returning - Passengers will purchase their Tickets in 
Boston for Bath, at §3,50 each. Tickets can be had of the 
Conductor between Brunswick and Bath on surrendering 















J. T. A W. BERRY «fc CO.
50tfRockland, Dec. 9, 1856.
D E V IN E ’S
COMPOUND PITOH LOZENGE,
A sure and pleasant remedy for COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING, BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, and if Lungs enough are left to sustain life,
A C E R T A I N  C U R E  F O R  C O N S U M P T IO N .
A PURELY VEGETABLE PREPARATION, 
C o n ta in in g  n o  M in e r a l  Poisona* a u d  p e r -  
fe etly ^ sn fe  fo r  th e  I n fa n t  o r  In v a lid *  
iu  n u y  s ta g e  o f  w eakliest* .
S. D. FULLER A CO., only manufacturers, Boston, 
Mass. Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine, every­
where.
December 19, 1856. 3ji51
R O C K I N G H A M  M U T U A L  C O .
E X E T E R ,  N . II .
M. P. Moulton, Sec’y. M. Sanbobn, Pres'l.
L I F E  FA'SURA.VCF
effected in R eliab le*  C o m p a n ie s .
P . S.— E. II. COCHRA N  is devoting his
whole time to the Insurance business, and 
pledges himself to give the most careful a t­
tention to all business in the above line. 
Rockland, December 3, 1856. 49tf
F r e s h  S t o c K
DRUG S, M E D IC IN E S, C H EM IC A L S 
PATENT MEDICINES, PERFUMERY, 
HAIR DYES, and FANCY GOODS,
Jnst received and for sale at the
“ P E O P L E ’S D R U G  S T O R E .”
No. 3 Spear Block.
Rockland, Nov. 24, 1856. 48tf
The People’s Drug Store
I  S A  T
3 , S P E A R  B L O C K .
DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP.
The term ot Copartnership having expired by limitation, 
and iu order to close the concern, as speedily as possible, 
the Subscribers, will offer their
E N T I R E  STO C K  A T  C O ST.
The Sale to commence on 
T h u r s d a y ,  D e c e m b e r  1 8 ,  1 8 5 6 .  
and continue till the whole is cleared out.
This Stock consists of about
T w e n ty - f iv e  T h o u sa n d  D o l la r s  W o r t h  o f
D R Y  G O O D S
—  A N D  —
C a r p e t i n g s ,  'j
the most of which have been purchased
W it h in  th e  p a s t  N in e ty  D a y s  fr o m  
A U C T I O N  S A L E S ,
and comprise the best assortment to be found in the
S T A T E ,
all of which, will be sold at wholesale or retail for what
T h e y  C ost in  th e  O r ig in a l  P a c k a g e * .
W ILSON A CASE.
P. 3.—All persons having claims against this House are 
requested to*present them imraedietely for payment, and 
all persons indebted to us are respectfully iuyited to call 
and have their accounts adjusted, as the Books of the con­
cern must be closed.
Rockland, Dec 15th, 1856. 51tf
U N  S M I  T ; H  A N D
M A C H I N E  S H O P .
The subscribers have taken the Shop back of A. P- 
’VATERMAN’S Store, Front Street, in Milliken’s building 
where they intend to carry on tho
G U N S M I T H  B U S I N E S S ,
11.30,—All kinds of jobbing on Iron and Steel. Taps and 
Dies made to order. All work done iu the neatest man­
ner. All orders promptly attended to.
LIBBY A PIPER.
Rockland, Dec. 8, 1856. 50tt
G
To Let.
ROOMS formerly occupied by Misa PATRICK, in Custom House Block. Enqu 
Rockland, Novx i5 ,1836.
KIRK 
ir« at 
KIMBALL *  ABBOTT.
47rf
REMOVAL.
p E A JS T  S T A B L E R ,
Merchant Tailor.
I S T E W  O T ’ E j S T I K G
— OP—
FALL AND W INTER
D. B. BaiDoroRD.
rBAHKUIX MATTHEWS.
N. Tixsi.it  Pats
W IL S O N
W H IT E ’S
B LO C K .
AS the STORE he lately occupied was not well adapted for all DEPARTMENTS of Itia buelnea* being too small, he has hired a
N e w  a u d  B e a u t ifu l  S T O R E  in
W ilson & W hite’s Block,
fitted up expressly forlriniself, where he will continue to 
carry on his business in all its branches, with promptness 
not sparing any labor to accommodate and benefit his cus­
tomers. Announces that he has just returned from 
N E W  Y O R K  a u d  B O S T O N , with a large and 
fresh stock of GOODS consisting of
FRENCH AND ENGLISH BROAD CLOTHS, 
Doeskins, and Cassimeres, Pilot and Beavers for Over 
Coats.
Also, a large selection of
: S I L K  V E L V E T S  
of great variety to suit the most particular taste. Also a 
good selection of Plain
SATINS AND GRENEDINES, 
and a variety of others not mentioned here, which he will 
make to order, in STYLE and WORKMANSHIP and sell 
for Cash at prices as to defy the competition of any of 
the same craft. Also a large quantity of
Ready-Made Clothing
ef bis own manufacture, which he will warrant none tc 
excell, and will sell at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES 
Gentlemens’ furnishing goods in great variety.
D . S ta b le r  would most respectfully return his sincere 
thanks to his friends and the public generally for the liber, 
al patronage bestowed on him, and at the same time, call 
their attention to bis new place of business, before mak­
ing their purchase*.
Particular attention paid to the cutting of garments to 
be made out.
Rockland, Oct. 16, 1856. 42lf
o .  G -. M O F F I T ,
HAS just returned from NEW YORK and BOSTON, with uu E X T E N S I V E  aud C h o ic e  selection of
F A L L  AND W IN T E R  GOODS,
Comprising Blue and Brown English and American Pi 
lot Cloth. Black, Blue and Brown, German Broad Cloth. 
Blue and Black Raglon Coating/.^Superior Black. French 
uud American Doesklus. French and American Fancy 
Doeskins of the latest aud most desirable spies. 
“V © S t i 2 3 . g ? S 5 ,
A lot of Silk, Velvet, Worsted aud Brocade Vestings of 
splendid styles and superior quality.
Ready-Made Clothing.
Cheaper than ever. A large stock of Men and Boy’s Over 
Co its, Dress Coats, and Pants. Jackets of Robroy, Baze, 
Pilot, Ac. x
F U R N I S H I N G  G O O D S ,
Braces, Cloves, Collars, Crafcats, Hose, White, Striped 
and Fancy Shirts, Wool Under Shiits and Drawers, Corn-
ill be hold from 1 0  to 1 5  per 
•an be bought^at any other place 
Please call and examine before
forters, dec.
All the above Goods \
cent cheaper than they 
this side of BOSTON, 
making your purchases,
C. G. MOFFIT,
N O . 2 P A L M E R ’S B L O C K ,
Rockland. Oct. 9, 1656. 4Itf
O o i F x x a n d  F l o u r .
CHAS. S P A L D IN G ,
A NNOUNCES to the public that be has taken 
ZX tile Store formally occupied by Wilaou t  While, 
N O . 9  K IM B A L L  B L O C K , 






For sale at the lowest PRICES.
Buckland, Sept. 11. 1856. __37tf
F l t E S l O l t M V A I .
B U R D E N ’ S
Pressed Boat, Ship, Brad and Counter­
sunk Railroad Spikes
A RE well known in the United States, and are
-AA conspicuous for their regularity and finish, their un­
varying uniformity of size, and lor the excellent quality of 
the iron from which they are made, to which ir ay be at­
tributed their rare strength. They are everywhere con­
sidered far superior to the hand-made spike of common 
English iron, and inferior to nothing of the kind yet in­
troduced to the public.
For particulars and samples, apply to
B L O D G E T , B R O W N  & C O .,
SO an d  8 2  P e a r l  S t .. B o uton , M a ss .
Dec. 18, 1356. 51ly
B O O T S  A N D  S H 'O E S .
H . B . E A T O N , M . D .
HOMfEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN &c.
Member of the Maine Medical Association.
Member c f  the Homcrpathic College o f Health <%c.
D O C T O R  E A T O N  keeps constantly -on hand the 
various Homtepathic Medicines.
B O C K S , M E D I C I N E  C H E S T S , E T C  
Calls left at the Telegraph Office in Rockland, or at his




rp H E  subscriber lias just received a large stock 
G O O D  C U S T O M  M A D E
b o o t s  . s . v s i  s h o e s ,
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
ALSO — A lot of N e w  Style*
fT 'lIE Subscriber having been duly licensed by 
I  the City Authorities, to keep and sell Spirituous Li­
quors iu conformity to the law passed at the last session 
of the Legislature, has taken the store formerly occupied 
by Silas Kalloch. A Co., where he will keep constantly on 
hand, the best of Wines and Liquors, for all who may
need the same in the City or Country. Persons licensed , geld  at the v e r y  lo w e s t  C u sh  price»i 
io sell in other towns, supplied on liberal terms for Cash. 1 
ft’. C. WOODARD.
Rockland, Jan. 12, 1656. 26.
Im portant to Daguerreotypists,
MARBLE D E A L E R S  A N D  OTHERS.
Monumental Daguerreotype Cases.
A method has long been sought for, to insert in a dura­
ble manner, Daguerreotype Likenesses to Head stones 
and Monuments. 1 have been manufacturing these Cases 
for the last two yoars, and can warrant them to secure the 
picture for a long number of years.
The outside cases is made of Parivan Marble, and the 
box which encloses tee picture and keeps it iu a state of 
great preservation fnr a long number^of years, is made of 
brass,— a scrkw Box. It makes a very neat job on « 
Head Stone or monument. They are u>ed in Greenwood 
Cemetery, Mount Auburn, Laurel Hill, and many other 
Cemetries in the United Stages.
A liberal discount made to Marble Dealers and Daguer­
reotypists. Price from $2,25 each to $9,50. A circulnr of 
engravings will be sent to any address, free, with price list.
Address,
A. L. BALDWIN, Agent of Mausoleum Dag. Co., 
3m52 335 Broadway, New York.
'T H E  subscriber having made large additions
A  to his already large assortment, is now ready to offer 
customers tbe ihrgest aud best assortment ever offered in 
this city, and those who think of purchaaing for the cem- 
iug wiuter would do well to caH aud examine my stock 
before put chasing elsewhere.
I wish to cnll particular attention to the
Green M ou nta in  S ta le
improved Cooking Stove, fori have no hesitation in say­
ing that for durability, convenience and economy it sur­
passes all other Stoves. Nor have I any hesitation in 
saying that 1 can show* the largest list of sales of this 
Stove than unv ever sold in this city. Again I say call 
and examine for yourselves.
I wish to call attention m the 
S N O W  B I R D ,  C O O K IN G  S T O V E ,  
for burning Coal, this is the only Stove ever made that 
will burn Coal to the satisfaction of all. Hundreds of tes­
timonials can be brought for this Stove in this city.
1 have all the other patterns of Cooking Stoves of any 
«ote.
P A R L O R . O F F IC E  a n d  C A M B O O S E  
S T O V E S .
of every variety for Coal and Wood.
P U M P S , of all kind, and sire..
S H E E T  L E A D .
L E A D  P I P E .
S H I P  T R IM M IN G S .
W O O D E N  W A R E .
W IN D L A S S E S , P U R C H A S E S , & o„  & c.
F U R  .V *f €’ E  S
vhich can be sett al short notice and
Japanued, B rittania, Copper, Sheet Iron,
and TIN W a RE constantly on hand.
done, at short notice
Grateful for the liberal patronage I have received since 
my commencement in business, be assured that nothing 
shnll be wauling on my pan to meet a continuance of the 
same.
8. M..VEAZIE,
No. 3 Beethoven Block.
Rockland, Oct. 27, 1656 44tf
O
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Money ! M oney! M oney!
W H Y  BE WITHOUT M ONEY’ when it ie
’ ’ just as easy to be around with a pocket full 
as not it they only think so. I have got a new article, 
from which five to twenty dollars a day can be niade,eith- 
er by male or female. It is highly respectable business, 
ai d an article which is wanted in every family in the 
United States. Enclose me two dollars by mail, at inv 
risk, and 1 will forward by return mail a Circulnr, with 
full instructions in the art. The business is very easy— 
Try it, if you are out of employment, and you will never 
regret i t ; for it will be better for you to pay the above 
sum, aud insure you a good business, than to ’ pay twenty 
five cents for n spurious advertisement. This is no hum­
bug. Tb v i t ! T ry it 1 Tav it  1 Address your letters 
DWIGHT MONROE, New York.
to
1 sent one of my Circulars to an Editor in Georgia, and 
he gave me a notice in bis paper like the following :
“  Mr- Monroe sent me one of his Circulars, and 1 will 
Just suy to my readers that whoever of you are out ofem- 
ployrnent that Mr. Monroe’s business is a good business, 
and money can be made out of It by any one who engages 
in it, for it is no humbug.”
December 24,1656. 3m52
DOORS. BLINDS & SASH
FOR sale, corner of Rockland and Main Sts.,North End, at reduced price*, by
Kackland, June 3,1355.
B. F. GREELY. 
l y t t
H A T S  &  C A P S ,
B O O T  A X L I  S H O K S .
THE subscriber has just received an unusualL a r g e  S to c k  of
s o w  m
Consisting iu part of
S to u e  M a r t in ,
A m e r ic a n  S a b le ,
F i t c h .
B a d g e r ,
I m it a t io n  F i t c h ,
R u s s ia n  F itc h ,
R u s s ia n  S q u ir r e l ,  
E n g lis h  C o n ey ,
L a m b s  W o o l ,
E r m in e  a n d
S w a n S  D o w n ,
T ip p e ts ,
C a p es .
T a lm a s ,
V ic t o r iu e s ,
P e le r in e s ,
w i t h  C U F F S  to
m a t c h  fo r  L a d ie s 9 
a n d  M isses9.
B U F F A L O  R O B E S , S H A W L  R O B E S  A N D  
B U F F A L O  C O A T S.
H A TS AND CAPS.
A large STOCK of all Styles, Color-* and .qualities for
Gents’ Boys’ and Children.
3 3 o o t s  a n d .  g5T> o e s .
An immense Stock of all kinds. Styles and qualities for
Ladies’, Misses’, Gents’, Boy’s uud Children.
G L O V E S  A N D  M I T T E N S .
A large Slock of every description fur Gentlemen.
F U R N I S H I N G  G O O D S .
Scarfa, Cravats, Ildkfs, Neck Ties, Stocks, Suspenders,
Umbrellas, Ac,. Jcc. All of which were p u r c h a se d  
w h o lly  fo r  C A SH  and will be S O L I) at a very 
wtiiall a d r n n e e  from C ost for C A SH .
H A T S  A JS T D  C H y Z P S ,
which were purchased wliollv for C A S H  and will be
T . A . W E N T W O R T H ,
Rockland, August 20, 1856.
2 S p offord  B lo c k ,
Opposite Thorndike Hotel.
K. a . PA LM ER  & Co.,
TT7OULD respectfully announce to the citizens of Rock- 
VI land and vicinity that they have just opened a store
N O .’ S 4  &  5  T H O R N D I K E  B L O C K ,
where they will keep constantly on hand a full supply of
CO RN A .W  F L O U R ,
and a good assortment of
w . I. GOODS AND GROCERIES.
We shall endeavor by constant attendance and a dispo­
sition to plense to merit a share of public patronage
Rockland, October 1, 1856 40tf
W hich w ill Not Leak,
A FAUCET now being used everywhere, and for every 
thing that runs.
WARRANTED, that after years of use,
1 st . I l  w i l l  n o t l e a k .
2 d . I t  w i l l  n o t  w e a r  o u t.
3 d . I t  w i l l  n o t flood .
4 th . I t  w i l l  n o t  fr e e z e .
5 t h .  I t  w i l l  n o t  w n « te .
Buell is the Boston Faucet Co.’s
SELF-OLOSIHG FAUCET-
Wherever you put otic on, you will never require another. 
Try one, and see if this is an exaggeration of its merits.
B O S T O N  F A U C E T  C O .
G O R E  B L O C K ,o p p o s ite  R E V E R E  H O U S E . 
JOHN P. WISE, Agent for Rockland.
Boston, Sept. 10, 1856. 6m37
R  E M O  V  A . E  .
J .  W A T T S ,
HAS removed to the PERRY STORE, Corner of Main and Pleasant Streets, where he will keep constantlv on hand
C O R N ,
M E A L
A N D
F L O U R .
Also a good assortment of W ,  I . G O OD S a n d
G R O C E R I E S .
! which will be sold at the lowest market price.
1 Rockland, Oct. 23, 1856. 43tf
T . A .  W E N T W O R T H ,  
N o . 2 S p o ffo rd  B lo c k ,
Opposite Thorndike Hotel.
O* P. S. Highest price paid for S h ip p in g  
Rockland, Nov. 4, 1856.
“ C entral M arket.”
IT1
D. B. BMDGFOED, &C0.
GENERAL COMMISSION AND FORWARDING
ON T H E  DOCK
R I C H M O N D , V A .
FOR THE SALE OF
L im e , H a y , P la s t e r ,  L a th s , F is h , L u m b e r  
a n d  E a s te r n  P r o d u c e  g e n e r a l ly .
Also attend particularly to orders for the purchase of
F L O U R , C O R N , F E E D  Jkc.,
R E F E R E N C E S  .
$10 ,000
W O R T H
R E A D Y - M A D E
J U S T  R E C E I V E D
R ic h m o n d . V a ,
Bacon <fc Baskervill, 
Edmond, Davenport &. Co., 
Selden <fc Miller,
Womble & Claiborne,
C. T. Wortham Co., 
Steans,Brummel &. Co.,
D. A W. Curxie 
Richardson As Co.
N o r fo lk , V a .  
Rowland «Sc Bros.,
Bayinore A Stone.
B a lt im o r e , M d. 
Ileslin <fc Rogers.
P h ila d e lp h ia ,  P a .  
French, Rickards & Co., 
Greiner <fc Harkness,
C. L. Hughs.
N e w  Y o r k .  
Mahlon Vail,
John Wilmot & Co.,
Dennis <fc Co.,
Dunham Ac Co.,
Cruminel A; Roysters, 
Lawrence Cement Co.




Win. M. Stedman dc Co., 
J. P. Townsend «fc Co.
P o r t la n d , M e. 
P. Randall Ac Son.
R o c k la n d , M e.
F. Cobb & Co.,
A. J, Bird,
Healy «fc Achorn 





E a s tp o r t ,  M e .
C, 11. Dyer,
Fisher A Milliken.
C a la is ,  M e.
J. McAllister A Co.
C in c in n a t i ,  O h io . 
Ruwson, Wilhy «fc Co., 
Kennett, Dudley A Co., 
Graffin 4  Norvill.
R ic h m o n d . In d .  
J. A. Biidgland.,
S t. L o u is , M o . 
Thomas Mullen.
43t f
U. S. CLOTHING WAREHOUSE,
A. PA RK ER,
s a i l -  JML a, I s . © i* ,
S P E A R ’S  W H A R F ,
ROCKLAND, ME,
TAUCK, Trimmings, Bolt Rope and Twine con-
-I ’ constantly on hand or furnished at short notice. .
— A L S O  —
Bunting of all kinds, Colors and Flags of every descrip 
tion. Tents, Awnings, Ac., made to order in good style. 
Orders in the above line will be promptly attended io.*
Rockland, Nov. 14, 1855. " 6m44
TAKE AOT1CC.
S P R IN G  & S U M M E R  A R R A N G E M E N T .
JJORSES, CARRIAGES and COACHES to
L E T  n t th e  T H O R N D I K E  S T A B L E ,
Persons wishing SEATS to and from the BOATS will 
please leave their names at the Thorndike Hotel or C. S. 
BROWN’S Livery Stable, North End.
W. II. THORNDIKE.
Rockland, April 16, 1856. 16tf
TR A IN  A P llIP P S ,
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
A n d  M a n u fa c t u r e r s  o f  C o r d a g e  & O a k u m .
j Importers and Dealers in Chains, Anchois, Hemp, Bunt­
ing, Windlass Gearing, Sail Cloth, Paints, Oils, Naval 
Stores.
C O P P E R - C O A T E D  S P I K E S ,
4c. Sole Agents CRANE’S PATENT CHAIN STOP­
PERS.
4 1  C O M M E R C IA L  S T R E E T ,
Granite Building, opposite end North Market at.,
and taken the store recentlv occupied by C. A. HAR- i 
. RINGTON, one door North of I. K. KIMBALL’S, offers , 
i for sale a choice selection of
P ro v is io n s
C O U N T R Y  























F r u i t ,  C o n fe c t io n e r y , C ig a r s  &c«, A c .,
Also,—a good assortment of
F R E S H  M E A T S , S A U S A G E , P O U L T R Y  
a n d  G A M E  in  it*  sea so n
Having been engaged in the abo 
years, the subscriber takes this occasion 
cere thanks to old customers for their liberal patronage 
during the time and hopes by close attention to business to 
weleoine the return of his old friends with a lurge addi­
tion of new patrons.
Rockland, Nov. 19, 1856.
© j ’o c e r i c s  an d
P R O D U C E ,
Boston.
W. G. Train,
{Late o f  Whit on, Ti 
Apnl 4, 1856.
W . P h ipps, Ja. 
4  Co)
15ly
ROBERT BASKIN, EDWIN R. MILLAR.
R A N K I N  &  M I L L A R .
COM MISSION M ERCHANTS,
S H I P  b‘ r ' o  K E R S
S T E A M S H I P  A G E N T S ,  & C . , 
R IC H M O N D , V A .  
Consignments of Eastern Produce,
HAY, LUMBER, LIME, BRICKS, &c..
solicited.
Richmond, March 7.1855. lOly
NO. 3 BERRY BLOCK.
T H E  subscribsr having just returned from Bos- 
J- ton, now offers to the public the largest and best se­
lected stock of GOODS ever offered in this city, all of 
which, having been purchased W h o lly  fo r  C nak, 
wrll be sold
“ C H E A P E R  T H A N  T H E  C H E A P E S T ,99
for CASH and CASH ONLY.
The following comprises a small part of the stock now
opeuing, viz
C O A T S .
A very large assortment of Heavy Beaver. Pilot, Union 
Cloth and Reversible Overcoats, Blue and Blnck Back 
and Frock Coals, also a large assortment of business 
Coats of all qualities.
P A N T S .
Cassimere and Doeskin, Fancy Sattinett and Union 
Cloth, Blue and Black Sattinett, Mixed Doeskin and busi­
ness Pants of all descriptions.
V E S T S .
Blnck, Figured and Brown Satin, Figured Silk and Cash- 
mere, Check’ll Marseilles and Mixed Doeskin, Plain and 
Figured Lasting, Fancy Velvet and Plush.
BO O TS A N D  SH O ES.
A large and splendid assortment of Ladies’ Kid, Moroco 
and Goat side aud front Boots. Cloth and Kid. Congress 
and Heel Boots. Ladies’ Kid. Morocco and Goat, Sewed 
aud Pegged Shoes of all descriptions.
Misses’ and Childrens’ Boots, Shoes and Slippers, ^com­
prising all styles and qualities.
Gents’ French and American Calf and thick Boots. 
Grain leather aud Kip Boots. Rubber Boots and Shoes. 
Gulf, Goat and Imitation Goat Brogans. Congress Shoes 
of all kinds. Also, a general assortment of younhs’ and 
Boys’ Boots and Shoes.
H a t s  zxxicT C a p s .
Mole Skin Hats of the latest styles, Brown and Black 
Fur and Wool Hats, both Men and Boy’s, Brown, Black 
and blue Cloth Caps, Boys and Children’s Embossed and 
Embroidered Caps of all kinds.
GEN T’S FU R N ISH IN G  GOODS.
The most complete assortment to be found io the city.
Clocks, Fancy  Goods and Jew elry.
A large and choice selection.
Trunks, Valises and Carpet Bags,
of all qualities and styles.
Seamen’s Outfitting Goods
and Rubber Clothing of all descriptions.
G U N S  A N D  P I S T O L S .
Ritles, Colts and Allen’s Revolvers, Brass and Silver 
Mounted Single and Double Pistols, Ball Moulds, Tubes, 
Tube Wrenches, Rod Screws and Heads, Locks, Caps, 
Cylinders, Hammers, Powder Flasks, Shot Pouches, and 
Powder Horns.
O. H. PERRY.
Rockland, Oetober|8, 1656. 43tf
’  S U P E R I O R  T O  A L L  O T H E R S
NEW  GOODS.
A . H . K IM B A L L  & CO.,
NO. 1 CUSTOM HOUSE BLOCK.
TT AVE juat returned from Boston, and are 
LY now opening a carefully selected stock of G O OD S  
adapted to this market, consisting iu part as follows •
P r o v i s i o n s .
Flour, Boston Clear and Mess Pork, Hams, Lard, 
Fulton Market and Chicago Beef, Beaus, Potatoes 
Dried Apples, Codfish, Pollock dtc
Groceries.
A choice assortment of Family Groceries, such as 
Granulated, Crushed, Brown and Musc&vado Sugars, 
Java, Porto Cabello, West India and Burnt and 
Ground Coffee, "k oung Hyson. Oolong, Ningvong and 
souchong Teas, Molasses, Porto Rico, do., Rice, 
vinegar, Lamp Oil, Candles, Cream Tartar, 
Snleratus, Starch, Corn Starch. GherkinsJMaccaronI, 
Tapioca. Citron, Mace, Currants, &c., die 
P A I N T S  A N D  O I L S
Union White Lead, Hudson River do., French Zinc, 
White, Boiled and Linseed Oil, Sp’is Turpentine, 
Japan, Zinc Dryer, Coach, Furniture, Damar and 
Bright Vainish, Paris Green, Chrome Green, 
Chrome Yellow, French Yellow, Venetian Red,
Red Lead, Vermillion, Verdigris, Litharge, Prussian 
Blue, Urnbre, Lampblack, Whiting, Borax,
Chalk, &c.
B U I L D E R S ’ M A T E R I A L S .
Nails, Glass, Sheet Lead, Tar’d and Dry Sheathing 
Paper, Loeks of all kinds, Knobs, Butts, Screws, 
Blinds Fastenings, Store Latches, Locks and Bolts, 
Window Line, Hinges, dec., <fc.
H A R D W A R E .
Long Handled .Shovels and Spades, Cast Steel and 
Iron Shovels, Spades and Manure Forks, Hoes, 
Pick-axes, Crowbars, Axes and Hatchets of all 
kinds, Treenail, Ship and Screw Augers, Bills, 
Hammers, all kinds of Rasps and Files, Sand Paper, 
C. S. Hand Saws, Plane Irona, Grind Stone Fixings, 
Cow Bells, Horse, Shoe, Scrubbing. Floor, W’hite 
Wash and
-P A IN T  B R U S H E S .-  
S H I P  C H A N D L E R Y
Manilla and Hemp Cordage, Cotton Duck and 
Ravens, Tar, Pitch, Rosin, Oakum, Rigging and 
Pump Leather,Cotton and Hemp Cod Lines, 
Mackerel Lines, Deep Sea, Huud and Log Lines, 
Leads, Net, Whipping, Cctton and Flax Twine, 
Brass and Wood^Compasses, Deck Lights, Deck 
Buckets, Lanterns, Signal Lamps, dec., dec, 
H O U S E  F U R N IS H IN G  A R T IC L E S .
Crockery, Glass, Earthern and Stone Ware, Knives 
and Forks, Spoons, Chopping Knives and Trays, 
Wooden Bowls, Butter and Bail Firkins, Boxes, 
Rolling Pins, Pastry Boards, Clothes and other 
Baskets, Hair and Wire Sieves,
N IC E  C O R N  B R O O M S,
Large and Small, Mats, Coffee Mills. Tubs, Water 
Pails, Zine and Wood Wash Boards, Bristol 3rick, 
Churns. Wood Horses and Saws, Mop Handles dsc., 
dec.
ALSO,—A good assortment of Staple Dry Goods, 
such as Brown and Bleached Sheetings, Cotton 
Warp, Wicking, Prints, Linens, Strip’d Shirting, 
Denims, dec., dee.
The above are some of the leading articles which the 
subscribers have on hand ; they will endeavor to keep a 
constant supply, and hope to merit a fair share of patron­
age fiom our own and the neighbouring towns.
A. IL KIMBALL dc CO.
A. II. JC. dc Co., are the selling Agents for the H a s­
s e l l  M ill*  C o tto u  D u c k , a very superior article.
ALSO,—Agents for Porter’s Putent Graduating Tuyere 
Iron, the best and moat economical articles ever got up for 
Blacksmiths.
Rockland, April 24, 1856. 17tf
T R E M O N T M ILLS.
R. 0. HASKINS,
COMMISSION MERCHANT
N HIS LARGE NEW BUILDING OPPOSITE TUB OLD 
STAND OF
j E T a s l S - i x i J S  <& ? X a i l o l o y
AND IN FRONT OF THE STEAMBOAT WHARF, 
R I C H M O N D , V a .
C rN . B. He will attend particularlyto the sale of Lime 
Plaster, or any other produce ent 
make prompt returns of the same.
JACOB R 0SE V E L T  <St SON.
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
DEALERS IS
C O R D A G E, O IL , P A IN T , TA R , P IT C H ,
O A K U M  & c .
S H I P  S T O H E S ,
PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES,
2 2  S O U T H  S T ., Jt 3 3  C O E X T IE S  S L IP ,  
N E W  Y O R K .
Manila Rope, Tnr’d Rope, Anchors and Chains, Bunting, 
Flags, While Lead, Paint Oil, Lump Oil, Patent Wind­
lasses, Ate.
S T O R A G E .
JACOB ROSGVELT. MARCOS ROSGVELT.
M ETCALF & DUNCAN; ~
S H IP P IN G  & C O M M ISSIO N
2 4  C O E N  T I E S  S L I P ,
N E W  YORK.
B. F. Metcalf, ?
Saml. Duncan. j  june 3, (23)
GEO. L.
WE ARE NOW ISSUING
A NEW SERIES OF READERS.
ENTITLED
The Progressive Readers,
By SALEM TOWN, L. L, D. and N. M. HOLBROOK.
THESE are emphatically and in all respects the Be9T School Books ever published, and we are confident will take the lead among all readers. The authors, as 
suceeAiful prautieal teachers and elocutionists, and popu­
lar authors, have been long aud favorably known ; and 
their names alone are a sufficient guarantee for the high 
character of the books ; but in order to secure the highest 
possible degree of perfection in every department, the 
services of ari efficient corps of other educational and lit* 
entry men have been employed io assist.
The elementary books are beautifully illustrated by the
Teas, Coffees, Chocolates, Cocoas 
Spices, &e.
Wholesale,—and also in Small Packages.
E . E .  D Y E R  & C O .
(Sign of the Chinaman grinding coffee.)
1 41  W A S H IN G T O N  S T R E E T , B O S T O N ,
OUPPLY the best, finest and pur- 
O est articles at the lowest Cash 
prices. Their Stock consists of 
T e a s , CoirccM. C h o co la te * , 
A lls p ic e ,  P e p p e r , M uatard  
G in g e r , C a y e u e  P e p p e r ,  
N u tm e g * , C rea n r T a r ta r ,  
C in n a m o n , C love* , T a r ­
a x a c u m  o r  P r e p a r e d  D a n ­
d e lio n  R o o t , dec., & c.
Having every facility for manu­
facturing and preparing the several 
articles named, the public may rely ■ 
upon having them pure and genu­
ine. ns they are put up carefully 
nud bear our name a n d  l a  b,<$ j
“ TREMONT MILLS, E. E. DYER dc CO ”
To give consumers some idea of our sales, we annex the 
following scale of prices, viz.,
51b. Souchong Tea, 1 ,5 0  1 51b. Mocha Coffee, 1 ,0 0  
51b. Oolong “ 1 ,7 5  51b. Java ‘ DO
51b. Y. Hyson •’ 2 ,2 5  | S ib . good “ 1 ,0 0
JET The spices are put up iu 1-1 and 1-2 lb. tin cases, I 
expressly for family use, mid are warranted to be strictly a pure article, and only need a trial to estab:ish them in 
pubiic favor.
SPANISH COFFEE.—We would call the attemion of i 
consumers and dealers to our Spanish Coffee, as an article,
best artists of the country, and the appearance and me- ! ?^*ch j? i
chanical execution of the whole series is in advance of any ■ , _ ’ • „ ,• . r r ni,<L  a Pecu-
and all others. i har Pr0.cess in ™n»»>ng, one pound o f  this coffee, it is Le- |
School Committees, Teachers and others are requested | • r n
to examine for lltemnelvea. Copies ftlrniahetl free, for ex- „ A? J ’‘ ??, t 0 * V?',', “r" rl,e “  pre-l.y mail on receipt of J “t„°-Ur “,.“1 P“‘ ."P I"*rl5"Se’ •» '''!»  1
approved mixture oi dandelion and coffee.
TARAXACUM, or Prepared Dandelion Root,—Thi* ar­
ticle is prepared and roasted at our MilJa, is retailed by 
Family Grocers generally in city mid country, and bear­
ing our trade am ark, “ Chinaman grinding coffee.” may 
be relied upon as the Genuine Article. The propor­
tion used is about one half the quantity of coffee. The 
price is 20 cents per pound, and it is warranted to be the 
same as that which has been sold for fitly cents a pound 
by Druggists.
The Medical properties of Dandelion are well known,
amination, at our store, 
stamps to cover the posti 
First Reader, 9 cents ; Second, 12 cents ; Third, 15 cents; I 
Fourth, 18 cents ; F ifth ,24 cents.
The series consists of the following: —
PROGRESSIVE PICTORIAL PRIMER. 
PROGRESSIVE FIRST READER. Now ready. 
PROGRESSIVE hECOND READER. Now ready. 
PROGRESSIVE THIRD READER. Nearly readv. 
PROGRESSIVE FOURTH READER. In presa. 
PROGRESSIVE FIFTH, OR ELOCUTIONARY 
READER. Now readv.
AYER’S
C H E R R Y
PECTORAL,
FOR TUB RAPID CURE OF 
Colds, Coughs, and  
H oarseness.
BantniLD, Mass., 20th Doc., 1855.
Db. J . C. Arza: I do not hositate to say 
the boat remedy I  have ever found for 
Coughs, Hoarseness, Influenza, and the 
concomitant symptoms of a Cold, is your 
CftBRiyr Pectoral. Its constant use in 
my practice and my family for the last 
ten years has shown it to possess supe­
rior virtues for the treatment of these 
complaints. EBEN KNIGHT, M.D.
A. B. M0RTLEY, Esq., of Utica, N. Y., writes: “ I  have 
used your Pectoral myself and in my family ever since 
you invented it, and believe it the best medicine for its 
purpose ever put out. With a bad cold I should sooner 
pay twenty-five dollara for a bottle than do without it, or 
take any other remedy.”
C roup , W h o o p in g  C o u g h , In flu e n z a .
Springfield, Miss., Feb. 7, 1856. 
Brother Ayer : I  will cheerfully certify your Pectorax 
is the best remedy we possess for the cure of WlioopinQ 
Oough, Group, and the chest diseases of children. We of 
your fraternity in the South appreciate your skill, and 
commend your medicine to our people.
HIRAM CONKLIN, M. D.
AMOS LEE, Esq., Monterey, lA.,writoa, 3d Jan., 1856: 
“ I  hnd a tedious Influenza, which confined me in doors 
six weeks; took many medicines without relief; finally 
tried your Pectoral by the advice of our clergyman. 
The first dose relieved the soreness in my threat ana 
lungs; less than one half the bottle made me completely 
well. Your medicines are the cheapest as well as the best 
we can buy, and wo esteem you, Doctor, and your reme­
dies, as the poor man’s friend.”
A sth m a  o r  P h th is ic ,  aud. B r o n c h it is .
West Manchester, Pa.. Feb. 4, 1856.
Sir : Your Cherry Pectoral is performing marvellom 
cures in this section. I t  has relieved several from alarm­
ing symptoms of consumption, and is now curing a man 
who has labored under an afiectiou of the lungs for the 
last forty years. HENRY L. PARKS, Merchant.
A. A. RAMSEY, M.D., Albion, Monroe Co., Iowa, 
writes, Sept. 6, 1855: “ During my practice of many years 
I have found nothing equal to your Cherry Pectoral for 
giving ease aud relief to consumptive patients, or curing 
such os are curable.”
Wo might add volumes of evidence, but the moat con­
vincing proof of the virtues of this remedy is found in its 
effects upon trial.
C o n su m p tio n .
Probably no one remedy has ever been known which 
cured so many and such dangerous cases as thia. Some 
no human aid can reach; but even to those the Cherry 
Pectoral affords relief and comfort.
Astor House, New York City, March 6,1856
Doctor Ayer, Lowell: I  feel it a duty aud a pleasure 
to inform you what your Cherry Pectoral has done for 
my wife. She had been five months laboring under the 
dangerous symptoms of Consumption, from which no aid 
we could procure gave her much relief. She was steadily 
failing, until Dr. Strong, of this city, where we have come 
for advice, recommended a trial of your medicine. We 
bless his kindness, as we do your skill, for she has recov­
ered from that day. She is not yet as strong as she used 
to be, but is free from her cough, auil calls herself wolL 
Yours with gratitude and regard,
ORLANDO SHELBY, of Shelbyville.
Consumptives, do not despair till you have tried Ayer’s 
Cherry Pectoral. I t  is made by one of the best medical 
chemists in the world, and its cures all around us bespeak 
the high merits of its virtues.— I ,hiladelph.ia Ledger.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
THE sciences of Chemistry and Medicine have been taxed their utmost to produce this best, most perfect 
purgative which is known to man. Innumerable proofs 
are shown that these Pills have virtues which surpass in 
excellence the ordinary medicines, and that they win un­
precedentedly upon the esteem of all men. They are safe 
and pleasant to take, but powerful to cure. Their pene­
trating properties stimulate the vital activities of the body, 
remove the obstructions of its organs, purify the blood, 
and expel disease. They purge out the foul humors which 
breed and grow distemper, stimulate sluggish or disor­
dered organs into their natural action, and impart healthy 
tone with strength to the whole system. Not only do 
they euro the every-day complaints of every body, but 
also formidable and dangerous diseases that have baffled 
tho best of human skill. While they produce powerful 
effects, they are at the same time, in diminished doses, the 
safest and best physic that can be employed tor children. 
Being sugar-coated, they are pleasant to take; aid being 
purely vegetable, are freo from any risk of harm. Cures 
have been made which surpass belief were they not sub­
stantiated by men of such exalted position aud ohatacter 
as to forbid the suspicion of untruth. Many eminent 
clergymen and physicians have lent their names to certi­
fy to the public the reliability of my remedies, while oth­
ers have sent me the assurance of their conviction that 
my Preparations contribute immensely to the relief of my 
afflicted, suffering fellow-men.
The Agent below named is pleased to famish gratis my
American Almanac, containing directions for their use and 
certificates of their cures, of the following complaints: — 
Costivoness, Billons Complaints, Rheumatism, Dropsy, 
Heartburn, Headache arising from a foul Stomach. Nau­
sea, Indigestion, Morbid Inaction of the Bowels and Paia 
arising therefrom, Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all Ulcer­
ous aud Cutaneous Diseases which reqxtire aa evacuaut 
Medicine, Scrofula or King’s Evil. They also, by purify­
ing the blood and stimulating the system, cure many 
complaints which it would not be supposed they could 
reach, such as Deafness, Partial Blindness, Neuralgia and 
Nervous Irritability, Derangements of the Liver and Kid­
neys, Gout, and other kindred complaints arising from a 
low stato of tho body or obstruction of its functions.
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with some 
othor pill they make more profit on. Ask for Ayer’s 
Pills, and take nothing elso. No other they can giv* 
you compares with this i* its intrinsic value or curative 
powers. The sick want the best aid there is for them, 
and they should have it.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. AYER,
Practical and Analytical Chemist, Lowell, Maas,
Pricb 2 5  Crs. per Box. Ftvx Boxes for $ 1 . 
SOLD BY
Large stock of Books of all kinds, and every variety of and held in high estimation by all who use it. This being ! Sold|tn Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN; Camden,* J 
stationery, at lowest prices. Particular attention paid to a preparation of the root, with oil its medicinal virtues H. ESTABROOK, J r .;  Thomaston, O. W. JORDAN
XT Orders promptly and satisfactorily answered.
S A N B O R N . C A R T E R , B A Z IN  5c Co. 
2 5  ic 2 9  C o r u h a ll, B omcou.
Nov. 20, 1856. 3ml8
HATCH,
“ ‘a e ^ s lS H I P P J ^  AND COMMISSION
MERCHANT,
2 2  S o u th  S t r e e t ,  (U p  S ta i r s ,
___N K W  Y O R K .
Creevy.J IChas A. Farwell.
CREEVY & FARW ELL,
Rockland City Book Store. Commission Merchants, and Ship
M. C, A N D R E W S ,
(formerly Wakefield’s,)
N O . 3  K I M B A L L  B L O C K .
TH IS  Store is now being filled up with alarge and choice assortment efG O O D S :  I
II. 0 . BREW ER & CO.
S H IP P IN G  & COM M ISSION■B 0 0 K S  S T A T IO N E R Y ,
BBOKERS.
Agents for “ The Eagle Line” New York 
Packets,
39  N A T C H E Z  S T R E E T ,
44 tf NEW ORLEANS.
CROCKERY, GLASS,
A N D
YVOODEIS7 M 'A R E .
L E A N D E R  W E E K S,
N O . 3 S P E A R  B L O C K .
R o c k la n d  M e,
T5ESPECTEULLY calls the attention of the 
LV citizens of Rockland and vicinity to his assortment o
C ro c k e ry ,  C h in a  & G la s s  W a r e .
Have now on hand a full supply, embracin g all the vari­
eties of
BLUE and MULBERRY PRINTED; BAND 
and W HITE GRANITE, COMMON COL­
ORED, EDGED, and C. C. GREY 
and YELLOW STONE, BEN­
NINGTON and BROWN 
EARTHEN WARES,
to w*hich I am constantly adding all the new* patterns and 
styles as they are brought out. Among my variety, I 
would particularly mention the superior quality of
Vi'hite G ran ite  W are,
retained, can be mixed with coffee or not, as best suits the 
' taste, and will be found cheap and economical as a family 
I beverage, one pound of which being nearly equal to two 
i pounds of coffee. It is prescribed by many eminent phv- 
j sicians, to invalids, children and aged persons, as a nutric- 
i ions beverage, and as a remedy for Dyspepsia, Billious af- 
. fections, &c.
! O ’ Be careful to observe that all our Coffees have our 
| trade mark, ‘ Chinaman grinding Coffee.”
! O ’ To Grocers and Dealers, a liberal discount is made, 
1 enabling them to supply their customers at the same low
I 3Z7* TO CASH PURCHASERS.—Our object being to 
! secure large sales at small profitB, we offer inducem ents 
j which cannot be afforded by those who do business on the 
! credit system ; and we confidently invite an exarninn- 
. tion of the quality of our Hiock, and our prices, as coin- 
' pared with those of any other house.
Boston, Aug. 16, 1856. 6in34
Portland, H. H. HAY, General Agent for the State.
I T  H A S  W O R K E D  M IR A C L E S  !
M O B IL E , A L A .
NEW AND SPLENDID
P a p e r  H a n g in g s  a n d  B o rd e r s . :
' A large and beautiful Stock of Cameo Pins and Ear Drop? ! 
| to mulch
G old  N e c k la c e *  a n d  G old  C h aiu*,
! with an extensive assortment of other
G O E R  G O O 29 S
H AZEN & F R E N C H ,
o G2 B r o n d ,— F o u r  D oor*  S o u th  fr o m  
M ilk  S tr e e t ,  -  -  -  B O S T O N .





' Together with a full assortment of
DRY COLORS, WINDOW GLASS,
A N D  C O M M O N  D R U G S .
| February, 28, 165G, _ _  __  _ 9 I y _
L . W . H O W E S ,
LOXV PRICES 
WHITE LEAD, 




•s s  a ;  x '
5 .ft ^3
A grent variety of
P a n c y  A r t i c l e s .
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,
suited to all ages Every variety of
S C H O O L  B O O K S a u d
N A U T IC A L  A L M A N A C S . 
Constantly on hand a good supply of 
Charts, Scales, N avigators anti American
C O A S T  P I L O T .
of every description
Prices fa i r  and terms Cash.
Rockland, Oct 23, 1856 44tf
DURH AM  &, F L IN T ,
(At the old Stand of JOHN FLINT,)




bought at Belfast, Wnblo County, expressly for this mar­
ket, at such prices and of such qualities as are not found 
at other Market Houses in this city. ALSO,—A full supply
’ i
Groceries and  Vegetables,
-md all those articles usually found in PROVISION 
STORES.
Customers will understand that at this establishment 
they wili always get the worth o r  theik Money. 
G I V E  U S  A C A L L
Rockland, Dec. 6, 1856. sotf
; "THE WORLD’S GREAT REMEDY.”
C O U N S E L L O R  A T  L A W ,
K I M B A L L  B L O K .
Rockland, Me.
j Strict attention given to B o u n ty  L a n d  C la im s .
) THE above named has just removed from Belfast, where 
: he has been in a very active practice about eight years; 
! about one half of which period he was of the then firm oi 
i Abbott «k Howes.
I On account of his extensive1 acquaintance in Waldo 
County he will continue to do business iu the Courts there
veil ii nln.
Rockland, March 22, 1855
PE T E R  THACKER & BROTHER.
A ttorneys and Counsellors a t  Law,
O F F I C E , N O . 2  K I M B A L L  B L O C K ,
MAIN STREET....................................ROCKLAND, ME.
P eter T hacheu, R. P. E. T uacher.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 185G. 48tf
THORNDIKE HOTEL,
R O C K L A N D  M A I N E .
S . G . D E N N I S .
Rockiaud, Jan 15, 1S56.
TO PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH
C  E l  i l l o l a A x x j s .
T H E  subscriber prepares and sells M adame 
I  CARR’S great remedy for Chilblains, which is war­
ranted to cure the most Severe cases within three days, by 
following the directions accompanying each bottle. 
P R I C E  2 5  C E N T S .
Sold only by JOHN KING,
At the Music Depot.
Rockland, Dec. 1, 1856. 8m50
Keep it before the People— That
M c E C  I t  R O N ’ S
CELEBRATED LIN IM EN T
stands unrivalled and unequaled in the immense Cata­
logue of Medicine. On its own merits unaided by bought 
puffs lrom the Press, or by bogus certificates, pur­
porting to be from some far off plaee. Many eminent 
members of the Medieal Faculty use and recommend it, 
and the greatest Horsemen and Livery Keeoers in the Un­
ion use McEckron’s Celebrated Liniment and no other.— 
Try it and be convinced of its merits. Selling in 4 ounce 
bcttles at 25 cts ; 8 ounce bottles 37 1-2 c ts ; und in Quart 
bottles for only $1.
Sold iu Rocklund by C. P. FESSENDEN, and ft. WIG- 
GIN.
Wholesale Agents,
J . DURGIN, Co., Portland; G. F. SARGENT &, Co., 
Bangor.
Nov, 27, 1856. 3m48
N. BOYNTON & CO.
Coimiiission Merchants,
AND SELLING AGENTS FOB THE
RO BBIN S CORDAGE CO.,
P L Y M O U T H , M A SS.
RUSSELL M ILLS, and Mt. VERNON 
D U C K  C O M P A N Y ’ S , 
are prepared to furnish Coraage ami Duck of the best
quality, at the lowest manufacturers’ prises.
N BOYNTON, ) No. 131
E BOYNTON, JR > Commercial Block, 
A FIIE R V E Y  S BOSTON. 16iy
THOMAS FRYE,
Phvsician and Surgeon,
field DwellingHouse on Spring Street, opposite Dnigo 
Engine House. ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGIIT, 
will be promptly attended to- 43 ly
Nov. 10 1854.
Coal Tar,
£JONSTANTLY on hand and for salo a t  tbe
GAS WORKS.
T E A S , TEAS.— Oolong, Ninjyong and Sou- A. ahuug, an extra lo t, juxt received and for eale by 
.  J . WATTS.
!31‘ Cor. Mala and Fleaiant Ste.
Y arns and  Flannels.
A  GOOD assortment of the
W vlR R E JV  P ,tC T O R  V
W O O L E N  K N I T T I N G  Y A R N S .
—ALSO—
Plain and Twill’d, White and Mix’d Flannels suitable for 
Blankets. Drawers, Under Shirts dec. For sale by 
W .O .F U L L E R  
Spear Black.
C O M M ERCIAL H O U SE ,
H E A D  O F  C U ST O M  H O U S E  W H A R F ,
F O R E  S T . .  P O R T L A N D , M E .
N . J .  D A V IS , P r o p r i e to r .
May 14, 1856. Iyl9
W o o l  taken in exchange lor Goods, 
Rockland, Sept. 16, 1666. 38tf
To Let.
QEVERAL desirable tenements. Terms, from
$25, to $125 per year. Paeiessjon given immediately.
Inquire of • J. G DAY,
James Street.
Bockland, Octobar 9, 18561
T H I R T Y  Y E A R ’S E X P E R I E N C E  
—  OF AN  —
O  3L- 3Z> JST TJ ZFL 53 33  .
M R S  W IN S L O X V ,
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician presents to 
the attention of Mothers,
S O O T H I N G  S Y R U P ,
F O R  C H I L D R E N  T E E T H IN G .
It will immediately relieve them lrom pain, allay all 
' spasmodic action, soften the gums, reduce inflamation, 
I and is sure to regulate the Bowels. Depend upon it 
[ Mothers, it will give rest to yourselves and relief and 
! health to your children. Price 25 cents per bottle.
( We have sold very large quantities of Mrs. Winslow’s
of which I have several new and very desirable shapes. | Soothing Syrup during the past few years—over 20,000 
I also offer a large assortment of Gia** W a r e ,  which, ! bottles ilie lust year. W’e believe it the best medicine in 
together with a full stock of j the world for Children Teething or for the cure of Dysen-
GOLD BAND, PAINTED and LUSTRE ENGLISH und ?er>' or D«arrhtea in Children, whether it nrisesfrom teeth- 
FRENCII CHINA; BRITANNIA and PLATED .......................
WARES; TABLE CUTLERY, SPOONS,
• any other cause. It gives universal satisfaction — 
i never heard a complaint from any one using it -never 
j sold a medicine so nnlversally successful in relieving pain
.......... .............. ... I and effecting cures. In all cases above stated, if tuken
of every description, makes one of the most complete as- i ‘n season> relief is immediate ami absolutely certain.
• - ...............  CURTISS i  PERKINS.
Druggists, No. 40 Courtland Street. 
New York, Jany 20th, 1854.
A  L n d y  o f  th e  firat R e s p e c ta b i l i ty  w r it e *  :
Dear Sir I urn happy to he able to certify to the effi­
cacy of Mrs Winslow’s Soothing Syrup and to the tiuth 
of what it is represented to accomplish. Having a little 
boy suffering greatly from teething, who could not rest, 
and at night by his cri?s would not permit any of the fam­
ily to do so, I purchased a bottle of the soothing Syrup, in 
order to test the remedy and when given to him the effect 
was like magic; he soon went to sleep, and all pain and 
nervousness dissappeared. We have had no trouble with 
him since, and the little fellow will pass through with 
comfort, the excruciating process of teething by the sole 
aid of Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Every mother 
who regards the health and life of her children should 
possess it. MRS. II. A. ALGER.
H. II. HAY, Portland, General Agent for Maine.
Fnr sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, Rockland; W. M 
COOK, E. K. O’BRIEN, Thomaston; IRA GILMAN, 
JOSEPH LONG, T. MARSHALL. St. George; J. II- ES­
TABROOK, CARLTON «k NORWOOD, Camden.
May 15, 1856. 201y
sortments to be found in the County.
I shall be pleased to have those in want of any articles
iu my line to look through iny stock before purchasing as 
I feel confident that.1 cun show them goods which will 
compare favorably, both in regurd to quality aud prices 
with any other house in the Suite.
Rockland, May 14, 1856. 20tf
F A IR B A N K S ’
CELEBRATED
S C A L E S ,
of every variety,
3 4  K I L B Y  S T R E E T ,  B O S T O N '.
GREENLEAF & BROWN, Agents.
A full assortment of all kinds of weighing apparatus and 
store furniture tor sale at low rates Railroad, Hay, and 
Coal Scales set in any part of the country.
For sale iu Rockiand, by II. P. WOOD &. SON. Sly
IT  IS  A FA CT TH A T
E, R. SPEAR,
J^EE PS a better assortment of 
BO O K S,
STATIONERY,
P a p e r  H a n g i n g s ,
JEWELRY and
F A N C Y  GOODS,
of every description and sells at lower prices than any 
establishment in this part of the Slate.
P L E A S E  C A L L Z A T
N ot 1 S p o lfo rd  B lo c k .
Rockland, Nov. 26, 1856. 48tf
R e a d ! R e a d !!
rPHE subscriber has removed the “  Music De- 
-!• pot” and “ Picture Gallery” to the second door north 
of his old stand, and is now getting iu New Stock ana 
fresh attractions.
Musical Merchandise of every description constantly on 
hand, or will be procured al short notice, consisting of 
SHEET MUSIC, MUSIC, and INSTRUCTION BOOKS, 
V1OLENCELLO, VIOLIN and GUITAR 
STRINGS of various qualities.
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, FIFES, ACCOR- 
DEONS, Ac., Ac.
Some of those celebrated P IA N O  F O R T E S  which 
received the first premium at the late Mechanics Fail in 
Boston, will be offered and will challenge competion both 
ns to quality aud price j also M e lo d e o u s  from the best 
Manufacturers
P ic t u r e *  in great variety varying in value from 12 1-2 
cents to $10,00 each are on exhibition, and Frames will be 
supplied at short notice at satisfactory rates.
In order to meet the wants of Sportsmen, Fishing Tackle, 
and Ammunition have been added to the Stock and all 
who are fond of Hunting aud Fishing may rely on being 
supplied with good materials.
Sheet Music sent by mail to any part of the County.
Please call and examine. T e r m s  C auh.
Orders for Book-binding promptly attended to,
JOHN KING.
Rockland, Nov. 10th, 1856. 46lf
CHURCH ORGANS and MEIODEONS,
MANUFACTURE D BY
MORSE, BROTHERS,
W A R E  R O O M , S N O W ’S B L O C K .
f t la iu  S tr e e t , R o c k ia u d , M e .
T H E  subscribers grateful for the very liberal
-L patronage which they have thus far received, would 
again invite the attention of the public to their improved 
O r g a n s  a u d  M clod con * .
Also to a new instrument forCHURCn U9e, called the 
O R G A N  M E L O D E O N ,  
which for small Churches, is considered a valuable substi­
tute for the pij»e Organ. We would also say that our fa­
cilities for manufacturing are now such as will euable us 
to furnish instruments equally as low as other manufactur­
ers in any part of the country and yet we shall make every 
effort to have ull our instruments unsurpassed in style of 
finish, beauty of tone, and durability. Every instrument 
fully warranted.
Piano Fortes of superior tone, at manufacturers prices. 
Sheet Music and Instruction Books on hand aud furnished 






H . P. W OOD & SON.,
NO. 1 WILSON’S BLOCK.
Tin Plate and Sheet Iron Workers.
—AT SO—
HOUSE AND SHIP PLUMBING 
a n d
T i n  R o o f i n g
done with promptnesa in a workmanlike manner «n<t war* 
rutted.
Roekland, U , 1353. Mtf
that all the bald and gray can be re . 
stored perfectly to original growth, and color so far as 
their locks are concerned does not admit of doubt ; be 
sides, it will qure every possible disease of the scalp, 
whether developed as dandruff itching or in the sqape of 
cutaneous eruptions—even srnld-head—and in no possible 
case will it fail of curing as if by magic, nervous or period­
ical head-ache, and if used twice a week by the young 
regularly, it will preserve the color, aud keep the hair 
from falling, to any imaginable age. Read and judge.
Millford, Worcester Co., Mass., Nov. 1855.
PROF. O, J . WOOD—Dear Sir: I take pleasure in 
bearing voluntary testimony to the magic effects cf your 
wonderful Hair Restorative, as far back as 1836j my 
hair commenced falling off, until the top of my scalp be­
came bald and smooth us glass, and it hus continued to 
fall for a greut many years, notwithstanuing 1 have used 
many celebrated preparations for restoration. Seeing 
your advertisement, I was induced to give your article a 
trial, and to my astonishment, found, after a few applica­
tions, that my hair became firmly set, and assumed a 
glossy aud beautiful nppearance ; and by the time 1 had 
used a quart bottle, rny bald head was covered over with a 
young and vigorous growth of hair, which is new from 
one to two inches iu length, and growing fast.
Yours, trulr,
HENRY GOODRICH.
Charlestown, Mass., Aug. 9, 1855.
G e n tsN o th in g  but a duty and sympathy that I feel 
to communicate to others that are afflicted as I have been, 
would induce me to give this public acknowledgement cf 
the benefit I have received trom Prof. Wood’s Hair Re­
storative. When I first commenced using it, rny hair was 
was quite gray, and in spots entirely bale. I have now 
used the Restorative about five months, and my hair is en­
tirely changed to its original color, brown, and the new 
hair is over three inches in length on the spots where it 
was bald. 1 have also been much gratified at the healthy 
moisture and vigor of the hair, which before was dry, and 
it has ceased to come out as formerly.
Respectfully yours, «fcc., ’
Mrs. R. a . STODDARD.
From Mrs, Ingalls, a well known nurse in Boston.
Boston, Oct. J9th, 1855.
Gents :—At you request, and being so highly pleased 
with the effects of the Restorative, I am free to state that 
my hair had become quite thin, and entirely white. I hav« 
for the last five years been in the habit of using dye, but 
hearing of the extraordinary affecte of this article, I waa 
induced to try it My hair has been restored to its origin­
al thickness, and also to its former color which is light 
brown. Yours Respectfully,
MRS. INGALLS.
The following is from the Paston of Orthodox Church, 
Brookfield.
Brookfield, Mass, Jan 12, 1855. 
Prof. Wood—Dear Sir—Having made trial a9 your Hair 
Restorniive, it gives me pleasure to say, that its effects 
have Seer, excellent in removing inflamation, dandruff, nnd 
i constant tendency to itching, with which I have been 
troubled from my childhood, and has also restored the 
hair, which was becoming gray, to its origiuul color. I 
have used no other article, with anything like the same 
pleasure and profit.
Yours, truly,
J . K. BRAGG.
{From the Jersey City Telegraph.]
W hat is it for—T his Wood’s Hair Restorative? 
a question asked daily by hundieda. We answer with- 
nut hesitation or fear of contradiction, that it is the only 
article known which will do all it promises for the human 
hair. It will renew' its growth—it will stop its falling—it 
will restcra its natural color ! It.ia not a Hair Dye, but a 
speedy and efficacious Restorative.
U. J . WOOD «fc CO., Proprietors, 312Broadway, ft’. Y.
und 114 Market street, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Agent In Rockland, C. P. FESSENDEN ; in Portland,
H. H.HaY.
Wholesale Agents in Boston, WEEKS <k POTTER. 
August 1, 1956. 6m3I
SARGENT’S READERS
AT
W H O L E S A L E .
E. R. SPEAR,
tXTILL furnish dealers in SCHOOL BOOKS 
' ’ S A R G E N T ’S  Standard Reader* at B o . i o n  
p rice * . “
Rockland, Not. 25,1856. 48tf
Kennedy’s Discovery.
T H E  pure article direct from Mr. Kennedr
JL can be found at *
4,11 s .  B. W lABW .
